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ABSTRACT
Tuberculosis (TB) is a widespread and habitually deadly infectious disease caused by
Mycobacterium species in humans, mainly by Mycobacterium tuberculosis (MTB). Drug
resistant of TB increases day by day and there are few drugs effective against MTB, so
this is a significant threat to TB controls. Tuberculosis and drug resistance TB (DR-TB)
are big problem so early diagnosis of tuberculosis and DR-TB is essential for clinical
management and public health control measures. For the first time, this study used wellestablished methods particularized somewhere else such as polymerase chain reaction
(PCR), multiplex allele-specific PCR (MAS-PCR) and DNA sequencing for the diagnosis
of tuberculosis and drugs resistant genes in Pakistan. A total of 6006 TB suspects
specimens collected from March, 2009 to August, 2013 from 11 centers allover Punjab
were included in the present study. The mean ages of patients were 39.7+ 18.5 years.
These specimens were subjected to spot and morning smear microscopy. The morning
specimens were subjected to culture and PCR. The culture positive specimens were then
analyzed for drug susceptibility testing (DST). Randomly selected 123 drug resistant and
37 drug susceptible specimens were further analyzed by MAS-PCR. Those specimens for
which MAS-PCR failed to detect known mutation were further analyzed by Sanger
sequencing for mutation, if any, in the genes (rpoB, katG and embB genes). Among them
3196 (53%) were females and 1358 (22.6%) were previously treated patients.
Microscopy of spot specimens of 2136 (35.6 %) were found positive for Mycobacterium
species. Almost similar percentage of morning specimens (37%) was found positive on
microscopy. Out of 6006 suspects specimens cultured, 2445 (40.7%) culture were
positive for Mycobacterium species. Among 2445 positive culture 47 (1.9%) were
Mycobacterium Other Than Tuberculosis (MOTT). When culture was used as a gold
standard, specificity, sensitivity, positive predictive value (PPV) and negative predictive
value (NPV) of morning specimen microscopy was 97.1% , 83.2%, 95.4% and 88.9%
respectively, whereas specificity, sensitivity, PPV and NPV of PCR was 98%, 93.8%,
97.2% and 95.6% respectively. Upon univariate analysis, statistically significant weak
positive association (P<0.001, φ=0.120) was observed between culture positive for MTB
and male gender, while moderate positive association (P<0.001, φ=0.228) was observed
between culture positive for MTB and age group (10-25 years) and history of TB
xii

treatment (P<0.001, φ=0.221). Two hundred and seventy three (11.5%) of the studied
patients showed resistance to one or more first line anti-TB drugs. Among drug resistant
TB patients, 221 (81%) were multi-drug resistant, 41 (15%) were mono-resistant, while
the remaining 11 (4%) were poly drug resistant TB patients. Upon univariate analysis,
prevalence of MDR-TB had statistically significant negligible positive association
(P<0.008, φ=0.07) and moderate positive association (P <0.001, φ=0.25) with age
category (10-25 years) and positive TB treatment history respectively. When DST was
used as a gold standard, sensitivity, specificity, PPV and NPV of MAS-PCR was 91.8%,
100%, 100% and 82.2% respectively for rpoB gene of rifampicin, whereas sensitivity,
specificity, PPV and NPV of MAS- PCR was 80.5%, 100%, 100% and 60.7%
respectively for katG gene of isoniazid. The sensitivity, specificity, PPV and NPV of
MAS- PCR was 5.7%, 100%, 100% and 24.2% for mabA gene of isoniazid respectively,
whereas sensitivity, specificity, PPV and NPV of MAS-PCR was 72.7%, 100%, 100%
and 71.1% respectively for embB gene of ethembutol when DST was used as gold
standard. In the present study, 33 specimens resistant to rifampicin by DST method and
failed to determine by MAS-PCR were bidirectionally sequenced for unknown mutations.
In twelve (12) specimens, a rare mutation in worldwide and novel mutation in Pakistan at
codon 515 (Met515Iso) and a common variant at codon 516 (Met516Tyr) in each sample
was detected in rpoB gene. In 4 specimens, a rare mutation in worldwide and novel
mutation in Pakistan at codon 513 (Gln513Pro) was identified in rpoB gene. Similarly, in
additional 4 specimens, M515V and H526W were identified in rpoB gene. Moreover, a
rare mutation in worldwide and novel mutation in Pakistan (Leu533Pro) was found in 5
specimens in rpoB gene. In 8 specimens undetermined by MAS-PCR, no mutation was
detected in rpoB gene. In fifteen (15) specimens resistant to isoniazid by DST method
and failed to determine by MAS-PCR were bidirectionally sequenced for unknown
mutation. In these 15 specimens, a common mutation at codon 315 (S315T) was detected
in each specimens in katG gene. Fourteen (14) specimens resistant to at least ethambutol
by DST method and failed to give result by MAS-PCR were sequenced bidirectionally
for unknown mutation. In nine (9) specimens, a common mutation at codon 306
(Met306Iso) was determined in embB gene. In five (5) specimens, sequence matched
completely with wild type embB gene sequence.
xiii

This study concludes that Tuberculosis (TB) is more prevalent in males than in females.
Moreover it is advisable to not just rely on spot smears for detection of tuberculosis but
both spot and morning smears will lead to more accurate diagnosis as the later is more
effective. Careful design of treatment regimen from the available arsenal of antitubercular drugs will help in better resolution of the infection in the first encounter
minimizing risks of development of resistance in future. Novel mutations in different
genes of MTB leading to altered response to anti-tubercular medicines in Pakistan are not
out of question and should be closely monitored to adopt effective treatment plans for TB
in future.

xiv

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Tuberculosis (abbreviated as TB for tuberculosis or tubercle bacillus) is a
widespread and habitually deadly infectious disease caused by Mycobacterium species in
humans, mainly by Mycobacterium tuberculosis (MTB) (Kumar et al., 2007).
Tuberculosis is one of the oldest known diseases in human beings. It spreads through
aerosols from person to person (Valadas and Antunes, 2005). It is an unceasing
communicable infection that is a threat to community wellbeing all over the world
(WHO, 2000). MTB is rod shaped (0.2 -0.5 µm in width and 2-4 µm in length) and nonmotile. The MTB has a slow generation time of 15-20 hours (Todar, 2005). MTB is gram
positive and non-spore forming (North, 2004). It is an obligate aerobe and for growth and
reproduction requires a host. Moreover, MTB is a facultative intracellular parasite that
transfers through air and appear in upper lungs first (Quast, 2006). MTB produces a long
term infection which can direct to latent tuberculosis. Immune response that mounts for
tuberculosis infection is usually doing well in containing but not getting rid of the
pathogen (Russell, 2007). MTB mostly invades the human pulmonary system and the
disease occur in lungs (known as pulmonary TB) but it also possesses potential to attack
other sensitive areas of the body like kidneys, spinal cord, brain, glands, bones and joints
(tuberculosis develops other than lungs known as extrapulmonary TB) (Dolin et al.,
2010). Common signs and symptoms of tuberculosis are chills, fever, night sweats,
weight loss, fatigue and loss of appetite (Dolin et al., 2010). Clinically, tuberculosis has
two forms: a latent form of TB (asymptomatic and non-contagious) and active form of
TB. If patient with active pulmonary tuberculosis remains undiagnosed and untreated, the
infection will transmit to 10- 15 people each year (WHO, 2006).
Robert Koch first described the tubercle bacillus in 1882 and demonstrated that
MTB was the etiological agent of tuberculosis (Daniel et al., 2006). Mycobacteria can be
divided into several major groups for the purpose of diagnosis and treatment; 1) The
MTB complex (MTBC) that causes TB, 2) non-tuberculosis mycobacteria (NTM)
consists of all the other mycobacteria, and 3) Mycobacterium leprae that cause leprosy.
NTMs are nonpathogenic for humans in most cases and are usually disseminated in the
environment. Apart from the M. leprae and MTBC, the genus Mycobacterium consists of
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more than 140 species (vanIngen, 2013), of which around 50 are presently well-thoughtout to be etiological agent of human diseases (Wagner and Young, 2004). Two common
NTM species Mycobacterium intracellulare and Mycobacterium avium are mainly
affecting immunocompromised individuals (Weiss and Glassroth, 2012). The
Mycobacterium ulcerans is also NTM and causes Buruli ulcer, the necrotizing skin
disease, which has the maximum incidence in West Africa (Brou, 2008; Merritt, 2010).
The MTB complex consists of slow growing closely related mycobacteria: M.
tuberculosis, Mycobacterium canetti, Mycobacterium microti and Mycobacterium bovis
(van Soolingen et al., 1997). MTB causes tuberculosis in the vast majority of humans; M.
microti, an agent of TB in voles (Acton 2011; M. bovis which infects a wide variety of
mammalian species including cattle and humans (Kumar et al., 2007; Thoen et al., 2006)
Mycobacterium africanum and Mycobacterium canetti, agents of human TB in Africa
(Niemann et al., 2002; Niobe-Eyangoh et al., 2003). Mycobacterium pinnipesii and
Mycobacterium caprae are other additional species, which cause disease of TB in
animals (Chernick, 2004). The close affinity of the MTB complex members has been
shown by high degree of resemblance at the DNA level (Chernick, 2004; Niemann et al.,
2000). In spite of this genetically close association, specific phenotypic characteristics, as
well as dissimilar host preferences, have directed researchers to maintain the traditional
species names of these bacteria in its place of classifying them as one species (Grange,
1982).
MTB cell wall contains peptidoglycan and expected to be Gram-positive
bacterium but in reality it does not retain stain (Cole, 1998). Cell wall contains 60% lipid
in extracting mycolic acids which determine the virulence of the organism and cell
surface permeability (Todar, 2005). The cell also contains cord factor which cause
colonies of MTB to grow up in a twisting like mode (Bersa, 1994).
Anyone can get tuberculosis, but certain factors can increase risk of the disease. A
strong immune system often effectively fights TB bacteria, but body cannot stand an
effective defense if resistance is low. A number of diseases can weaken immune system.
Worldwide, the utmost important of these is HIV. Co-infection of HIV is a precise
problem in Sub-Saharan Africa, owing to high incidence of HIV in these countries
(WHO, 2006). HIV positive individuals are 20 times more likely to reactivate
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tuberculosis than those individuals who are not infected with HIV (Girardi et al., 2000).
Diabetes mellitus is also a chief risk factor that is increasing in developing countries
(Restrepo, 2007). Smoking surges the risk of TB by two to four times (Davies et al.,
2006). Additional disease states that surge the risk of emerging tuberculosis are Hodgkin
lymphoma, chronic lung disease, malnourishment, end-stage renal disease and alcoholism
(Kumar et al., 2007). The genetics of persons also play a role (Möller and Hoal, 2010).
The second main hazard factor for active TB (34%) is malnutrition after HIV (Lonnroth
and Raviglione, 2008).
The route of transmission of tuberculosis is through respiration. Bacilli are
inhaled with the air, penetrate the lungs alveoli through the respiratory tract where they
either stay at the preliminary site of infection or spread to other body parts via circulatory
fluids (Mustafa et al., 2005; Ulrichs et al., 2005). Airborne transmission is one of the
most common routes of TB spread. Patients with open pulmonary tuberculosis bring tiny
infectious droplet nuclei into being, which are less than 5 μm in diameter. These particles
stay for longer time duration in the air and invade other individuals breathing in the same
air if there is no proper ventilation system. Body fluids are the other main ways of TB
transmission. The poverty, increasing population density, unhygienic life style, rapid
industrialization, urbanization, illiteracy and environmental pollution are the principle
affecting aspects for the incidence and spread of TB (Rieder, 1999; Aparicio, 2002;
Shimao, 2005; Grundy, 2005). Tuberculosis now found as both escapable and a treatable
disease but still TB causes more adult deaths worldwide than any other infectious disease.
It is estimated that one third of the world‟s population (approximately two billion people)
harbors MTB having potential to raise infection (Daffe and Etienne, 1999; WHO, 2007).
Though, only 5- 10% of the infected individuals will progress to active TB disease each
year. The 90% of the remaining infected individuals will firstly have dormant infection
and remain asymptomatic, from which recurrence may take place. Tuberculosis is one of
the major causes of death among infectious diseases internationally, subsequent to HIV
infection (WHO, 2007).
Tuberculosis is infecting humans throughout the world. WHO national
tuberculosis program is consistently monitoring new cases in various areas (WHO, 2005).
Tuberculosis was rapidly diminishing in the last era of 20th century but with the start of
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21st century, its ratio suddenly increased in countries like USA, Mexico, Italy, France,
Belgium, Netherland, Malaysia, New Zealand, South Africa, Philippines, Vietnam,
Thailand, Indonesia and Russian Federation (WHO, 2003).
The incidence of disease and burden varies greatly geographically. Most TB cases
occur in Asia (58%) and Africa (27%), and the TB incidence rates are highest in African
continent. The 22 high burden countries (HBCs) accounted for 81% of incident cases
worldwide. Five countries with the highest incident cases in 2012 were; India (2-2.4
million), China (0.9-1.1 million), South Africa (0.4-0.6 million), Indonesia (0.4-0.5
million) and Pakistan (0.3-0.5 million). China and India only accounted for 12% and 26%
globally (WHO, 2013).
Tuberculosis is still one of the most important health issues globally. WHO
reported 8.6 million cases of tuberculosis in 2012 which is equal to 122 cases for every
100, 000 individuals. The number of women suffering from tuberculosis were 2.9 million
while 0.5 million were children. About 1.3 million people died of this infection during
2012. Out of total 8.6 million cases, 1.1 million individuals were HIV concomitantly. The
number of HIV positive cases among 1.3 million deaths from TB in 2012 were 320, 000.
The incidence of TB varies from country to country. High income countries have the
lowest incidence i.e. up to 10 cases per 100, 000 individuals. High burden countries have
up to 150- 300 cases per 100, 000 of population (WHO, 2013).
Two types of antibiotics are used for TB treatment. First line of antibiotics
includes; rifampicin (RIF), isoniazid (INH), ethambutol (EMB), pyrazinamide (PZA) and
streptomycin (STM). The second-line of antibiotics, are Ethionamide, capreomycin,
amikacin, cycloserine, kanamycin, quinolones, thiocetazone, ciprofloxcin, oflxacine,
macrolides, sprafloxacin, amoxicillin, clavulanic acid and clofazimine clarithromycin.
Amikacyn, capreomycin, quinolones and ofloxacin etc. the second line antibiotics are
used if bacterial infections develop resistance against first line antibiotics. RIF, INH,
PZA and EMB are used for the first two months of treatment, then INH and RIF must be
used for next four months or INH for six to nine months is usually prescribed by
physicians (active infection). Six to nine months are required for TB treatment; drugs
used during first 3 to 4 months Rifampin (RIF), isoniazid (INH), Ethambutol (EMB) and
pyrazinamide (PZA). EMB is usually used as the fourth agent. Unfortunately, patients
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infected with multidrug-resistant (MDR) tuberculosis need treatment with second-line
therapeutics which are more harmful for patient (WHO, 2010).
Due to the non- immoral nature of MTB, the variations inside its genome occur
due to deletion or insertion mutations. Deletion in MTB can be caused in three ways; 1)
Transposable elements, such as insertion sequences 2) Insertion sequence homologous
recombination also causes dominant DNA deletion, and 3) Deletions whose neighboring
genetic areas do not comprise repetitive sequences (Brosch et al., 2002).
MDR-TB is a term used for MTB resistant to minimum RIF and INH. Globally,
3.7 % of the newly diagnosed TB cases and 20 % of the previously treated cases for TB
were estimated to have MDR-TB in 2012. An expected 310, 000 new MDR- TB cases
were reported of pulmonary TB among notified TB patients. The highest levels of MDRTB are found in central Asia and Eastern Europe, wherever in several countries more
than 50% in previously treated and more than 20% of new TB cases had MDR-TB.
Almost 60% of MDR-TB in newly diagnosed cases was reported in China, Russian
Federation and India. Extensively drug resistant (XDR) TB [isolates as MDR with
additional resistance to fluoroquinolone and any second line injectable drugs (amikacin,
capreomycin and/ or kanamycin), was defined in 2010. WHO, 2011] has now been
reported in 92 countries, and an estimated 9.6% the average proportion of MDR-TB cases
have XDR-TB (WHO, 2013). Weak therapeutic administration and disobedient attitude
among patients are the basic reasons of high prevalence of resistant tuberculosis in
populations. The above mensioned statistic revealed that MDR and XDR-TB are big
problem and that precise control activities are needed to control them.
Pakistan is included in the nations having high prevalence of TB. TB infection is
increasingly affecting the young generation. Among the 22 high TB burden countries
Pakistan was at 8th rank (WHO, 2009), but now Pakistan is at 5th position in 22 high TB
burden countries (WHO report, 2012). Prevalence of all cases is 342 per 100,000
population.
The National TB Control Programme of Pakistan (NTCP) organized a countless
progress especially in the case finding action show over 16 time increase of notification
of smear positive TB cases in 2012 (110545) relating with that of 2001 (6703). This
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augmented case notification is mostly due to scrabbling up of DOTS coverage, Public
Private Mix and upgraded Laboratory services (WHO, 2013).
Treatment success rate from 77% in 2001 to 92% in 2012 also meaningfully
improved for new cases, but treatment success rate of relapse (84%) is similar to new
cases but in failure and default case treatment rate is about 70% (WHO, 2013).
Tuberculosis is a serious public health issue in Pakistan, instead of so much
efforts, TB is still a headache for health authorities and increasing the number of its
sufferers in areas where responsiveness in people is very poor about TB, mismanagement
in cases, under diagnosis, Non-adherence leading to drug resistance which is more
difficult to treat, HIV infected persons are more prone to develop TB. The range of drug
resistance in Pakistan is not known. WHO assessed MDR- TB rates in new cases 3.5%
and 21% in the previously treated TB cases (WHO, 2014).
Presently, the conventional TB diagnostic tests like Ziehl-Neelsen staining and
MTB cultures are less sensitive and time consuming respectively (Yeager et al., 1967;
Hobby et al., 1973). The direct acid-fast microscopy via Ziehl-Neelsen presents an easy
and fast method that can generate results within 24 hours by microscopic examination of
Acid Fast Bacilli (AFB) smears. The detection limit of 5000 AFB/mL of processed
specimens (Marchetti et al., 1998) is the main obstacle of this method. Thus the AFB
number below the detection limit make the acid-fast microscopy to be of very low
sensitivity and consequently the bacteria can potentially transmit further to the
communities. Furthermore, this technique cannot discriminate between MTB complex
organism and other acid-fast species of the genus Mycobacterium. The frequently used
culture method is the benchmark for verification of TB but it is time consuming as the
isolation of Mycobacteria and biochemical analysis for identification requires up to eight
weeks (Mauricio et al., 2003). Similarly, radiometric liquid culture (BACTEC) culture
technique also needs almost 13 days to get result (Thierry et al., 1990). Consequently,
culture-based diagnostic approaches are slow as the Mycobacteria would have need of
very firm growth requirements
In published studies, 35% to 65% AFB cultures were reported as positive (Gupta
et al., 1993; Radhika et al., 1989; Clarridge et al., 1993). Culture is time demanding,
required 2 to 8 weeks for final results leads to late treatment. Molecular techniques such
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as PCR although requires technical skills and cost effectiveness are used in detection of
MTB due to its higher sensitivity and time reduction (Clarridge et al., 1993). Several
reports have described the use of PCR to the analysis of pulmonary TB from sputum
specimens (Clarridge et al., 1993; Ieven and Goossens, 1997).
A specific nucleotide transposon, known as “IS6110" belonging to IS3 family is a
part of MTB complex members and usually appears in multiple copies (up to 25 copies),
having single copy number in M. bovis BCG and is totally missing from the remaining
mycobacteria strains (Thierry et al., 1990; Thorne et al., 2001). Due to this reason
“IS6110” sequence is the most common target used for the MTB detection in clinical
specimens and confirmed that diagnostic rate of MTB complex targeting “IS6110”
sequence has higher efficiency and sensitivity in diagnostics than microscopy or culturing
techniques with significant time (Takahashi et al., 2007; Eisenach et al., 1988; Abraham
et al., 2012; Ani et al., 2009). Various mycobacterial strains can be effectively diagnosed
by using “IS6110” as a target sequence (Eisenach et al., 1990; Thierry et al., 1990; Sekar
et al., 2008). IS6110 is highly polymorphic sequence therefore it is used as a genetic
marker in epidemiological studies (McEvoy et al., 2007; Mazurek et al., 1991).
Some of the studies reported lower efficiency of PCR in detection of MTB by
amplification of 16S rDNA and hsp65 genes, and IS6110. Although using 16S rDNA
gene is the common practice (Nakano et al., 2010), but it requires subsequent sequencing
and can not differentiate between closely relating species of mycobacteria (Nakano et al.,
2010), therefore it is not a very good choice in fact. Same is the case with hsp65; it also
requires

sequencing

for

proper

differentiation

between

the

non-tuberculosis

mycobacterial strains and complex MTB (Kim et al., 2010; Zakham et al., 2012).
Therefore, the marker sequence like “IS6110” is the best choice, which exists only in
MTB complex members, and is the main target for MTB DNA amplification (Takahashi
et al., 2007; Eisenach et al., 1988; Eisenach et al., 1990). The insertion sequence
“IS6110” can also be used for distinguishing of the members of MTB complex from
other mycobacteria in routine tests (Mazurek et al., 1991; Thierry et al., 1990; Otal et al.,
1991). IS1081 has been used for the finding of MTB complex in the paucibacillary
specimens (Taylor et al., 2007).
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Point mutations of certain genes in the DNA sequencing are the main genetic
origin of the MTB drug resistance (DR) development. A specific gene mutation
correlates with specific phenotypic DR (Bravo et al., 2009).
Single base nucleotide mutation as either by insertion, deletion or via substitution
in Rifampicin resistance determining region (RRDR) sequence will affect its binding
with rifampicin (RIF) by decreasing the affinity (Cole 1994; Rastogi and David 1993),
which is a basic reason of RIF resistance. About 95-97% of the mutations occur in this
region of the rifampicin resistant (RIF- R) isolates, comprises codons from 507 to 533
(Telenti et al., 1993; Morcillo et al., 2002). Particularly, the alteration of codons 511,
513, 516, 522, 526, 531, and 533 are more significant in this case (Chan et al., 2007a;
Yip et al., 2012).
The study of INH molecular basis in clinical isolates is very significant, because
resistance to INH is usually the leading step in the development of MDR-TB. In the
development of INH resistance, numerous mechanisms are involved: 50-80% of
mutations occurs in the codon 315 of the katG gene (katG315) of INH resistant isolates
(Heym, 1999; Riska, 2004). Subsequently, 8-20% of INH resistance occurs due to point
mutation in the promoter region (-15) of the inhA gene (inhAP- 15). Less than 5% of
INH resistant isolates comprise mutation in the inhA gene (Kiepiela, 2000; Hazbon,
2006).
Mostly point mutation (30-69%) occurs in the embB gene at codon 306 of the
Ethambutol resistant isolates of MTB (Plinke et al., 2006; Ramaswamy et al., 2000).
Previous study showed that the mutations occur in the embB306 were only observed in
Ethambutol resistant isolates of MTB and steered to the suggestion that the embB306
locus can be used as diagnostic marker for Ethambutol resistant isolates of MTB
(Ramaswamy et al., 2000).
Two most commonly adopted commercial molecular kits for MDR-TB, GenoType MTB DR assay (HainLifesciences, Nehren, Germany) (Chryssanthou and Angeby,
2012), and INNO-LiPA RIF TB test (Innogenetics, Zwijnaarde, Belgium) (Marttila et al.,
1999) proved to be useful in laboratory research (Chryssanthou and Angeby, 2012; Jin et
al., 2012), but both of them are nearly unaffordable for common patients in developing
countries (Albert et al., 2010). Amplification refractory mutation system PCR (ARMSPrevalence and genetic variation among drug resistance genes of Mycobacterium tuberculosis
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PCR) is a sensitive technique preferred for detection of MTB drug resistance, can do
identification of any mutation ranging from single base changes to small deletions (Little,
2001). In ARMS-PCR, a3' allele-specific primer is used that anneals specifically to
mutated or wild type DNA template only (Little, 2001). To avoid undesirable
amplification purposeful mismatch is introduced near the 3′ end (Newton et al., 1989). A
molecular method such as multiplex PCR is a rapid alternative method for detection of
mutations in drug resistance genes (Nyendak et al., 2009; Hillemann et al., 2007).
Although different methods are in practice for the diagnosis of MTB complex but
still no standard protocol has been developed for the early detection of this organism.
Usually, in the low and middle income countries such as Pakistan, the diagnosis of
tuberculosis is deduced from clinical symptoms, smears microscopy, cultures and its drug
resistance is determined via drug susceptibility testing (DST) in the laboratory by means
of time consuming indirect proportion method on LJ medium, which requires several
weeks for result. Therefore, proper management of these bacteria becomes difficult as the
early clinical interventions are delayed and the current increase in the prevalence with
morbidity and mortality rates in Pakistan due to TB, signifies that first of all the early
detection of MTB complex infections is crucial for coherent and clinical intervention of
this disease. For that reason direct detection of MTB from sputum specimens by PCR
would offer early diagnosis of this organism. Using PCR techniques based on direct
amplification of DNA from processed sputum specimens may reduce the time to about
few hours for early detection of MTB complex infections. Using fast DNA preparation
method from the sputum specimens is a time saving and convenient procedure. This
approach could be beneficial for early detection of the organism and in time management
and clinical intervention of this disease resulting in the decline rates of morbidity and
mortality in the population. Hence the major benefits of this diagnostic test are to
improve patient care by offering precise diagnosis of TB in suspected patients presenting
to the clinics. Apart from time saving, PCR test gives results within one day with a high
sensitivity, thus may facilitate the TB suspected patients to be diagnosed in a single visit
that may ease transport expenses incurred by the patients. Eventually the early detection
of the MTB complex infections based on PCR results would diminish the rate of
transmission of this disease in the population. Secondly more detection methods are
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required for quick and correct finding of DR to avoid incorrect treatment and to prevent
transmission of drug resistant disease in the public. Technology that is inexpensive and
affordable should be importance in the reference TB diagnostic and surveillance
laboratories especially in those areas of the world where TB remains threat to
community, including high prevalence countries such as Pakistan. However, direct DNA
sequencing, hybridization based assay, high-resolution melting curve analysis,
quantitative PCR and allele-specific PCR assay etc. are some modern molecular
techniques currently in use for tuberculosis diagnostics, though, these techniques requires
scientific expertise or are frequently less high throughput. The most commonly used
commercial molecular kits for MDR-TB, Geno-Type MTB DR assay (Hain Life
sciences, Nehren, Germany) and INNO-LiPA RMP TB test (Innogenetics, Zwijnaarde,
Belgium) proved to be useful in laboratory research, but both of them are nearly
unaffordable for common patients in developing countries. In this study a rapid, simple,
inexpensive multiplex allelic- specific PCR (MAS-PCR), which is a sensitive technique
preferred for detection of MTB drug resistance, can do identification of any mutation
ranging from single base changes to small deletions.
The aim of the current study was to find out the prevalence of susceptible and
drug resistant TB, assess the sensitivity and specificity of available diagnostic techniques
used for detection of MTB and identification of mutations in drug resistance genes.
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Aims and Objectives
1. To determine the prevalence and predictors of drug susceptible and drug resistant
tuberculosis in the enrolled suspected subjects
2. To assess the variability through PCR and microscopy among the isolates.
3. Determination of the specificity and sensitivity of PCR in smear negative and
smear positive patients.
4. Determination of the sensitivity and specificity of PCR in culture positive and
negative cases.
5. To determine the prevalence and drug resistance (DR) patterns of first-line antiTB drugs among new and previously treated positive cases.
6. To assess the drug resistance among isolates via DST, MAS-PCR and sequencing
methods.
7. To determine the relationship between rpoB, katG, mabA and embB gene
mutations and drug resistance of rifampicin, isoniazid and ethambutol to further
investigate the mechanism of rpoB, katG mabA and embB mutations involved in
the development of rifampicin, isoniazid and ethambutol resistant in MTB.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1. History of tuberculosis
In 1720, an English Physician, Benjamin Marten for the first time proposed that
TB is an infectious disease in which some small living organisms enters into the body
and prompt the formation of lesions leading to the symptoms of Phthisis (Doetsch, 1978).
Robert Koch in 1882, verified that TB was caused by a bacterium, MTB, that could be
isolated and stained (Koch, 1931). This discovery proved to be a beacon of light for
scientific community to explore this devastating disease and active research was carried
out to yield effective chemotherapeutic agents. The mid-ninteenth century witnessed a
decrease in TB mortality rates and a lesser incidence of disease. These establishments
stimulated good nutrition, exercise, rest and fresh air (Daniel, 2006), providing the first
widely practiced antituberculosis treatment. It was followed by active therapy in the
shape of pneumothorax and thoracoplasty procedures that distorted part of the diseased
lungs with the objective of closing the cavities (Daniel, 2006). Nevertheless, these
offensive early therapies appeared to do little to lessen the symptoms, and are now
considered hazardous and controversial. Albert Calmette and Camille Guerin, motivated
by Edward Jenner‟s discovery, that humans could be immunised against smallpox
following cowpox infection, began developing a vaccine against MTB using M. bovis,
the aetiological agent of bovine TB. In 1921, after successful diminution of the strain, the
Bacille Calmette-Guerin (BCG) vaccine was administered to humans (Calmette, 1928)
and remains the only vaccine in use today regardless of reports on its variable efficacy
(Brewer and Colditz, 1995; Colditz et al., 1994). The discovery of Mycobacterial DNA in
various archaeological specimens reveals that TB is an antique disease, which afflicted
the prehistoric man. Molecular documentation of human TB trace back to 4500 year old
Egyptian mummies (Zink, 2004) and further paleo microbiological evidence (Donoghue
et al., 2004) from the United Kingdom (Taylor et al., 2005), South America (Salo et al.,
1994), Borneo (Donoghue et al., 2004 ) and numerous other world-wide locations,
illustrate the wide geographical distribution of the disease. The first documented account
of TB was the emergence of the word “phthisis” (to waste away) that was introduced by
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Hippocrates in Greek literature who recognized how prevalent and widespread the
disease was (Coar, 1982). Clarissimus Galen (131-201 AD) described the Phthisis or
„consumption‟ as ulceration of the lungs, along with wasting away of the body, fever and
cough. TB remained a health hazard all the way through the ages that emerged as the
principal cause of death in Europe during 17th century. Mortality rates due to TB reached
their peak in the 18th and 19th centuries and TB gained the title the “Great White Plague”.
The name „tuberculosis‟ was introduced into the medical language after Gaspard Laurent
Bayle (1774-1816) who demonstrated that tubercles existing on the lungs of TB victims
were the cause of illness.
2.2. Disease
Tuberculosis (TB) is one of the oldest and deadly infectious diseases to human beings
caused by Mycobacterium in humans, mainly by MTB (Valadas and Antunes, 2005;
Kumar et al., 2007). It is estimated that one third of the world‟s population
(approximately 2 billions) harbors MTB having potential to raise infection (WHO, 2007)
and two million deaths annually (Seagar et al., 2008). Tuberculosis remains a major
problem to the global health and main cause of mortality and morbidity in the world
(Hermann et al., 2009). TB control depends on the early detection, correct diagnosis and
managing of the disease (Aragon et al., 2006).
MDR-TB is immense global health challenge defined as resistant to at least
rifampicin and isoniazid drugs of the first line antibiotic (Girard et al., 2005). Drug
resistant (DR) TB incidence increased by 1) poor quality antibiotics against TB 2)
irrational antibiotic use and 3) HIV pandemic (Gupta et al., 2001). The development of
DR mutations in the MTB occurs when patients are non- acquiescent and do not complete
their treatment regimens (Espinol, 2001). A patient diseased with an XDR-TB strain
defined as resistant to MDR (RIF and INH) plus fluoroquinolone and one of the
injectable second line drugs such as kanamycin, amikacin and capreomycin (Barnard et
al., 2008; Jassal and Bishai, 2009). Now XDR-TB has been reported in 92 countries of
the world (WHO, 2013).
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2.3. Characteristics and Classification of Mycobacterium
All mycobacteria species have rope-like structures of peptidoglycan that are
prearranged in such a manner to bestow them properties of an acid fast bacteria (Uhía et
al., 2011). Mycobacteria are abundant in water and soil, but MTB mostly lives in the
host. Some species of the MTB complex personalized their genetic makeup and
particularly infect human populations. Growth requirements for MTB are exceedingly
simple and are capable to grow slowly in ruthless circumstances. In the presence of
glycerol, their acid-fast property is the strongest, but when glucose is the main resource
of nutrient, the consumption of glycerol is inhibited by MTB. As a result, it has been
shown that glutamate and not glucose is essentially the chief source of nutrient to initiate
growth (Uhía et al., 2011).
Mycobacterium is the genus of family Mycobacteriaceae, placed in the suborder
Corynebacterineae, which is in the supragenric Acinomycete taxon. Corynebacterineae
correspondingly consist of Nocardia, Rhodococcus and Corynebacterium, all of which
are categorized as aerobic, Gram- positive, rod- shaped, non-motile bacteria, with
habitually high proportions of G+C in their genomes. The existence of mycolic acids is
one of the foremost important features of this suborder (Minnikin and Goodfellow, 1980),
and distinctive branched long chain fatty acids made up of β- hydroxyl-α-alkyl, which are
specific components of the cell envelope (Daffe and Draper, 1998; Dover et al., 2004).
MTB intrinsic resistance to common antibiotic is due to this distinguishing waxy and
impervious cell wall (Brennan and Nikaido, 1995; Nguyen et al., 2006) and its forbidding
strong point against the bactericidal actions of the macrophage. Mycobacterium genus
consists of species which are classified as either rapid or slow growers (Table 2.1)
(Lewin and Sharbati- Tehrani, 2005). The genus includes pathogens which cause serious
disease in mammals such as MTB causes tuberculosis and M. leprae causes leprosy
(Ryan, 2004), both having slow growth rate and culturing process is fastidious. The
doubling timing of MTB is 15- 20 hours, which is tremendously slow as compared to
other bacteria such as Escherichia coli (E. coli) which divides in 20 minutes (Lewin and
Sharbati- Tehrani, 2005). M. smegmatis is a fast growing species of the genus and divides
in around three hours, taking about 3- 5 days in visual conies. Although, M. smegmatis is
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mostly non- pathogenic in immunocompetent persons, but have many similarities with
virulent pathogens such as MTB, with more than 2000 homologous genes common. Due
to this possession, M. smegmatis is used as suitable model organism for mycobacterial
pathogens.
2.4. Mycobacterium tuberculosis complex (MTBC)
MTBC comprise a family of closely related organisms which include; M. tuberculosis,
M. microti, M. bovis BCG vaccines strains, M. bovis, M. africunum and M. cannetii
(Linda et al., 2002). Discrepancy of the members of MTBC is essential for individual
patient‟s treatment and for epidemiological purposes (Linda et al., 2002). These members
are involved in causing various diseases both in humans as well as other animals. MTBC
complex organisms share the following characteristics:
• They are obligate aerobes that can grow most fruitfully in tissues with high oxygen
content, e.g. lungs.
• They are facultative intracellular pathogens that frequently infect mononuclear
phagocytes such as macrophages.
• These organisms grow slowly with a generation time of 12 to 18 hours (c.f. 20-30
minutes for Escherichia coli).
• Members of MTBC possess high lipid content in the cell wall that is responsible for
their hydrophobic nature to make the cell impermeable to the common bacteriological
stains like Gram's stain.
• MTBC members are generally known as "acid-fast bacilli" since for their lipid-rich cell
walls, which are comparatively impervious to several basic dyes unless the dyes are
combined with phenol. Once stained, the cells resist decolorization with acidified organic
solvents and are therefore called "acid-fast".
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Table 2.1: Representative fast and slow growing bacilli of the Mycobacterium genus
(Lewin and Sharbati- Tehrani, 2005)
Fast growing Mycobacterium

Slow growing Mycobacterium

M. aurum

M. tuberculosis

M. bovis

M. chelonae

M. marinum

M. microti

M. chitae

M. avium

M. scrofulaceum

M. fortuitum

M. africanum

M. simiae

M. phlei

M. intracellulare

M. szulgai

M. porcinum

M. farcinogenes

M. gastri

M. pulveris

M. kansasii

M. ulcerans

M. smegmatis

M. laprae

M. xenopi

2.5. Organism
MTB is a pathogenic bacterial species in the order of actinomycetales and family
Mycobacteriaceae, the causative agent of tuberculosis in humans (Ismael and Ray, 2004).
MTB is extremely aerobic and necessitates high levels of oxygen, so mostly MTB infect
the lungs of the humans (Ismael, 2004).
MTB is a non-spore forming, non- motile and slow growing organism. Due to
hydrophobic cell wall characteristic, MTB has slow cell division, resistance to certain
antimicrobial agents and detergents. Outermost triple plasma membrane exists similar to
other bactaria. Cell wall is made up of peptidoglycan, complexed with mycolic acids
unique to mycobacterium and arabinogalactan, which forms a hydrophobic permeability
obstacle. Porins in the mycolic acid layer and transport proteins in the plasma membrane
permit for the importation of hydrophilic substances. Beyond this layer a capsule (as it is
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not covalently bound to the rest of the envelope) lies consisting proteins, lipid and
polysaccharides (Draper and Daffe, 2005).
2.6. Genome and evolution of Mycobacterium tuberculosis
Complete genome of the strain of MTB, H37Rv was studied in 1998 (Cole et al.,
1998). MTB H37Rv has 4200,000 nucleotides long spherical chromosomes and the G+C
content is about 65% (Ouellet et al., 2010), a feature that has been related more habitually
by means of aerobic prokaryotes (Naya et al., 2002). The genome of MTB contains about
4000 genes. The significant parts of bacterial genome are the genes that code for lipid
metabolism, and almost 8% of the genome is concerned with this activity (William et al.,
2008). MTB complex species show a 95-100% DNA relatedness based on studies of
DNA homology, and the 16S rRNA gene sequence are precisely same for all the species.
Therefore, several scientists recommended that they should be grouped like a single
species whereas others argued that they should be grouped as variety or subspecies of
MTB (Brzostek et al., 2009).
The number of repetitive DNA sequences in the genome of MTB such as; 1)
Direct repeat (DR) region, 2) the polymorphic GC- rich repetitive sequence (PGRS), 3)
Insertion sequence (IS) and 4) Major polymorphic tandem repeats (MPTR) (Poulet and
Cole, 1995b). MTB comprises two large protein families coding asparagine-, acidic or
glycine- rich proteins referred to as PPE (proline- proline- glutamate- n= 68) and PE
(proline- glutamate- n= 99) (Cole et al., 1998). Some of these genes are situated in the
PGRS and MPTR regions and are related with virulence and antigenic variability
(Karboul et al., 2006; Poulet and Cole, 1995a; Poulet and Cole, 1995b). In the previous
studies it is shown that high degree of sequence similarity presents in the clinical and
laboratory strains of MTB complex, proven more than 99.9% resemblance in rDNA
sequences (Frothingham et al., 1994; Sreevatsan et al., 1997). Less than 0.05 % sequence
variance exist between MTB and M. bovis were found (Garnier et al., 2003). This genetic
resemblance might be seen as significant when compared to other species, such as E. coli
(Perna et al., 2001). This lack of variantion may possibly have resulted from partial
discriminatory pressure or the hypothesis that its spreading is very recent, in evolutionary
expressions. Certainly, several hypotheses are that the lack of genetic variation and
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genetic resemblance expected MTB as of recent origin (Fleischmann et al., 2002;
Frothingham, 1999; Frothingham et al., 1994; Sreevatsan et al., 1997). Evolution in MTB
occur in clonal mode because of little proof of horizontal gene transfer (Filliol et al.,
2006; Supply et al., 2003) with the exception of M. canetti (Gutierrez et al., 2005).There
is limited proof for genetic recombination in MTB complex (Hughes et al., 2002), similar
to other clonal organisms such as Salmonella enterica and E. coli (Smith et al., 2003).
Even though there is some degree of genetic diversity present, however the differences
have been observed in the MTB complex strains and these variances have been valuable
in the investigation of the global evolution of the MTB complex. As a little evidence of
horizontal gene transfer in the organism, however, point mutations, deletion and insertion
can be studied to detect the global evolution of the MTB. Due to the non-uninhibited
nature of MTB, the variations inside its genome occur due to deletion or insertion
mutations. Deletion in MTB can be caused in three ways; 1) Transposable elements, such
as insertion sequences 2) Insertion sequence homologous recombination also causes
dominant DNA deletion, and 3) Deletions whose neighboring genetic areas do not
comprise repetitive sequences (Brosch et al., 2002).
2.7. Pathogenesis of Mycobacterium tuberculosis
Tubercle bacilli are inhaled along with air, penetrate the lungs and reach alveoli
through the respiratory tract where they either stay at the preliminary site of infection or
spread to other body parts via circulatory fluids (Mustafa et al., 2005; Ulrichs et al.,
2005). The mycobacterial surface protein, lipoarabinomannan (LAM) mediate the
interaction between the pathogen and alveolar macrophages in lungs which results in
phagocytosis of MTB by alveolar macrophages (Brennan, 2003; Ferguson et al., 1999;
Schwander et al., 1998). The phagocytized bacilli are put forward to degradation by
intralysosomal acidic hydrolases, reactive oxygen intermediates (ROI) and reactive
nitrogen intermediates (RNI) within the phagosomes (Firmani and Riley, 2002).
Afterwards innate immunity is activated; Neutrophils and natural killer (NK) cells reach
the infected area. Neutrophils have phagocytic activity while NK cells directly lyse the
pathogen or the infected host cells (Kisich et al., 2002; Vankayalapati et al., 2004). On
the other hand, human antigen-presenting cells (APCs) upon interaction with the bacilli
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starts the production of inflammatory cytokines and chemokine (Ferrero et al., 2003;
Hickman et al., 2002). Tumor necrosis factor (TNF) and interleukin-12 (IL-12) are the
two main cytokines, IL-12 production initiates a type 1 T-cell response, in which IFNgamma is up-regulated by CD4+/CD8+ T cells and NK cells (Chackerian et al., 2001;
Silva et al., 2001). TNF produced as a result of infection in turn acts on macrophages to
induce chemokine, such as C-C chemokine ligand 2, 5 and 9, C-X-C chemokine ligand
10, which are sensed by other T cells and macrophages approaching towards lungs
(Smith et al., 2002; Flynn and Chan, 2001; Algood et al., 2004; Algood et al., 2005). The
gradient concentration of chemokine finally guides the immune cells to the site of
infection, where they interact to form a shell structure known as „granuloma‟ (Roach et
al., 1999). Granuloma formation keep the bacilli restricted and under control. If the
immune system fails to form granuloma the bacilli overcomes the immunity which leads
to severe pulmonary tuberculosis.

2.7.1. Mechanism of Granuloma Formation
Tuberculosis granuloma formation is a highly complex process that has not been
completely explained. Several elements including the bacilli, cytokines, chemokines,
immune effector cells and adhesion molecules are involved (Algood et al., 2005;
Saunders et al., 2005).
The main steps of granuloma formation are:
1. Aggregation of phagocytes around the infected macrophages is thought to be the
first event of the reaction cascade (Nau et al., 2002)
2. Fusion of macrophages togEMBer to become giant cells.
3. Recruitment of T cells and other immune cells by chemokines at the site of
infection to form a sphere-like cavity (lesion).
The lesion is finally separated from neighboring tissue by epithelioid cells (Monack et
al., 2004), which contains cellular debris from caseous necrosis, which has a discrete
morphology. Granulomas formation is an adaptive immune response to control bacterial
replication and spreading, but in some cases the same process is used by MTB for
prolong survival in host and cause latent infection (Chan and Flynn, 2004). Studies
suggested that by inducing the formation of granulomas, the bacilli acquire a shelter for
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survival and afterward spread of infection to naive hosts (Manabe and Bishai, 2000;
Flynn and Chan, 2005).

2.7.2. Evasion of host immune response
To ensure survival for persistent infection and future transmission, MTB has to
dodge human immune system. Several mechanisms are used by MTB to do such evasion,
including modulation of antigen-presentation (Chang et al., 2005), prevention of
phagolysosome maturation (Hestvik et al., 2005; Russell, 2001), neutralization of
macrophage effector molecules (Vachula et al., 1990) and inhibition of immune
cytokines secretion (Narayanan et al., 2002).

2.7.2.1. Modulation of antigen presentation
One of the promises in host defense against tuberculosis is the production of
interferon-gamma (IFN- γ) from T cells (Oppmann et al., 2000; Verreck et al., 2004).
IFN-γ activates macrophages and up regulates major histocompatibility complex class II
(MHC-II) for antigen processing of mycobacterial proteins (Chang et al., 2005). Antigen
processing refers to the whole process in which antigen presenting cells or macrophages
engulf the foreign body and breakdown bacterial antigens to peptides, then these peptides
upload on to MHC-II molecules, and transport MHC-II-peptide complexes to the cell
surface for presentation to CD4+ T cells. MTB interferes with IFN- receptor (IFN- R)
signaling in macrophages by expressing a 19 kDa lipoprotein, LpqH and a 24kDa
lipoprotein, LprG. Both LpqH and LprG are ligands of human Toll-like receptor 2 (TLR2) (Pai et al., 2004). By motivating LpqH, TLR-2 can prevent IFN- γ receptor signaling
in macrophages, which results in repeal of IFN-R-regulated MHC-II Ag processing
(Fortune et al., 2004; Tully et al., 2005). LprG was also found to act on TLR-2 and leads
to inhibition of MHC-II Ag processing, but the complete signaling mechanism is not yet
understood (Gehring et al., 2004). Inhibition of MHC-II antigen processing and thus
antigen presentation would result in diminished recognition of infected macrophages by
CD4+ T cells. CD4+ T cells serve as effector cells to stimulate macrophage bactericidal
activity or to lyse infected macrophages. Inhibition of bactericidal activity and prevention
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of destruction of infected macrophages are important mechanisms for immune evasion
leading to persistent tuberculosis infection.

2.7.2.2. Maturation of phagolysosomes
When pathogens are internalized by APCs like macrophages, the vacuole that
contains the pathogen, or phagosomes, would subsequently fuse with acidic lysosomes to
become phagolysosomes (Koul et al., 2004). Phagolysosomes are acidified environment
which contain active lysosomal hydrolases. Lysosomal hydrolases are detrimental to
bacterial or parasitic invaders (Lennon et al., 2002). MTB is able to inhibit the fusion of
phagosomes with lysosomes so that viable intracellular environment within macrophages
could be maintained. It is suggested that the tubercular surface protein, LAM, is one of
the important mediators of the inhibition of phagolysosome (Vergne et al., 2004).
Besides LAM, other mechanisms have been proposed for the inhibition, including the
effects of ammonia production (Gordon et al., 1980), the close apposition between the
bacterium and its vacuole membrane, and the activity of a bacterial serine/threonine
kinase pknG (Cowley et al., 2004). All these processes lead to the disruption of
phagolysosome maturation so that intracellular survival could be achieved.

2.7.2.3. Neutralization of macrophage effector molecules
MTB secretes large quantities of a protein called superoxide dismutase (SOD)
which is a well-defined scavenger of ROI present in phagosomes (Guleria et al., 2002).
Other potent inhibitors of oxygen radicals in the hostile intracellular environment of
macrophages include mycobacterial sulphatides, LAM and phenolic-glycolipid-I (PGL-I)
(Vachula et al., 1990). The mechanisms of inhibition by these components are still under
investigation.

2.7.2.4. Inhibition of immune cytokines secretion
As stated earlier, IL-12 has an important role to generate T helper cell type 1
immune response and is critical for host defense against tuberculosis infection. MTB
could limit the induction of macrophage IL-12 to very low levels, especially in the case
of persistent infection (Nagabhushanam et al., 2003). Active repression of IL-12
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production is supported by experiments with macrophages exposed to either MTB or E.
coli, or a mixture of MTB and E. coli. Macrophages exposed to a mixture of MTB and E.
coli produced significantly less IL-12 than macrophages exposed to E. coli alone (Scott et
al., 2005). Repression of IL-12 production enhances the survival of MTB in host
environment.

2.8. Epidemiology of tuberculosis
2.8.1. Incidence of tuberculosis
In 2012, incidence cases are 8.6 million worldwide (Fig. 2.7 and Table 2.2), equal
to 122 cases for every 100,000 population. There were an estimated 2.9 million women
and 0.5 million children in the total 8.6 million incidence cases. There were 450,000 new
cases (primary and acquired) of MDR- TB globally. The incident rate differs from
country to country. The lowest incidence rates are mostly reported in high- income
countries, in these countries is less than 10 per 100 000 population and 150- 300 cases
per 100,000 population are in the high burden countries (HBCs) (WHO, 2013).
Most of the 58% cases occured in Asia and 27% in the African region in 2012,
smaller proportion of cases 3, 4 and 8% occur in the America, European region and
Eastern Mediterranean region, respectively.
The HBCs accounted for 81% estimated incidence cases in worldwide. In these
22 HBCs, the highest incidence cases reported worldwide e.g., 1) 2- 2.4 million cases
occured in India, 2) 0.9- 1.1 million cases in China, 3) 0.4- 0.6 million cases were present
in South Africa, 4) 0.4 to 0.5 million incidence cases were reported in Indonesia and 5)
0.3 to 0.5 incidence cases were in Pakistan. China and India only accounted for 12% and
26% respectively (WHO, 2013).
2.8.2. Prevalence of the TB worldwide
WHO reported in 2013 that approximately 12 million prevalent cases of
tuberculosis were recorded globally in 2012, which is equivalent to 169/ 100,000
individuals (Table 2.2).
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2.8.3. TB mortality worldwide
Estimated 1300,000 TB deaths occured in 2012, among these, 320,000 were HIVpositive and 940,000 were HIV-negative people (Table 2.2). These deaths included
74000 children and 410,000 women, and 170,000 deaths were of due to MDR-TB. About
75% of the total TB deaths happened in the South- East Asia Regions and African
regions in 2012 (both including and excluding HIV-positive people). The number of TB
deaths varies from country to country, ranging from single TB death to more than 40
deaths per 100 000 individuals (WHO, 2013).
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Table 2.2: WHO regional estimates TB incidence, prevalence and mortality data in 2012 (WHO, 2013)
Mortality
(Excluding HIV)
Region

Year

Population
(Million)

Number
(Thousand) Ratea

Prevalence
(Including HIV)

Incidence
(Including HIV)

Number
(Thousand)

Ratea

Number
(Thousand)

Ratea

Global

2012

7054

940

13

12000

169

8600

122

Africa

2012

893

230

26

2700

303

2300

255

The Americas

2012

961

19

1.9

390

40

280

29

Eastern
Mediterranean

2012

617

100

16

1100

180

670

109

Europe

2012

905

36

3.9

510

56

360

40

2012

1833

450

25

4800

264

3400

187

2012

1846

110

5.8

2400

128

1600

87

South- East
Asia
Western
Pacific

a Rates are per 100 000 population
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2.8.4. Co- epidemic of HIV with TB worldwide
HIV pandemic shows a significant role in the TB prevalence globally. Certain
associations have been made regarding the phenotypes of TB disease in HIV- positive
patients. Higher rate of pulmonary tuberculosis noted in HIV- positive patients by
Marshal and its colleagues (Corbett et al., 2003). In the previous studies it has been
shown that the risk of death is higher in the HIV- positive cases as compared to HIVnegative cases (Sonnenberg et al., 2005). It has also been shown that the MTB might
increase the rate of progression of HIV disease. Corbett and his colleagues (Corbett et al.,
2003) noted an increased death rate in HIV- positive TB patients.
WHO reported in 2013 that 1,100,000 (13%) of the total 8.6 million TB cases were
HIV- positive in 2012, of these HIV- positive cases 75% were in the African Region.
2.9. Status of Tuberculosis in Pakistan
2.9.1. Background
The population of Pakistan is over 170 million according to 2010 census
(www.cia.gov) making it the sixth highest populated country of the world, during 19502008, the urban population expanded over sevenfold , while fourfold increase is observed
in the total population. The growth rate is relatively higher than the declining fertility and
birth

rates.

Growth

rate

of

population

now

stands

at

1.6

%

(http://www.statpak.gov.pk/depts/pco), death rate is 0.8%and birth rate is 3.1%.
2.9.2. TB disease burden in Pakistan
Pakistan is included in the nations having high prevalence of TB. TB infection is
increasingly effecting the young generation. Among the 22 high TB burden countries
Pakistan was at 8th rank (WHO, 2009), but now Pakistan is at 5th in 22 high TB burden
countries (WHO, 2012). The National TB Control Programme of Pakistan (NTCP)
showed a countless progress especially in the case finding action and has shown over 16
time increase of notification of smear positive TB cases in 2012 ( 110545) as compared
to 6703 cases in 2001. This augmented case notification is mostly due to scrabbling up of
DOTS coverage, Public Private Mix and upgraded Laboratory services.
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Population(Milli
ons)
900
820

800

760

740
700

670

Number of cases

650
600

589

584

483

400

370

400
389

410
381

410
376

330

300

100

670

573

500

200

670

260
231

111
80
72

290
231

231

231

231

231

231

173

176

127
90
71

158

179

144
99
69

84
53

64
37

62
35

62
34

Mortality(Exclu
ding HIV)
Number(Thousa
nds)
Mortality(Exclu
ding HIV)
Rate/100000
Prevalence(Incl
uding HIV)
Number
(Thousands)
Prevalence(Incl
uding HIV) Rate
/100000
Incidence(Includ
ing HIV)
Number
(Thousands)
Incidence
(Including HIV)
Rate/100,000

0
1990 1995 2000 2005 2010 2011 2012

Fig. 2.1: Estimated burden of disease caused by TB, 1990- 2012 years (modified from
WHO, 2013)
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300000
258251 255369 261380

Number of cases

250000

240702
226362

255098

200000
174215
150000
139346

100000

92355
67984

50000

0

105733
88747100103
101887104263
110545
65711

48220
31560.446 31557
21033
13308.703
6.703 15.446
2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
New SS+ve

New SS-ve

Extra-pulmonary

Total

Fig. 2.2: New Case notification from 2001 to 2012 years in Pakistan (modified from
WHO, 2013)
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Table 2.3: Estimates of TB disease burden, 1990- 2012 in Pakistan (WHO, 2013)

Population
Year

Mortality

Prevalence

Incidence

(Excluding HIV)

(Including HIV)

(Including HIV)

Number

Number

Number

Ratea

Ratea

(Thousand)

Ratea

(Million)

(Thousand)

(Thousand)

1990

111

80

72

650

589

260

231

1995

127

90

71

740

584

290

231

2000

144

99

69

820

573

330

231

2005

158

84

53

760

483

370

231

2010

173

64

37

670

389

400

231

2011

176

62

35

670

381

410

231

2012

179

62

34

670

376

410

231

a Rates are per 100 000 population
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Table 2.4: MDR-TB notification, diagnosis and treatment in Pakistan (WHO, 2013)

2005

Notified TB cases

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

144,771 179,780 234,100 248,678 267,451 269,290 270,394 273,097

Notified MDR-TB cases
(absolute)

-

-

-

40

49

444

344

1602

Notified MDR-TB cases (rate
per 100, 000 population)

-

-

-

0

0

0

0

1

Patient started on MDR-TB
treatment

-

-

-

40

368

424

344

1045

-

-

-

0

74

195

-

-

-

-

-

0

0

0

-

0

-

-

-

0

1

3

-

1

MDR-TB cases with recorded
treatment outcomes
% new TB cases with drug
susceptibility testing (DST)
results
% previously treated TB cases
with drug susceptibility
testing (DST) result
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2.10. Development of drug resistance TB
The basic reasons of development of MDR-TB are in question and it is crucial
to find out the origin of resistance. Non effective chemotherapies or natural mutations
occurring in MTB are the possible answer to the question. Numerous previous studies
have been attempted to answer such question by investigating the linkage, if there is
any, between drug resistance and IS6110 patterns. Kubica et al. (2005) concluded that
most of the MDR-TB causing pathogens belong to the Beijing genotype. Rienthong et
al., (2005) investigating the Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphism (RFLP)
patterns of Thailand isolates, and found that their patterns varied not just with
geographic locations, but also with resistant phenotypes of two antibiotics, rifampin
and streptomycin. Boshoff and colleageous hypothesized that among the multiple
gene copies of replicative DNA polymerase of tuberculosis, one of the copies, DnaE2,
participates in DNA repair synthesis and is deliberately error-prone (Boshoff et al.,
2003). In this way, this error-prone copy subsidizes to the rise of mutants that are
environmentally selected under aggressive conditions during infection and treatment.
Polymerase-mediated mutagenesis have a significant role in the development of drug
resistance in MTB and this hypothesis was supported by the experimental findings
that drug resistance during therapy occurred more commonly in wild-type MTB than
in the DnaE2 hit.

2.11. Mycobacterium Tuberculosis Drug Resistance mechanisms
Designing new and more efficient drugs and administration of more useful
treatment plan for TB victims require the complete understanding of the mode of
action of current anti-tubercular agents and the resistant mechanism of pathogens.
Despite extensive studies, the information and details about the resistance
mechanisms of Mycobacterium tuberculosis are still incomplete. The predicted
resistant mechanisms of first line of anti-biotics are discussed below.

2.11.1. Rifampin resistance
In 1967, a new drug Rifampin was introduced which had the ability to diffuse
bacterial cell wall as anti-tuberculosis agent and is still in use (Shinnick, 1996).
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Rifampin is an effective inhibitor of mycobacterial RNA polymerase. RNA
polymerase is a complex enzyme contains of four main subunits (α- α- β- β) (Harshey,
and Ramakrishnan, 1976). RNA polymerase along with σ subunit (promoter sites
recognition) is essential for transcription of the DNA template. A group of four genes
rpoA, rpoB, rpoC and rpoD encodes four different types of peptides known as α, β, β‟
and σ respectively (Burgess et al., 1987). Experimental studies revealed that RNA
polymerase comprising α, β‟, σ and β subunit from a resistant strain becomes
resistant; and RNA polymerase containing the α, β‟, σ and a β subunit from a sensitive
strain becomes sensitive to rifampin (Miller et al., 1994). Rifampin covalently binds
to the β subunit which is required for chain initiation and elongation and hinders
transcription of the bacilli (Williams et al., 1994). It has been observed that rifampicin
have a dependence relation with INH resistance. Globally, most of the RIF resistants
are INH resistant isolates of MTB but not vice versa. WHO reported in 2004 that
90.4% of the RIF resistant isolates among new TB cases were also resistant to INH,
whereas only 32.8% of INH resistant isolates are resistant to RIF. In the previously
treated cases, 91.6% isolates were resistant to RIF which were also resistant to INH,
while only 65.4% resistant to INH were resistant to RIF (WHO, 2005).

2.11.2. Isoniazid resistance
INH was synthesized by two Czech biochemists (Meyer and Mally), and
administered as anti-tuberculosis agent in 1951. In the beginning it proves effective
but soon resistance was reported against INH. The complete and confirmed mode of
action of INH action is still under investigation. INH is a pro-drug whose activation
is dependent on bacterial protein catalase peroxidase encoded by katG gene (Baker et
al, 2004). Two key functional parts of KatG are peroxidase and catalase. The catalase
activity transforms INH (pro-drug) into its activated form while peroxidase activity
contributes to bacterial resistance against free radicals and oxidants. katG
modification weakens catalase activation of INH and this cause resistance
(Kapetanaki et al., 2003). Activated form of INH is effective against TB and
subsequently hinders the bacterial mycolic acid synthesis system (Kremer et al.,
2000). A mutation in katG disturbs effective catalase activation of INH and results in
resistance (Kapetanaki et al., 2003).
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Numerous gene loci are found to be linked with INH resistance in earlier
studies, including katG (catalase-peroxidase) (Zhang et al., 1992), ndh (NADH
dehydrogenase) (Lee et al., 2001), inhA (enoyl-acyl reductase) (Marrakchi et al.,
2000), promoter region of ahpC (alkyl hydroperoxidase) (Scott et al, 2005), kasA (bKetoacyl ACP synthase) (Lee et al., 1999), and mabA (3- Ketoacyl reductase)
(Madison et al., 2004).

2.11.2.1. Catalase peroxidase (KatG)
KatG is a bifunctional enzyme consists of a homodimer of two 80-kDa
subunits. Both subunits comprise heme molecules (Chouchane, et al., 2003). The
configuration of KatG has been well studied and the crystal structure of the KatG of
MTB has been determined (Powers et al., 2001). One of the amino acid substitutions
in KatG, Ser315Thr, was found to create steric hindrances to the binding of INH
(Yuet al, 2003, Kapetanaki et al, 2005). The KatG S315T mutation prevalence in the
resistant strains differs among geographic localities (Lavender et al., 2005).
Wojtyczka et al. 2004 found that 30% of studied INH resistant strains from Poland
consist of S315T in KatG. Mokrousov et al., (2002) found that KatG S315T accounts
for 93.6% of INH resistance isolates in Russia. Certain mycobacterial isolates with
complete absence of katG gene were known previously (Goto et al., 1995).

2.11.2.2. Alkyl hydroperoxidase (AhpC)
Comparable to KatG, the main cellular function of alkyl hydro peroxidase is
also to eliminate oxidative radicals and defend the bacterium (Koshkin et al., 2004).
The overlapping functions of AhpC with KatG are clear but its direct role to INH
resistance remains arguable. Meanwhile, the prevalence of katG mutations in INH
resistant isolates are usually high, investigators generally accept that mutations in
ahpC would over-express alkyl hydro peroxidase so as to reimburse for the loss of
KatG antioxidant activity (Heym et al., 1997). Though, mutations in ahpC may not be
the real cause of INH resistance.
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2.11.2.3. Enoyl-acyl reductase (InhA)
3- Ketoacyl reductase (MabA), β-Ketoacyl ACP synthase (KasA) and enoylacyl reductase (InhA) are members of the Fatty Acid Synthesis II (FASII) system
which is accountable for bacterial mycolic acid production (Marrakchi et al., 2002).
Enoyl-acyl reductase catalyzes the nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH)dependent reduction of long-chain trans-2-enoyl-ACP fatty acids, transitional step in
mycolic acid biosynthesis (Rozwarski et al., 1999). It was linked with INH resistance
by (Banerjee et al., 1994). Mutants in InhA have been recognized in many parts of the
world. Wild-type x-ray structures of InhA and a specific mutant, S94A, were earlier
determined (Rozwarski et al., 1999). Substitution of the serine at position 94 with
alanine (Ser 94 Ala) results in the InhA protein with a minor binding effeciency with
its cofactor NADH. On the other hand, some investigater proposed single mutation in
inhA alone is not sufficient for the basis of high level of resistance found in many
InhA mutants (Rawat et al., 2003). Other FASII mutations system may constituents.
RBS (-15bp) of mabA gene mutations in FASII system of INH resistant isolates is one
of the highly prevalent. Though the direct involvement of this point mutation to INH
resistance is arguable, current reports elevated the probability of using this mutation
as an indicator for INH resistance (Herrera-León et al., 2005).
2.11.2.4. β-Ketoacyl ACP synthase (KasA)
β-Ketoacyl ACP synthase similar to InhA, is also a member of FASII which is
accountable for mycolic acid synthesis (Kremer et al, 2003). This 80kDa protein
function to make longer the growing fatty acid chain during mycolic acid synthesis
(Kremer et al., 2002). The significance of KasA in mycolic acid synthesis was first
recognized by Mdluli et al. (1998) in 1998 by following the uptake of [35S]
mEMBionine labeled long chain fatty acids. Its association with INH resistance was
hypothesized since four clinical resistant isolates with kasA mutations was
acknowledged in their study. Though, 2 of the 4 isolates also had KatG S315T and
thus the role of kasA mutations in INH resistance cannot be resolute. The other two
mutations were not found in susceptible strains, but the prevalence of these mutations
among resistant isolates is little.
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2.11.2.5. NADH dehydrogenase (Ndh)
NADH dehydrogenase is accountable for the NADH oxidation and transfer of
redox equals. Miesel et al., (1998) first piloted a survey of spontaneous INH resistant
mutants of Mycobacterium smegmatis and disclosed that at least half of them were
malfunctioning for NADH dehydrogenase. These deficiencies in dehydrogenase
activities resulted in increased NADH/NAD+ ratios important to co-resistance of both
INH and Ethionamide. Lee et al., 2001 from Singapore performed studies and
identified the NADH dehydrogenase coding gene, ndh, of MTB and recognized 8
discrete structural mutations. In 22 INH- susceptible isolates of MTB, these mutations
were not present. Besides, these mutations were present at ndh gene, but did not have
mutations at kasA, katG or ahpC, or the promotor region of inhA, except for one
isolate. They hypothesized that mutations in ndh could be a supplementary molecular
mechanism for INH resistance in MTB. As in the case of KasA, those mutations have
little prevalence and further proof is required.

2.11.3. Ethambutol resistance
Ethambutol is an important part of standard anti-tubercular chemotherapies.
The primary effect of Ethambutol was studied by Takayama and Kilburn (1989), and
they elaborated that Ethambutol have inhibitory role in biosynthesis of a cell wall
component, arabanin, in the arabinogalactan layer of the cell wall (Takayama and
Kilburn, 1989). Deng et al. (1995) determined that Ethambutol prevents
polymerization steps of biosynthesis of arabanin in both arabinogalactan (AG) and
lipoarabinomannan (LAM) layers. Mikusova et al. (1995) confirmed that a variability
of extra membranes arabinosyl transferases which catalyse AG and LAM paths was
the object of Ethambutol. Arabinosyl transferases are encoding by genes in the emb
operan which are present in other members of the mycobacterial family (Alcaide et al.
1997). Mikusova‟s hypothesis is similar to the findings of Telenti et al. (1997) who
determined that resistance to Ethambutol results from genetic mutations causing either
over expression of the EmbB protein(s) or structural mutation in EmbB protein, or
both. Subsequent experiments confirmed that point mutations in embB gene could
causes Ethambutol resistance in MTB (Johnson et al., 2006).
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2.11.4. Streptomycin resistance
The first drug used in the treatment of tuberculosis was Streptomycin. The mode
of action of Streptomycin is on the the S12 ribosomal protein and 16S rRNA of the
bacilli and halt the translation process (Moazed and Noller, 1987). Failure to start
mRNA translation, unusual proof-reading of ribosome and misreading of genetic code
are known to be the consequences of the drug intake. Resistance to streptomycin was
developed by mutation in the rpsL gene of MTB which codes for S12 protein (Honore
and Cole, 1994), mainly K43A mutations were present in 70% of streptomycin
resistant tuberculosis during a clinical studies (Fukuda et al., 1999). Subsequent
experiments confirmed that such mutation prevents the binding of streptomycin to
S12 protein and thus produce resistance (Meier et al., 1994). Clinical resistant
phenotype was also recognized in MTB with rrs gene mutations which encodes for
the 16S rRNA (Tracevska et al., 2004).
2.11.5. Pyrazinamide resistance
Pyrazinamide is an antibacterial drug which has no activity against
Tuberculosis under neutral pH conditions. It is effective only at acidic pH, therefore,
pyrazinamide is thought to be most effective against active inflammation sites, where
the tissue environment is acidic (Zhang et al., 1999). Pyrazinamide like INH is a
prodrug that needs activation to its active form, pyrazinoic acid, by an intrinsic
bacterial enzyme pyrazinamidase, before it can affect the MTB (Cheng et al., 2000).
Activation rate of pyrazinamide is highest at low pH. Bacterial pncA gene codes for
Pyrazinamidase and lack of this enzyme results in pyrazinamide resistance. The
alterations in pyrazinamidase activities linked with mutations and/or deletions in the
pncA gene of resistant isolates (Zhang et al., 2003). The failure of mutant
pyrazinamidase to activate pyrazinamide is the major resistance mechanism of
pyrazinamide (Scorpio et al., 1997). Pyrazinamide causes disruption of membrane
potentials which prevents membrane transport function in MTB and are thus killed
(Zhang et al., 2003).

2.12. Laboratory diagnosis of tuberculosis
2.12.1. Microscopy
Sputum smear microscopy is the most common technique for diagnosis of TB
globally. A rapid preliminary diagnosis of tuberculosis is to observe the smear
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directly under microscope to confirm presence of mycobacteria where more than 5000
bacilli/ml present in the sputum. Smear microscopy is highly doubtful in identification
of pulmonary tuberculosis when less than 5000 bacilli/ml are present in sputum
(Siddiqi et al., 2005; Steingart et al., 2006; Toman, 2004).
Carbol fuchsin dye is usually used to stain the MTB specimen which is
retained by the cell on wash through acid alcohol such as the Ziehl-Neelsen (ZN) due
to acid-fast property of mycobacteria. During microscopy, MTB have appearance like
serpentine cord. Other dyes such as auramine O, can be used but these are less
sensitive. Though microscopy is relatively insensitive technique, its rapid results and
ease compose it an extensively used diagnostic test for numerous laboratories.
Microscopy can also be used to evaluate the infection of a patient with pulmonary
tuberculosis. Patients smear showing positive results, are more severely infected and
rapid treatment can be started prior to the culture result.

2.12.2. Mycobacterium culture
Usual culture technique is also in use for detection of MTB presence. In this
technique bacteria from the sample are cultured on liquid or solid media such as
Middle Brook formulation (7H9 and 7H10) and Lowenstein-Jensen. About six to
eight weeks are required to cultivate MTB from specimens. However using automated
or semi-automated liquid culture systems like Bactec 460TB, MB/BacT and
mycobacterial growth indicator tube (MGIT) reduces the detection time to a great
extent. MTB can be differentiated from other mycobacterial species by its phenotypic
and genotypic characteristics. Culture of TB is more sensitive than microscopy and
requires 10-100 bacilli/ml to achieve a positive result (Toman, 2004).

2.12.3. Molecular techniques
Molecular methods have been used to identify MTB in the past decade for
their high specificities and sensitivities. Widely used molecular methods include
polymerase chain reaction restriction, DNA sequencing of 16s ribosomal RNA and
utilization of developed commercial kits (e.g. Accuprobe, radiolabelled specific RNA
probes).
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2.12.3.1. The IS6110 Sequence in Mycomacterium tuberculosis and PCR in
Clinical use
The insertion sequence is a small mobile genetic element of < 2.5 kb in size
that can insert itself at multiple sites in the Mycobacterium tuberculosis complex and
varies in copy number. Up till now, four different insertional elements have been
designated in MTB which includes; IS1081 (Thierry et al., 1990), IS1547 transposase,
IS1539 resolvase and IS1540 transposase (Timothy et al., 2002). Studies were carried
out to demonstrate whEMBer all the repetitive elements were present in the genome
of a single strain, several strains of MTB and M. bovis were alike (Eisenach et al.,
1990). These studies proved that eight restriction sites are conserved inside multiple
copies of the repetitive element restriction endonucleases in a single strain across
strain and species lines. Morevor, studies revealed that IS6110 sequence exhibit
matches to insertion sequence of the IS3 family. It was identified that IS6110
sequence is 1,361 bp long and possess imperfect inverted repeats in its ends with three
mismatches (Thierry et al., 1990). This element has been used as diagnostic tool by
most of the epidemiological studies. PCR approach, therefore, relies upon IS6110
sequence as a diagnostic marker for MTB complex because this sequence is highly
conserved among all member of this group. Recent studies revealed that in vitro
amplification of precise DNA is a profound technique for the detection of various
bacteria in pathogenic samples (Thierry et al., 1990). These strategies have been
implicated in categorization of MTB complex. Oligonucleotides derived from IS6110
sequence have been used as primers and probes for the detection and identification of
MTB by PCR. For that reason mobile insertion sequence IS6110 is considered as a
key marker in tracing of MTB strains (Hassan et al., 2004). Recent studies disclose
that 1S6110 potentially affect the growth features of various strains indicating an
alternative mechanism by which the IS6110 can influence MTB evolution. A number
of genotyping studies have also been carried out based on IS6110 sequence (Hassan et
al., 2004).
The efficacy of polymerase chain reaction (PCR) testing in front-line clinical
practice has been evaluated in several studies (Hassan et al., 2004). In these studies
clinical diagnosis of tuberculosis was compared for routine smears, cultures analysis
and diagnostic yield of PCR prospectively in a blinded study of patients admitted to
rule out tuberculosis. Specimens were analyzed by normal smear, culture, and PCR
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analysis. Sputum sediments were submitted for PCR amplification of IS6110
sequences by an in-house assay. A rapid commencement of effective anti-tuberculosis
treatment could be succeeded only if the specific type of Mycobacteria present in
patients is deferentially identified therefore discrimination of the MTBC is crucial for
control and proper management of the disease (DelPortillo et al., 1995). Multiplex
PCR system has been used to ascertain Mycobacteria in clinical samples. This assay is
based upon amplification of the three bacterial genomic DNA simultaneously using
different sets of oligonucleotide primers. The first set of primers is used to amplify a
fragment of 506 bp from the gene for 32-kDa antigen of MTB that exists in most of
the Mycobacterium species. The second set amplifies 984bp section of IS6110
insertion sequence that present in the members of MTB complex. The third set of
primers is designed from MTB species- specific sequence known as MTP40 that
amplify a fragment of 396 bp in size. As multi primer PCR can amplify the above
mentioned sequences significantly therefore it has been proposed that multiplex PCR
can be used as a profound and precise tool for the differential identification of
different Mycobacterial strains (Del Portillo et al., 1995).
2.12.3.2. Use of multiplex PCR in diagnosis of drug resistance genes
MAS-PCR allows simultaneous detection of the most common RIF, INH and
EMB resistance associated genetic mutations (Yang et al., 2005). MAS-PCR was first
time developed for detection of mutation embB gene (Mokrousov et al., 2002). While
others studies have been carried out to assess the performance of MAS-PCR
(Prammananan et al., 2008; Lavender et al., 2005). In the current study, MASPCRhas been used to differentiate between the mutated alleles and wild-type of
rpoB516, rpoB526, rpoB531 of RIF, katG315, mabA-15 of INH and embB genes of
EMB.
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CHAPTER 3
MATERIAL AND METHOD
The work presented in the dissertation, includes epidemiological study and
genetic analysis of drug resistant genes of MTB in 6006 suspects specimens from
Punjab province of Pakistan. The study was approved by the Advanced Studies and
Research Board (ASRB) of Quaid-i-Azam University Islamabad, Pakistan. Written
consent for use of clinical record was taken from suspected patients.
3.1: Subjects collection and site of study
A total of 6006 specimens were collected from tuberculosis suspected
individuals from eleven different Hospital/ institute including Institute of Public
Health (IPH), Ganga Ram Hospital (GRH) , IDH Bilal Hospital, BEMBania Hospital
(BH), Mian Munshi Hospital (MMH), Gulab Devi Hospital (GDH), Mayo Hospital
(MH), Federal Government Tuberculosis Center (FGTBC), Leprosy Hospital (LH),
Holy Family Hospital (HFH) and Rural Health Center (RHC) Rawalpindi of Punjab
Province (Table 3.1). The study was carried out at Punjab Provincial Tuberculosis
(TB) Reference Laboratory of Institute of Public Health (IPH) Lahore, Pakistan,
Department of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine, University of California Health
System, USA and Department of Microbiology, Faculty of Biological Sciences,
Quaid-i-Azam University Islamabad, Pakistan during March, 2009 to August, 2013.
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Table 3.1: Source and number of suspects‟ specimens of Mycobacterium tuberculosis
collected for this study
S.NO

Name of the Source Hospital/ center

Specimens

1

Institute of Public Health (IPH)

2005

2

Ganga Ram Hospital (GRH)

306

3

BEMBania Hospital (BH)

280

4

Mian Munshi Hospital (MMH

185

5

Gulab Devi Hospital (GDH)

871

6

Mayo Hospital (MH)

925

7

Federal Government Tuberculosis Center (FGTBC)

310

8

Leprosy Hospital (LH)

335

9

Holy Family Hospital (HFH)

311

10

Rural Health Center (RHC) Rawalpindi

213

11

Bilal Hospital

265
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3.2: Selection of potential patients for sampling
The patients of all age group, genders, newly suspected TB patients and
previously suspected (i.e. relapse, defaulter, failure) were selected for this study.
Normal routine diagnostic procedures were followed for the selection of patients.
Patients were selected with a history of cough for more than two weeks with or
without other symptoms, pulmonary X-ray abnormalities showing infiltrates, Nodule,
Cavities, Pleural abnormalities, Diffuse shadowing, Reticular (linear) pattern, Nodular
pattern, Cystic and Consolidation and patients on TB treatment at the time of study.
The presence of Acid Fast Bacilli (AFB) in the sputum specimen was
identified by microscopy, Loweston-Johnson (LJ) culture and Polymerase Chain
Reaction (PCR).
From each patient, sputum specimens in duplicate, one on spot (at the time of
the visit) and the other during morning (when patient get up early in the morning),
were collected in the sterile, screw top 50 ml sputum container. Specimens were
labeled properly with unique identification number for both spot and morning
specimens.
Specimens were classified into three TB diagnostic classes: (i) suspected TB:
individuals with only one microscopy smear positive (AFB+) sputum specimens, and
culture negative specimens (MTB); (ii) non-TB (negative): individuals with both
smear and MTB culture negative sputum specimens. Those with Mycobacterium
other than Tuberculosis (MOTT) isolates were also categorized in the non-TB
category; (iii) confirmed TB: those individuals with two sputum smear positive,
and/or MTB positive culture.
Following formula was used for sensitivity, specificity, PPV and NPV measurement
Sensitivity = A/ (A+C)
Specificity = D/ (B+D)
PPV= A/ (A+B)
NPV= D/ (B=D)
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Where,
A= True positive
B= False positive
C= True negative
D= False negative
3.3: Collection Procedure of the sputum specimens
Even though MTB is accomplished of causing disease in almost all organs of
the body but more than 85% of TB in high prevalence countries is pulmonary (WHO,
1998, part III culture). Therefore, we collected only sputum specimens for this study.
Good quality of sputum specimens is purulent or mucoid with ideal volume of 3-5 ml
(Wallis, 1992). If the volume of the sputum was less than the minimum acceptable
volume (1 ml), the specimen was rejected and patient was recalled.
3.4: Exclusion and Inclusion criteria
The patients consistent with Ziehl- Neelsen (ZN) grade (positive or negative)
on all the two sputum specimens were selected. Patients with unpredictable results,
inability to submit and/or report on consequent visits were excluded.
3.5: Laboratory Diagnosis of microscopy
A smear microscopy from concentrated materials is more sensitive than smear
microscopy from direct sputum specimens (Steingart et al., 2006). Sputum smear
preparation and Ziehl- Neelsen (ZN) staining was done as described below.
3.5.1: Smear Preparation
Slides were properly labeled as marked on the sputum container and placed on
the corresponding container.

From spot specimens, direct sputum smear was made

from each sputum specimens, using a sterile wire loop. Purulent or mucopurulent
material were picked and placed onto the slide. From the morning sputum specimens
smear was prepared by applying one drop on a slide from the concentrated materials
and spread over the slide equal to regarding 1-2 cm x 2-3 cm by continual circular
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movements and the smear was air dried at room temperature and after dryness heat
fixed with a flame.
3.5.2: Staining for Microscopy
The slides were placed on the staining rack over a sink about 1 cm apart and
were completely filled with 1% carbol fuchsine stain, heated with a flame
(mEMBylated spirit) gently until the vapors rises and then the slides were left for
carbol fuchsine to act for five minutes. The slides were washed with water until all the
macroscopically visible stain washed away and then decolorized with 25% H2SO4.
The mEMBylene blue was then used to counter stain the slides for not more than one
minute, then slides were washed with clean water until all excess stain were washed
away and were kept for dry in open air.
3.5.3: Smear Microscopy
The acid fastness test is based on the presence of mycolic acids in the cell wall
of mycobacteria that enhance the binding of primary stain (fuchsine) with the cell
wall of the mycobacterium. This stain cannot be removed from the cell wall by
intense decolourization with strong acid or acid/alcohol and the mycobacteria retain
the red color of fuchsine, hence called acid-fastness. Counterstaining with
mEMBylene blue gives a contrasting background while a few other bacteria like
Nocardia possess the property of acid-fastness but mycobacteria are Acid Fast Bacilli
(AFB). AFB found in the sputum specimens of patients from the countries with high
TB prevalence is almost always TB bacilli. However, in countries where the TB
incidence is low, generally Non-TB mycobacteria are found. In nations with high
burden of TB some patients of MDR-TB are suspected to have disease caused by nonTB mycobacteria (Angra et al., 2007).
Mycobacteria,

including MTB complex, can be

promptly and economically detected directly from pretreated and concentrated respira
tory specimens, body fluids, and tissue, using acid-fast stains. Mycobacteria that can
appear as non-stained “ghosts” or beaded as gram positive bacilli cannot be reliably
detected by Gram stain. Therefore acid-fast stains like Ziehl-Neelsen stain or
the fluorescent auramine-rhodamine stain are suggested

for

the

detection

of

mycobacteria. The acid-fast stain leads to the formation of a distinctive complex
between

mycolic acids

of the mycobacterial cell wall and the
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dye (e.g., fuchsine). This MTB complex is resistant decolonization by acid-alcohols
that is the basis of acid-fastness. Non-acid fast strains cannot retain the acid-fast dye
after decolonization which is subsequently stained by the use of counterstaining dye
such as mEMBylene blue. Commonly used acid-fast dyes contains carbol-fuchsin dye
and the Ziehl-Neelsen stain exploits phenol plus heat to aid in dye penetration while
Kinyoun

stain

uses

phenol

in

the

absence

of

heat.

The Ziehl-

Neelsen stain is considered the more sensitive of the two (Somoskovi et al., 2001).
3.5.4: Reading and recording of the microscopy results
After dryness the slides were examined under 100X microscope objective.
Visualization of one acid-fast bacillus is regarded as "suspicious" of an MTB
infection.
The sputum microscopy results were recorded using WHO (1998 part II) guidelines as
follows
1. Negative was recorded, if no AFB was found in at least 100 fields
2. Actual count or exact figure was recorded, if 1-9 AFB were found in 100
fields.
3. (+) was recorded, if AFB were seen 10-99 in 100 fields.
4. (++) was recorded, if 1-10 AFB were found per field (at least count 50 fields).
5. (+++) was recorded, if more than 10 AFB were found per field (at least count
20 fields).
3.6: Laboratory Diagnosis of culture
Usually mycobacterial culture specimens submitted to tuberculosis culture
laboratory are divided into two types: specimens from normally sterile sites and
clinical specimens contaminated with more rapidly growing resident flora organisms.
So decontaminated step require before culture to minimize the chance of overgrowth
by organisms other than mycobacteria, but extreme decontamination of specimens
may produce false negative results (Yajko et al., 1995). False positive culture has
been reported in the laboratories due to cross contamination and the mean false
positive rate has been 3.1% (Burman et al., 2000).
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To increase the sensitivity of culture, homogenization is a significant step
(www.hpa-standardmethods.org.uk/pdf_sops.asp).

Homogenizations

process

was

achieved by continually vortexing the specimens until completely homogenized
sample is obtained during decontamination procedure. As a general contamination
rate of the fresh specimens are 2-3 % and 5-10 % in the delay specimens acceptable in
the laboratory (WHO, 1998 part III).
3.6.1: Procedure of the Decontamination and Homogenization of the sputum
specimens
All the Pulmonary specimens were decontaminated with the use of mucolytic
agent N-acetyl L- cysteine (NALC- NaOH) (WHO, 1998). Briefly, the sputum
specimen was poured in centrifuge tube (at least 2ml, not more than 5 ml) and added
an equal volume of the NALC- NaOH solution to the tube and tightened the screw
cap. Then vortexed for 20 seconds and kept at 20-25°C for 15 minutes. After that the
tube was filled with phosphate buffer and vortexed. Then centrifugation was
performed at 3000 x g for 15 minutes. Supernatant was poured off carefully and the
deposit was resuspended in approximately 0.5 ml phosphate buffer.
3.6.2: Processing of sputum specimens for culture
The sediment of processed specimen was inoculated onto two slopes of
Lowenstein-Jenson (LJ) medium labeled with culture ID number. With the help of
pipette 3-4 drops were inoculated on slopes in the slanted position, screw caps were
loose for one week and placed in incubator at 37 °C up to eight weeks or appearance
of any visible colonies, whichever was earlier.
3.6.3: Culture Reading
In first week culture reading was done twice to check contamination so that a
timely request for another sample may be possible and then culture reading was done
every week. The cultures which were contaminated or have growth before one week
were discarded. Results report was immediately if specimens contaminated and
request for another specimen.
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MTB colonies well developed within 3- 4 weeks, if culture was positive then the date
of detection of growth and a colony characteristic of positive culture was recorded.
Negative culture result was recorded at the end of the incubation time and
contaminated culture result was recorded individually when detected. Positive
cultures were graded using WHO (1998 part III) guidelines as follows
1. Actual colony counts were recorded, if the culture growth was less than 20
colonies.
2. Culture positive results were graded as 1+ if culture growth were 20-100
colonies.
3. Positive culture results were graded as 2+, if the growth were more than 100
colonies
4. Positive culture was graded as 3+, if growth were confluent.
3.6.4: Identification of Mycobacterium tuberculosis from culture isolates
The following tests and phenotypic observations were used for identification
of MTB to rule out other organisms:
1. Rate of growth 2. Colonies morphology 3. Production of pigment 4.
Nitrate reduction test and 5.Para- nitro benzoic acid test.
3.6.4.1: Growth Rate
Mycobacteria are classified into rapid growth and slow growth on the basis of
their growth rate. Mycobacteria that develop necked eye visible colonies in a culture
medium in less than 7 days are categorized as rapid growth while those necessitating
more than 7 days for visible colonies formation are known as slow growth (Stahl and
Urbance, 1990).
3.6.4.2: Colony morphology
Generally in a culture the mycobacteria colonies seem to be rough or smooth
with a shiny or opaque facet (Cronin, 1952).
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3.6.4.3: Production of Pigment
Mycobacteria display peculiar pigmentation that is characteristic to some
species such as photochromogens express carotenoid pigment in the presence of light,
scotochromogenic grows yellow colonies independent of light stimulus while the nonchromogenic group does not produce color and their colonies appear with shades of
pale yellow or cream in the presence of light or in darkness with no color
intensification on exposure to light (Runyon, 1970).
3.6.4.4: Nitrate Reduction Test
The nitrate reduction test, which measures the enzyme activity, is a key
element in the differentiation of MTB from other tubercle bacilli. MTB is one of the
strongest reducer of nitrate converts into nitrite which is detected by colorimetric test.
MTB exhibits strong nitrate reduction activity whereas M. bovis gives a negative or
weak reaction; M. africanum strains are usually negative but approximately 20% of
strains give a positive test reaction.
Nitrate reduction test was carried out by adding 0.2 ml of distilled water to a
screw-cap tube and two loopfuls of colonies from four weeks old positive cultures
followed by addition of 2.0 ml of NaNO3 substrate. Tubes were placed in the waterbath at 37 °C for 2 hours after vigorous mixing. The tube was removed from the
water-bath and 1 drop of diluted HCl was added, shaked well followed by addition of
2 drops of 0.2% sulfanilamide and 2 drops of 0.1% N-napthtyl EMBylene-diamine.
The tubes were examined immediately for development of a pink to red colour.
Absence of colour is considered negative while red colour, which varies from pink to
very deep red-crimson, is considered positive.
3.6.4.5: Para-nitro benzoic acid (PNB) test
Inability to grow in the presence of PNB is one of the key elements in the
phenotypic differentiation of tubercle bacilli from other mycobacterial species and is
part of the identification process for MTB. MTB and other tubercle bacilli cannot
grow on culture medium containing 500 µg/ml PNB. Some mycobacterial species,
with the exception of Mycobacterium gastri (M. gastri) and some strains of
Mycobacterium kansasii (M. kansasii) and Mycobacterium Marinum (M. Marinum)
can grow in the presence of PNB.
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The PNB test was carried out on pure cultures. The slope of LJ medium was
inoculated containing PNB at the concentration of 500 mg/lt and slope of LJ medium
with no PNB (control) with bacterial suspension adjusted to McFarland turbidity
standard No. 1. The slops were incubated at 37 °C and were examined at 3, 7, 14, 21
and 28 days. For convenience, the PNB tube was added to drug-containing tubes and
inoculated while DST was carried out. The results of the PNB test and of DST were
therefore available at the same time. The slopes were incubated at 37 °C and growth
was compared on both slopes after 28 days of incubation.
3.7: Laboratory Diagnosis of Drug Sensitivity Testing (DST)
Drug sensitivity testing was performed followed by confirmation of isolates by
detection methods like rate of growth, colonies morphology, production of pigment,
nitrate reduction test and para- nitro benzoic acid test. Drug sensitivity testing utilized
rifampicin (40 µg/mL); isoniazid (0.2 µg/mL), streptomycin (4 µg/mL), pyrazinamide
(100 µg/mL) and ethambutol (2 µg/mL) in vitro using 1% proportion method as per
the standard guidelines (RNTCP, 2009) and as described by (Canetti et al., 1969).
MTB H37RV isolate, the laboratory strain, which is characteristically susceptible to
anti-TB drugs, was used as a control.
3.7.1: Indirect method of DST
For indirect method of DST, a pure and fresh culture in the vigorous level of
growth not more than 2 weeks old were used. For control MTB strain H37Rv freshly
sub cultured was used.
3.7.2: Preparation of the bacterial suspension and dilution
Bacterial suspension and dilutions were prepared by collecting bacterial
colonies from all over culture using sterile loop. The loop containing colonies were
shaken over the beads in the sterile, small and thick walled screw capped Bijoux
bottle containing 5-7 sterile glass beads followed by addition of 2 drops of sterile
saline. Mixture was vortexed. Two drops more were added and again vortexed for
homogenization. Then mixture was left for 15-30 min to countenance the bigger
masses of bacteria to settle down. The upper part of the homogenous supernatant was
transferred to another tube using analogous dimensions to the McFarland turbidity
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standard No. 1 for graphical assessment with the standard. Then the turbidity of the
bacterial suspension was adjusted to match the McFarland standard No. 1 and tenfold
serial dilution was prepared from the bacterial suspension as 10-1, 10-2, 10-3 and 10-4.
3.7.3: Inoculation and incubation of the DST from the bacterial dilution
Cultures media were properly labeled with patients ID number as was culture
slants, date and type of media. Moisture was removed from the slants and 0.10ml was
inoculated with the help of the graduated pipettes. The suspension dilutions were
inoculated on both drug containing and drug free media as indicated in table 3.2. Drug
free cultures media were inoculated for growth control (GC). Two tubes labeled GC1
and two tubes labeled GC3 were inoculated with suspension S1 (dilution 10-2) and S3
(dilution 10-4) respectively. One tube each with test media containing INH, RIF, SM
and EMB were inoculated with S1 (dilution 10-2). The media were incubated at 37ºC
in parallel position for 24 hours and subsequently were incubated in vertical position
for 4- 8 weeks. The caps of the bottles were retained loose for one week for aeration
and then tighten up to avoid drying of the media. The caps of the bottles were
loosened once or twice a week for aeration for few seconds.
3.7.4: Reading, Interpretation and Recording of the Results
The critical proportion was 1% for all 4 drugs Isoniazid, Rifampicin,
streptomycin, Ethambutol and pyrazinamide. For interpretation, the media tubes were
inspected weekly for growth of both control and tested slants. When growths were
apparent on media, morphology of colonies were noted and one bottle was showing
for day light for 1 hour and re-incubated in incubator. It was examined for the
pigmentation on the next day and observation was noted as a result. The number of
colonies on control medium and drug medium was recorded. The results for the
susceptible and resistant to drug on the basis of percentage (%) of colonies on drug
medium compared to the colonies on drug free medium. The medium with no growth
after 8 weeks were discarded.
For contamination the incubation media were inspected after one week. For
DST the media bottles were examined after four weeks for provisional results and
were examined after 6 weeks for final analysis.
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A strain was considered to be resistant if the growth on the drug containing
medium (S1) exceeds compared with drug free medium culture (GC3) with the 1%
inoculum, and a strain was considered to be susceptible if there are no growth or
number of colonies less than 1% on drug medium (S1) in comparison with growth
control medium (GC3).
3.8: Storage of Drug Resistant Strains
10% skim milk was prepared, autoclaved at 110 °C for 10 minutes for the storage of
DR strains. Colonies were scraped from LJ medium and suspended in a 2ml cryovials
containing 1.5 ml 10% skim milk. The cryovials were stored at -70 °C.

Table 3.2: Growths on culture media were noted as follows
Result

Recorded

Remarks

No growth on test media tubes

0

Colonies less than 50 (<50)

Actual count

Mild resistant

If colonies were 50-100

+

Resistance

If colonies were 100-200

++

light bacterial grass, severe resistant

If colonies were 200-500

+++

almost confluent, highly resistant

If colonies were more than 500

++++

confluent growth, very highly resistant
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3.9: Use of Polymerase Chain Reaction for detection of Mycobacterium
tuberculosis
3.9.1: DNA Extraction
Genomic DNA was extracted directly from sputum specimens following
protocol described by Aldous et al., (2005). In brief, the decontaminated pellet was
obtained, washed and resuspended in 200 µl of TE buffer (10 mM TrisHCl, 1 mM
EDTA). The suspension was processed further for inactivation of any viable bacteria
in boiling water bath. After boiling the suspension was centrifuged at 16, 000 x g for 5
min, and a 100 µl aliquot of the supernatant was transferred to a sterile tube. DNA
was stored at -20 °C until use for PCR amplification.
3.9.2: Quantitative analysis of Mycobacterium Genomic DNA by Gel
Electrophoresis
DNA quantification was carried out using 0.8% Agarose gel. 2 µl of
Bromophenol blue dye was used, which acts as tracking agent to load 1 µl DNA on
Agarose gel. The gel was run for 30 min at 100 volts maintained in 0.5x TBE buffer.
Standard DNA ladder of known concentration (50ng/µl) was also run along with
specimens for reference. DNA bands were seen in UV light chamber, using BIO-RAD
gel documentation system. Picture of the gel were taken and saved in the gel
documentation system as reference. The quantification analysis of all the DNA
specimens was done using nano drop spectrophotometer and all specimens were
brought at same concentration level i.e. 50 ng/µl.

3.9.3: Direct Detection of Mycobacterium tuberculosis in Clinical Specimens by
PCR Assay
Amplification of MTB insertion sequence “IS6110” in respiratory specimens
by nested PCR is used for MTB detection (Yam, 1998). The commercially designed
Primers sets (Table 3.3) were used for amplification of a 135bp fragment of insertion
element IS6110 of MTB complex. The IS6110 is conserved and found only in MTB.
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3.9.4: Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) Optimization
Primers were optimized for their annealing temperatures and recipe for
booming PCR. In the primers optimization procedure, several options for the PCR
reaction mix and PCR cyclic conditions were tried to get amplification by using
minimum volume of mastermix. Table 3.11 shows the optimized reaction mixture to
amplify IS6110 sequence of MTB.
The amplification reaction was performed in total volume of 20 µl in the 0.2
ml PCR reaction tube. An 18µl of the mixture shown in table 3.11 was added into the
tube, and 2 µl of isolated DNA of each sample was added and 2 µl dH2O as negative
control was added into the corresponding tubes and was mixed thoroughly. PCR
reactions were performed in 4 steps. The mixture was first denatured at 95 °C for 4
min. Then, in the next phase 35 cycles of PCR were performed with denaturation at
95 °C for 30 seconds, primer annealing for 45 seconds at 50 °C and elongation at 72
°C for one min. In the last phase a final extension was done at 72 °C for 10 minutes.
For every reaction a positive control, containing DNA from H37Rv MTB strain and
negative control, in which DNA template was absent from the amplification mixture
were included (Table 3.12).
3.9.5: Detection of PCR products
Amplified products were analyzed by 1.2 % agarose gel electrophoresis . 1.2 %
agarose gel is prepared by adding 1.2 grams agarose to 100 ml 1 X TAE buffer. The
mixture was boiled in microwave oven till it becomes clear. Boiled mixture was
allowed to cooled down to 45 °C followed by addition of 6µl EMBidium bromide.
The mixture is then poured in gel casting tray with dual combs. Gel was loaded with
PCR amplified products after gel solidification. Electrophoresis was carried out in a
gel tank containing 1X TAE buffer. 2µl bromophenol blue dyes was mixed with 2 µl
DNA and then loaded into the wells of gel spacer.1 µl of 50 Kb DNA ladder was
added in all four corners of the gel. Conditions of electrophoresis were set to 80 volts
for half an hour. Results of the gel were then viewed under UV light in Gel
documentation system (Bio Rad).
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3.10: Multiplex allele-specific polymerase chain reaction (MAS-PCR) and Sanger
sequencing
A total of 123 drugs resistant and 37 susceptible isolates were used for
multiplex PCR and Sanger sequencing.
3.10.1: DNA extraction for MAS-PCR
DNA extraction from MTB cultures was performed using standard N-acetylN, N, N-trimEMByl ammonium bromide (CTAB) method. In brief, all visible
colonies on LJ medium were collected into 2ml Eppendorff tubes containing 500 µl
Tris-EDTA buffer (pH 8.0), and heated at 80 °C for 30 min. 100 µl lysozyme was
then added to each tube (final concentration, 10mg/ml), followed by incubation at 37
°C for 2 hours. Then 20µl proteinase K (10mg/ml final concentration) and 80µl
sodium dodecyl sulfate (10%) were added and vortexed gently and then incubated at
65 °C for 1 hour. Then 100 µl CTAB (final concentration 40 mM) and NaCl (final
concentration 5M) were added, the tubes were then vortexed until milky suspension
appeared and were incubated at 65 °C for 30 min. About 750 µl of chloroformisoamyl alcohol (24:1) was added to each tubes, and the tubes were vortexed for 10
min and centrifuged at 13,000 rpm at room temperature for 15min, and after
centrifugation the aqueous phase were transferred to a fresh autoclaved Eppendorf
tube. 450µl of isopropanol was added to each tube and were moved slowly upside
down until DNA was appear in the tube like fiber. After appearance of DNA, the
tubes were keept at -20 °C for overnight for precipitation. Next day after overnight
precipitation the specimens were centrifuged at 13000 rpm for 15 minutes. The
supernatant was discarded and 70% ice cold EMBanol was added to each tube and
tubes were moved slowly upside down for washing the pellet and then centrifuged
again for 15 minutes at 13000 rpm. Supernatant was discarded after centrifugation
and pellet was dried. The pellet was resuspended in 50-100 µl 1x TE buffer and
stored at 4 °C until used for PCR

.
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3.10.2: Multiplex Allele-Specific Polymerase Chain Reaction (MAS-PCR)
A multiplex allele-specific PCR was performed to detect simultaneously
mutations in the codon 315 of the katG gene (Table 3.4), the mabA- promoter region 15 (Table 3.5), the codon 516, 526 and 531 of the rpoB gene (Table 3.6), the codon
306 of the embB gene (Table 3.7) using purified DNA from cultured cells. These
codons were most frequently involved in point mutations linked with the drug
resistant of INH, RIF and EMB of MTB as described in the previous and present
studies (Herrera et al., 2005; Kourout et al., 2009; Evans et al., 2009).
3.10.3: Evaluation of the MAS-PCR assay
Correspondence between MAS-PCR and DNA sequencing were determined to
assess the efficacy of MAS-PCR in determining genetic mutations in the clinical
isolates. The specificity, sensitivity, Positive Predictive Value (PPV) and Negative
Predictive Value (NPV) of the MAS-PCR were evaluated for the detection of RIF,
INH and EMB resistance, using culture based phenotypic drug susceptibility testing
(DST) as reference standard. Specificity is defined as if the resistance was not found
by DST; there is probability of MAS-PCR testing result negative for drug resistance
associated mutations. Sensitivity is defined as the probability of MAS-PCR testing
positive if the resistance was found by DST.
3.10.4: Condition for MAS-PCR
Allele specific multiplex PCR was carried out to examine katG, proB, mabA
and embB genes for the occurrence of already known mutations in these genes. An
overall reaction mixture of 30 μl was prepared in a 200 μl PCR tube containing 0.1-1
μl purified DNA (20 ng), 30-50 pmol of the forward and/or reverse primers of the
respective gene, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 1 U of taq-DNA polymerase (MBI Fermentas), and
200 μM each deoxynucleoside triphosphate (dNTPs). The reaction was carried out in
GeneAmp® PCR system 9700 ABI (Applera Corp, Foster City, CA, USA). The
thermal cycling conditions included an initial denaturation cycle at 96 °C for 3 min; 5
cycles at 95 °C for 1 min, 64 °C for 1 min, and 72 °C for 30 seconds; followed by 5
cycles at 95 °C for 1 min, 60-62 °C for 40 s, and 72 °C for 30 s with consecutive 20
cycles at 94 °C for 1 min, 60 °C for 40 s, and 72 °C for 30 s; and final elongation at
72 °C for 3 min. The amplified PCR products were electrophoresed in 2% agarose
gels and envisioned under UV Tran illuminator.
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3.11: DNA sequencing
In the present study, three genes were sequenced to identify mutations in those
specimens where MAS- PCR failed to detect mutation. These include rpoB, katG and
embB. Primers to amplify region of interest were designed using online tools (Primer3
software) (Table 3.8-10). Cycle sequencing was performed using dideoxy chain
termination chemistry. Reaction mixture containing 1 µl template DNA, 1 µl primer
(10pmol), 1 ul dNTPs mix, 0.2 µl taq polymerase (1U), 5 µl 10x buffer in a total
volume of 50 µl was subjected to thermal cycling condition. Amplified products were
sequenced in sense and antisense direction using ABI310 genetic analyzer. Sequenced
data was analyzed using BioEdit sequence alignment software.
3.12: Statistical analysis
The data was analyzed by using Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS
18). Continuous data was presented as mean and standard deviations (SD), whereas
categorical data was presented as frequencies and percentages. Association between
categorical variables was observed using Chi squared test (and Fisher exact wherever
necessary). The criterion for significance was set at P< 0.05 based on a two-sided test.
When significant association was observed upon Chi squared test, phi and cramer
values were calculated to observe the direction and strength of association. Phi,
cramer value of <0.1 was considered as negligible association, whereas phi, cramer
value of 0.1-0.2, 0.201-0.4 and >0.4 was considered as weak, moderate and strong
association respectively.
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Table 3.3: Primers used for the conserved sequence of Mycobacterium tuberculosis
IS6110 –F

5- ACCTGAAAGACGTTATCCACCAT- 3

IS6110 –R

5- CGGCTAGTGCATTGTCATAGGA- 3

Table 3.4: Primers used for MAS-PCR to detect specific codon of KatG gene
Primer
name

Sequence

katG-F1

5/-AGATGGGGCTGATCTACGTGA-3/

katG-R1

5/-CCATACGACCTCGATGCCGCT-3/

katG-F1

5/-AGATGGGGCTGATCTACGTGA-3/

katG-R2

5/-CGAACGGGTCCGGGATGGTG-3/

Codon

Product

number

size

315

293

315

435

Table 3.5: Primers used for MAS-PCR to detect specific codon of mabA gene
Primer
Name

Sequence

mabA-F

5/-ACGTCACGAGCGTAACCCCA-3/

mabA-R1

5/-GCAGTCACCCCGACAACCT-3/

mabA-F

5/-ACGTCACGAGCGTAACCCCA-3/

mabA-R2

5/-TGAGGTTGGCGTTGATGACCT-3/

Product
size
119

451
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Table 3.6: Primers used for MAS-PCR to detect specific codon of rpoB gene
Primer
Name

Sequence

rpoB-F1

5/-TCGCCGCGATCAAGGAGTTC-3/

rpoB-R

5/-TGACCCGCGCGTACACCGAC-3/

rpoB-F2

5/-GCTGAGCCAATTCATGGACCA-3/

rpoB-R

5/-TGACCCGCGCGTACACCGAC-3/

rpoB-F3

5/-GTCGGGGTTGACCCACA-3/

rpoB-R

5/-TGACCCGCGCGTACACCGAC-3/

rpoB-F4

5/-ACAAGCGCCGACTGTCGGCG-3/

rpoB-R

5/-TGACCCGCGCGTACACCGAC-3/

Codon

Product

Number

Size

External

249

516

215

526

182

531

168

Table 3.7: Primers used for MAS-PCR to detect specific codon of embB gene
Primer
name

Sequence

Allele

embB-F1

5/-GCGGGGCTCAATTGCCCAGC-3/

embB-R1

5/-AGGCGCATCCACAGACTGGC-3/

embB-F2

5/-GCGGGGCTCAATTGCCCAGC-3/

Mutant at

embB-R2

5/-CCGGCGTGGTCGGCGACTCG-3/

base 1

embB-F3

5/-ACGACGGCTACATCCTGGGCA-3/

Mutant at

embB-R3

5/-AGGCGCATCCACAGACTGGC-3/

Base 3

External

Product
size
324

210

160
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Table 3.8: Primers used for sequencing of entire katG gene
Primer
name

Sequence

katG-F1

5/-AGATGGGGCTGATCTACGTGA-3/

katG-R1

5/-CCATACGACCTCGATGCCGCT-3/

katG-F1

5/-AGATGGGGCTGATCTACGTGA-3/

katG-R2

5/-CGAACGGGTCCGGGATGGTG-3/

Product
size
293

435

Table 3.9: Primers used for sequencing of entire rpoB gene
Primer
Name

Sequence

rpoB-F1

5/-TCGCCGCGATCAAGGAGTTC-3/

rpoB-R

5/-TGACCCGCGCGTACACCGAC-3/

rpoB-F2

5/-GCTGAGCCAATTCATGGACCA-3/

rpoB-R

5/-TGACCCGCGCGTACACCGAC-3/

rpoB-F3

5/-GTCGGGGTTGACCCACA-3/

rpoB-R

5/-TGACCCGCGCGTACACCGAC-3/

rpoB-F4

5/-ACAAGCGCCGACTGTCGGCG-3/

rpoB-R

5/-TGACCCGCGCGTACACCGAC-3/

Product
Size
249

215

182

168

Table 3.10: Primers used for sequencing of entire embB gene
Primer
name

Sequence

embB-F1

5/-GCGGGGCTCAATTGCCCAGC-3/

embB-R1

5/-AGGCGCATCCACAGACTGGC-3/

embB-F2

5/-GCGGGGCTCAATTGCCCAGC-3/

embB-R2

5/-CCGGCGTGGTCGGCGACTCG-3/

embB-F3

5/-ACGACGGCTACATCCTGGGCA-3/

embB-R3

5/-AGGCGCATCCACAGACTGGC-3/

Product
size
324

210

160
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Table 3.11: Preparation of reaction mixture for PCR
Reaction components

Volume / reaction (µl)

Concentration

PCR buffer

2

10X

MgCl2

2

25mM/µl

dNTPs

2

2.5mM/ µl

IS6110- Forward primer

0.75

10mM/ µl

IS6110- Reverse primer

0.75

10mM/ µl

Taq polymerase

0.2

5U/ µl

DNA templete

2

50ng/ µl

Double distilled water

10.3

Total reaction volume

20

Table 3.12: Thermal cycler conditions used for IS6110 sequence amplification
Step

Temperature

Time

Initial denaturation

95 °C

4min

Denaturation

95 °C

30 sec

Annealing

50 °C

45 sec

Extension

72 °C

1 min

Final extension

72 °C

10 min
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
A total of six thousand and six (6006) sputum specimens were collected in
duplicate (on spot and morning sputum specimens) from various centers of Punjab,
Pakistan. Subjects from whom these specimens were collected suffered either from
tuberculosis or suspected of tuberculosis. The study period encompasses March 2009
to August 2013. Among these 6006 specimens, 2136 (35.6%) were positive and 3870
(64.45%) were negative by microscopy of spot specimens (Fig. 4.1, 4.7 and Table
4.2). 2219 (36.9%) were positive and 3723 (62%) were negative by microscopy of
morning specimens. In 64 (1.1%) individuals smears were not done from morning
specimens (Fig. 4.1, 4.9 and Table 4.2). Culture results demonstrated that 3341
(55.6%) were negative, 2445 (40.7%) were positive and 201 (3.3%) were
contaminated. For 19 (0.3%) specimens culture was not done (Fig. 4.2, 4.11 and table
4.2). In 2420 (40.3%) specimens out of total IS6110 could be amplified by PCR while
it failed to amplify the above mentioned sequence in 3586 (59.7%) specimens (Fig.
4.3, 4.13 and Table 4.3). Among 2445 specimens, 2367 were sent to DST and two
hundred and seventy three (273) specimens were resistant to at least one first line antiTB drug (Table 4.4). Resistant specimens were further analyzed by multiplex allelespecific PCR (MAS-PCR) to detect already known mutations in drug resistant genes
in the MTB genome. Those specimens which failed to reveal known mutation were
cycle sequenced using ABI3500 genetic analyzer to identify novel mutations specific
to organisms of Pakistani population.
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Fig. 4.1: Mycobacterium tuberculosis stained with ZN Staining method seen under
microscopy, (photograph at Institute of Public Health Lahore)
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Fig. 4.2: Mycobacterium tuberculosis positive culture on LJ medium slants
(photograph at Institute of Public Health Lahore).

Fig. 4.3: Agarose gel electrophoresis of PCR technique for the confirmation of DNA
runs on 0.8 % Agarose Gel
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4.1: Demographics of enrolled suspects
Total 6006 TB suspects were included in the final analysis. Among them 3196
(53%) were females, while 2810 (47%) were males (Fig.4.4 and 4.1 table). The
suspects were divided into four (4) categories based on age. Group zero (0) consisted
of 1787 (29.8%) suspects of age 10-25 years. Suspects of age range 26- 45 years were
2124 (35.4%) in numbers and were placed in group 1. Group 2 with age range of 4665 years consisted of 1530 (25.5%) suspects, while 565 (9.4%) suspects of age >65
years were considered as group 3 (Fig. 4.5 A, B and Table 4.1). Among 6006 suspects
specimens 4648 (77.4%) were newly diagnosed and 1358 (22.6%) were previously
TB treated patients (Fig. 4.6, Table 4.1).

4.2: Spot smear results of TB suspects
All 6006 specimens were analyzed by microscopy on spot in which 3870
(64.4%) were found negative and 2136 (35.6 %) were positive (Fig. 4.7, Table 4.2).
WHO (1998 part II) protocol was followed for grading. Positive specimens were
graded as follow: 180 (3%) were scanty smears, 955 (15.9%) lied in 1+, 594 (9.9%)
in 2+ and 407 (6.8%) in 3+ grades (Fig. 4.8, Table 4.2).

4.3: Morning smear results of TB suspects
Microscopy of morning specimens was done for all except 64 (1%) patients
who were unable to submit morning specimens. Among all specimens, 3723 (62%)
were negative and 2219 (37 %) were positive (Fig. 4.9, Table 4.2). Among positive
specimens 158 (2.6%) were scanty smears, 822 (13.7%) were 1 +, 619 (10.3%) were
2+ and 620 (10.3%) were grade 3+ (Fig. 4.10, Table 4.2).
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% age
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Fig. 4.4: Gender distribution of TB suspects among 6006 specimens
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Age categories in years
(A)

(B)
Fig. 4.5 (A): Age wise distribution of male and female suspects of TB; (B) Pinwheel
diagram of distribution age wise (in years)
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Fig. 4.6: TB suspects treatment history status out of 6006 specimens

Fig. 4.7: Spot smear results of TB suspects among 6006 specimens
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Fig. 4.8: Spot smear grading results of TB suspects out of total 6006 specimens

Fig. 4.9: Morning smear results of TB suspects among 6006 specimens
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Fig. 4.10: Morning smear grading results of TB suspects out of total 6006 specimens
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4.4: Culture results of TB suspects
Out of 6006 suspects specimens cultured, 2445 (40.7%) culture were positive,
3341 (55.6%) were negative and 201 (3.3%) were found contaminated. Culture test
was not performed in 19 (0.3%) cases (Fig. 4.11, Table 4.2). Among 2445 positive
culture 47 were MOTT. WHO (1998 part III) protocol was followed for grading.
Grading results revealed that 207 (3.4%) of culture specimens were scanty, 633
(10.5%) were 1+, 780 (13%) were 2+ and 825 (13.7%) were 3+ (Fig. 4.12, table 4.2).

4.5: PCR results of suspect specimens of MTB
Amplification of insertion sequence IS6110 was carried out by PCR using
specifically designed primers in all specimens (Table 3.3). Among the analyzed
specimens 2420 (40%) were MTB positive as evident from visualization of DNA
band on Agarose gel corresponding to desired size of 135bp. However no such band
could be seen in 3586 (60%) specimens and were declared negative on the basis of
PCR amplification test (Fig. 4.13, 4.14 and table 4.3).
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Fig. 4.11: Culture results of TB suspects among 6006 specimens

Fig. 4.12: Culture grading results of TB suspects out of total 6006 specimens
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PCR results

Fig. 4.13: PCR results of TB suspects out of 6006 specimens

135 bp

Specimens from left to right: L-21-22-23-24-25-26-27-28-29-30-31-32-33-34 (+ve control)-L.

Fig 4.14: Representative Agarose gel electrophoresis of PCR product of IS6110
fragment for presence and absence of conserved sequence
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4.6: Drug Sensitivity Test (DST) results of TB patients
All first line drugs including Isoniazid (I), Rifampicin (R), Streptomycin (S),
Ethambutol (E) and Pyrazinamide (Z) were applied on 2367 culture positive
specimens. Among these 2367 specimens 273 (11.5%) showed resistance to at least
one drug while 2094 (88.5%) were sensitive to all drugs in both new patients and
previously treated patients. Among these strains, 41 cases were identified as monoresistant including 3 (0.1%) resistant to isoniazid only, 8 (0.3%) resistant to
rifampicin only, 14 (0.6%) resistant to streptomycin only, 5 (0.2%) resistant to
Ethambutol only and 11 (0.5%) resistant to pyrazinamide only. 139 (5.8%) patients
were resistant to two drugs in which 133 (5.6%) were resistant to Isoniazid +
Rifampicin (IR), 1 (0.04%) was resistant Isoniazid+ Streptomycin (IS) and 5 (0.2%)
were resistant to Rifampicin+ Ethambutol (RE). Poly drug resistant were 93, among
these 26 (1.1%) were resistant to Isoniazid+ Rifampicin+ Streptomycin (IRS)
combination, 25 (1.1%) were resistant to Isoniazid+ Rifampicin+ Ethambutol (IRE)
combination, 13 (0.5%) were resistant to Isoniazid+ Rifampicin+ Pyrazinamide (IRP)
combination, 14 (0.6%) were resistant to Isoniazid+ Rifampicin+ Streptomycin+
Ethambutol (IRSE) combination, 3 (0.1%) were resistant to IREZ combination and
12 (0.5%) were resistant to all Isoniazid+ Rifampicin+ Streptomycin+ Ethambutol+
Pyrazinamide (IRSEZ) combination (Fig. 4.15, Table 4.4).

4.7: Prevalence of MDR in studied TB patients
Among 2367 culture positive cases of MTB, 221 (9.3%) were multi drug
resistant (MDR) defined as resistant to at least rifampicin and isoniazid and 2146
(90.7%) were non MDR on the basis of definition (WHO, 2013) (Fig. 4.16, Table
4.5).
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Fig. 4.15: Drug Sensitivity Test (DST) results of TB patients
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Fig. 4.16: Prevalence of MDR in 2367 cultured positive TB patients

Fig. 4.17: Association between patients‟ gender and culture results
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4.8: Association between patients’ demographics and culture results
Upon cross tabulation statistically significant weak positive association was
observed between male gender and culture positive results (P<0.001, φ=0.120). Age
category (10-25 years) (P<0.001, φ=0.228) and previous TB treatment (P<0.001,
φ=0.221) has statistically significant moderate positive association with culture
positive results (Table 4.6). Among 2445 culture positive, 1280 (40.1%) were positive
in females and 1165 (41.5%) were positive in males (Fig. 4.17 and table 4.6).
The difference in presentation of the age groups were analyzed for statistical
differences, chi- square test and phi Cramer‟s test was used for testing of percentage.
This study showed that the mostly the age group (10-25) was 1014 (56.7%) affected
followed by age group 26-45 years i.e. 810 (38.1%) out of 2445 culture positive cases.
Among all specimens negative were 728 (40.7%) and 1223 (57.6%) on the basis of
culture results and belonged to age group 10- 25 and 26- 45 years respectively. The
number of positive and negative cases in age group 46- 65 were 470 (30.7%) and
1000 (65.4%) respectively. In cases where the suspects were older than 65 years of
age 151 (26.7%) specimens were positive and 390 (69%) were negative. The data
showed that the working age group that is 10- 45 are at higher risk of MTB infection.
The number of positive cases is maximum in those aged 10- 25 years (Fig. 4.18, table
4.6).
Among 4648 newly diagnosed cases, 1634 (35.2%) were positive and 2860
(61.5%) were negative, 139 (3%) were contaminated and 15 (0.3%) cases were not
cultured. Among 1358 (22.6%) previously treated cases, the number of positive were
811 (59.7%), negative were 481 (35.4%), contaminated were 62 (4.6%) and
uncultured were 4 (0.3%) cases (Fig. 4.19 and table 4.6).
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Fig. 4.18: Association between patients‟ ages and culture results

Fig. 4.19: Association between patients TB history and culture results
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4.9: Association between age wise distributed genders and culture results
Upon cross tabulation statistically significant moderate positive association
was observed between males gender age group 10-25 years and culture positive
results (P<0.001, φ=0.24). When we cross tabulated age wise distribution of females
gender with culture results, statistically significant moderate positive association was
observed between females age (10-25 years) and culture positive results (P<0.001,
φ=0.23). Data shows on the based of ages that the most affected age group is 10- 25
years. Maximum number 1014 (56.7%) of positive cases among 2445 culture positive
specimens lies in this age group. Decline in the number of positive cases on the basis
of culture with increase age is evident from the data as follows. 810 (38.1%) were the
number of positive cases observed in age groups 26- 45. The numbers of positive
cases in age group 46- 65 were 470 (19.2%) and the numbers of MTB infected people
with an age older than 65 years were 151 (6.2%). Based on sex among 2445 culture
positive, 1280 (40.1%) were positive in females and 1165 (41.5%) were positive in
males. Among females, 613 (56.1%) were in 10-25 years, 373 (33.3%) were in 26-45
years, 238 (30.9%) were in 46-65 years and 56 (26.2%) were in >65 years were
affected by MTB. Among males, 401 (57.7%) were in 10-25 years, 437 (43.5%) were
in 26-45 years, 232 (30.5%) were in 46-65 years and 95 (27.1%) were in >65 years
were affected by MTB. This data showes that the ages group (10-25) years is the most
affected group both in males and females (Fig. 4.20 and table 4.7).
4.10: Association between patients’ demographics and rifampicin resistance
Upon univariate analysis prevalence of rifampicin resistance had no
statistically significant positive association (P=0.47) with gender and ages (10- 25
years) (P=0.12) however had moderate positive association (P <0.001, φ=0.25) with
positive TB treatment history (Table 4.8).
Among 2367 culture positive, 127 (10.3%) were rifampicin resistant and 1111
(89.7%) were sensitive in females and 114 (10.1%) were resistant and 1015 (89.9%)
were sensitive in males (Fig. 4.21 and Table 4.8).
The difference in presentation of the age groups was analyzed for statistical
differences. Chi- square test and phi Cramer‟s test were used for testing of percentage.
This study showed the occurrence of more rifampicin resistance in the age groups 1025 i.e. 110 (11.2%) followed by age groups 26-45 years i.e. 84 (10.6%). Among all
specimens sensitive were 875 (88.8%) and 705 (89.4%) on the basis of DST results
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and belonged to age group 10- 25 and 26-45 years respectively. The number of
rifampicin resistant and sensitive cases in age group 46- 65 were 39 (8.7%) and 409
(91.3%) respectively. In cases where the patients were older than 65 years of age 8
(5.5%) were resistant and 137 (94.5%) were sensitive (Fig. 4.22 and Table 4.8)).
Among 1566 newly diagnosed patients, 74 (4.7%) were rifampicin resistant
and 1492 (95.3%) were sensitive. Among 801 previously treated patients, the numbers
of resistant were 167 (20.8%) and sensitive were 634 (79.2%) (Fig 4.23 and Table
4.8).
4.11: Association between patients’ demographics and isoniazid resistance
Among 2367 culture positive, 123 (9.9%) females were isoniazid resistant and
1115 (90.1%) were sensitive and in males resistance was observed in 110 (9.7%)
specimens and 1019 (90.3%) were sensitive (Fig 4.21 and Table 4.8). Upon cross
tabulation no statistically significant positive association (P=0.57) was observed
between gender and isoniazid resistant (Table 4.8).
The statistics indicated that the prevalence of isoniazid resistance was also
maximum in the age group 10- 25 years were 114 (11.6%) followed by age group 2645 years i.e. 76 (9.7%). Among the sensitive, 871 (88.4%) and 712 (90.3%) belonged
to age group 10- 25 and 26-45 years respectively. The number of isoniazid resistant
was 37 (8.3%) and 411 (91.7%) were sensitive in age group 46-65. The patient older
than 65 years of age 6 (4.1%) and 139 (95.9%) were resistant and sensitive
respectively (Fig. 4.22 and Table 4.8). Upon univariate analysis no statistically
significant positive association (P=0.06) was observed between age categories and
isoniazid resistant (Table 4.8).
Among 1566 newly diagnosed patients, 68 (4.3%) were isoniazid resistant and
1498 (95.7%) were sensitive. Among 801 previously treated patients, the resistant
were 167 (20.8%) and sensitive were 634 (79.2%) (Fig 4.23 and Table 4.8). Upon
univariate analysis prevalence of isoniazid had statistically significant moderate
positive association (P <0.001, φ=0.26) with previous TB treatment history (Table
4.8).
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4.12: Association between patients’ demographics and streptomycin resistance
The prevalence of streptomycin resistance between females and males were 35
(2.8%) and 35 (3.1%), and sensitive were 1203 (97.2%) and 1094 (96.9%) in females
and males respectively (Fig. 4.21 and Table 4.8). Upon cross tabulation no
statistically significant positive association (P=0.71) was observed between genders
and streptomycin resistance (Table 4.8).
The most affected age group of patients older than 65 years of age i.e. 5
(3.4%) and 140 (96.6%) were resistant and sensitive respectively in that order
followed by age group of 10- 25 years consisted of 32 (3.2%) resistant and 953
(96.8%) sensitive towards streptomycin. The number of resistance was 13 (2.9%) and
435 (97.1%) sensitive in age group 46- 65. The resistance was 20 (2.5%) and sensitive
were 769 (97.5%) belonging to the age group 26- 45 years (Fig. 4.22 and Table 4.8).
No statistically significant positive association (P=0.83) was observed between age
categories and streptomycin resistance upon cross tabulation (Table 4.8).
Streptomycin resistant in 1566 newly diagnosed patients were 30 (1.9%) and
1536 (98.1%) were sensitive. Among 801 previously treated patients, the numbers of
resistant were 40 (5%) and sensitive were 761 (95%) (Fig. 4.23 and Table 4.8). Upon
cross tabulation my results showed, previous TB treatment has statistically significant
negligible positive association (P<0.001, φ=0.08) with streptomycin resistant results
(Table 4.8).
4.13: Association between patients’ demographics and Ethambutol resistance
Upon univariate statistically significant negligible positive association
(P=0.04, φ=0.05) was observed between male gender and Ethambutol resistance, Age
categories and Ethambutol resistant (P=0.37) showed no statistically significant
positive association. However, previous TB treatment has statistically significant
weak positive association (P<0.001, φ=0.16) with Ethambutol resistance results
(Table 4.8).
Among 2367 culture positive, 27 (2.2%) were Ethambutol resistant and 1211
(97.8%) were sensitive in females while 38 (3.4%) were resistant and 1091 (96.6%)
were sensitive in males (Fig. 4.21 and Table 4.8).
The difference in demonstration of the age groups was evaluated for statistical
dissimilarities. Chi- square test and phi Cramer‟s test were used for testing of
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percentage. This study indicated that the prevalence of Ethambutol resistance is
maximum in the age group 26-45 years i.e. 28 (3.5%) followed by age group 10-25
i.e. 19 (1.9%). Among all specimens sensitive were 761 (96.5%) and 966 (98.1%) on
the basis of DST results and belonged to age group 10-25 and 26-45 years
respectively. The number of Ethambutol resistance and sensitive cases in age group
46-65 were 13 (2.9%) and 435 (97.1%) respectively. In cases where the patients were
older than 65 years of age, 5 (3.4%) were resistant and 140 (96.6%), were sensitive
(Fig. 4.22 and Table 4.8).).
Among 1566 newly diagnosed patients, 13 (0.8%) were Ethambutol resistant
and 1553 (99.2%) were sensitive while among 801 previously treated patients, the
numbers of resistant were 52 (6.5%) and sensitive were 749 (93.3%) (Fig. 4.23 and
Table 4.8).
4.14: Association between patients’ demographics and pyrazinamide resistance
Upon cross tabulation no statistically significant positive association (P=0.52)
was observed between pyrazinamide resistance and genders and age categories (1025 years) (P=0.68). However, previous TB treatment (P<0.001, φ=0.07) has
statistically significant negligible positive association with pyrazinamide resistance
(Table 4.8).
Among 2367 culture positive, 19 (1.8%) females were pyrazinamide resistant
and 1219 (98.5%) were sensitive and in males resistance were seen in 20 (1.8%)
specimens and 1109 (98.2%) were sensitive (Fig. 4.21 and Table 4.8).
This data demonstrated that the prevalence of pyrazinamide resistance was
maximum in the age group 26- 45 was 16 (2%) followed by age group 10- 25 years
i.e. 13 (1.3%). The sensitive were 773 (98 %) and 972 (98.7%) belonged to age group
26- 45 and 10- 25 years respectively. The number of pyrazinamide resistant were 9
(2%) and 439 (98%) were sensitive in age group 46- 65. The patient older than 65
years of age 1 (0.7%) and 144 (99.3%) were resistant and sensitive respectively (Fig.
4.22 and Table 4.8).
Among 1566 newly diagnosed patients, 15 (1%) were pyrazinamide resistant
and 1551 (99%) were sensitive. In 801 previously treated patients, the numbers of
resistant were 24 (3%) and sensitive were 777 (97%) (Fig. 4.23 and Table 4.8).
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4.15: Age wise prevalence of MDR in studied TB patients
Out of 2445 culture positive cases, 2367 were tested for sensitivity to 1st line
drugs. The number of MDR cases was 221 (9.3%). Among these 221 MDR, 108
(48.9%) cases were in 10-25 year and 74 (33.6%) were in 26-45 years. Number of
cases in age group 46- 65 were 35 (15.8%) and 4 (1.8%) cases of MDR were found in
people with age older than 65 years. Upon Chi square analysis statistically significant
negligible positive association was observed between patients aged 10-25 years and
MDR-TB (P<0.008, φ=0.07) (Fig. 4.24). Out of total, Age wise the prevalence of
MDR and Non- MDR cases is shown in table (Table 4.9).
4.16: Prevalence of MDR cases in male and in female patients
Among 2367 cases tested for drug sensitivity, 2146 (90.7%) were sensitive to
all drugs and 221(9.3%) were resistant to at least rifampicin and isoniazid (MDR).
Among 1238 cases, 117 (9.5%) were found MDR in females while 104 (9.2%) were
in males out of 1129 cases. Upon Chi square analysis no statistical significant
association was observed between patients‟ gender and MDR-TB (table 4.10). Out of
total MDR cases, 117 (52.9%) were present in females whereas 104 (47.1%) were
found in males (Fig. 4.25).
4.17: Prevalence of MDR between newly diagnosed and previously treated
patients
Out of 2367 cases 2146 (90.7%) were not MDR and 221 (9.3%) were MDR.
In 221 MDR cases 158 (19.7%) were found in previously TB treated patients and 63
(4%) cases were found in new patients. When we cross tabulated TB treatment history
with prevalence of MDR-TB, statistically significant moderate positive association
was observed between previous TB treatment and MDR-TB (P<0.001, φ=0.25).
MDR-TB cases were 5 times more in previously TB treated than in newly diagnosed
cases (Fig. 4.26 and table 4.11).
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Fig. 4.20: Association between age wise (in years) distributed gender and culture
results
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4.18: Age wise prevalence of MDR cases in genders
Out of 221 MDR cases 117 (52.9%) were found in females and 104 (47.1%)
were in males. The distribution of MDR cases age wise between genders was also
analyzed. Most of the MDR cases were found in young age peoples i.e. (10- 25 years)
66 (11.2%) were females and 42 (10.7%) were males. In age group 26-45 years 34
(9.3%) were females and 40 (9.5%) in males were present, 16 (7%) females and 19
(8.6%) males were present in age group 46- 65 and 1 (1.9%) in females and 3 (3.9%)
in males were found in >65 years ages. Upon Chi square analysis no statistical
significant association was observed between age wise patients genders and MDR-TB
(Fig. 4.27, 4.28, and table 4.12).
4.19: Prevalence of MDR-TB between genders in newly diagnosed and
previously TB treated patients
The distribution of MDR in multivariate was analyzed. Among MDR cases,
88 (20.8%) were found in previously treated patients and 29 (3.6%) cases were found
in new patients in female while 70 (18.5%) were found in previously treated patients
in male and 34 (4.5%) cases were found in new patients. In this results overall female
were more affected than male. When we cross tabulated TB treatment history with
prevalence of MDR-TB in genders, statistically significant moderate positive
association was observed between previous TB treatment and MDR-TB in both male
and female (P<0.001, φ=0.28) (Table 4.13).
4.20: Age wise prevalence of MDR cases between newly diagnosed and
previously TB treated patients
When analyzed age wise distribution of MDR between newly diagnosed and
previously TB treated patients, statistically significant moderate positive association
(P<0.001, φ=0.31) was observed between age 10-25 years and MDR cases,
statistically significant moderate positive association (P<0.001, φ=0.24) was observed
between patients of age 26-45 years and MDR cases as compared to statistically
significant weak positive association was observed between patients of age 46-65
years and MDR cases (P<0.005, φ=0.13) and statistically no significant association
was observed between patients of age >65 years and MDR cases (P=0.3). In my
results MDR was highest in those aged 10-25 years followed by 26-45 years age.
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When we cross tabulated MDR-TB age wise in newly diagnosed and previously TB
treated patients, Among 221 MDR, the more affected people were 26 (41.3%) cases in
10-25 years in newly diagnosed followed by 20 (31.7%) were in 26-45 years. Number
of cases in age group 46-65 were 15 (23.8%) and 2 (3.2%) cases of MDR were found
in people with age older than 65 years in newly diagnosed. In previously TB treated
patients, also the more affected individual (51.9%) cases were in 10-25 year ages and
54 (34.2%) were in 26-45 years. Number of cases in age group 46-65 were 20
(12.6%) and 2 (1.3%) cases of MDR were found in people with age older than 65
years (Table 4.14).
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Fig. 4.24: Age wise (in years) prevalence of MDR in studied TB patients
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Fig. 4.25: Prevalence of MDR cases in male and in female patients

Fig. 4.26: Prevalence of MDR between newly diagnosed and previously TB treated
cases
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Fig. 4.27: Age wise prevalence of MDR cases in female
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Fig. 4.28: Age wise prevalence of MDR cases in male
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Fig. 4.29: Positive and negative results of spot and morning specimens microscopy,
PCR and culture results among 6006 specimens
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4.21: Correlation between results of spot and morning specimens’ microscopy,
culture and PCR
Total 6006 specimens were subjected for the identification of mycobacterium
by microscopy, culture and PCR. The results of 293 specimens were excluded
because of contamination in culture of 201 specimens and failure to culture 19
specimens. In 64 cases morning smears were not done. Remaining 5713 specimens
were analyzed by microscopy, culture and PCR and results were compared. On spot
specimens microscopy results revealed that 1986 (34.8%) were positive while 3727
(65.2%) were negative. Morning smears however detected mycobacterium in 2093
(36.6%) of the specimens and the rest 3620 (63.4%) were found negative. The number
of MTB positive specimens by culture test were 2398 (42%) and 3315 (58%) were
negative. PCR amplified DNA sequence belonging to MTB could be detected in 2314
(40.5%), the rest of the 3399 (59.5%) specimens were declared negative for MTB by
PCR (Fig. 4.29 and Table 4.15)
4.22: Correlation between spot and morning specimens’ smear results
A total of 5713 isolates were studied by both on spot specimens microscopy
and morning specimen‟s microscopy. The number of positive specimens by both on
spot specimens and morning specimens‟ microscopy were 1854 (93.4%) while 3488
(93.6%) were negative by both on spot and morning specimens microscopy. However,
discordance was present in 371 cases. Out of 3727 specimens negative by microscopy
of spot specimens, 239 (6.4%) were positive in morning specimens and whereas out
of 1986 were positive by microscopy of spot specimens, 132 (6.6%) were negative in
morning specimens (Fig. 4.30, table 4.16).
When spot smears were used as reference, morning smears sensitivity and
specificity was 93.4 % and 93.6 % respectively. A positive predictive value (PPV)
was 88% and a negative predictive value (NPV) was 96% (Fig. 4.31, table 4.16).
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Fig. 4.30: Correlation between spot and morning specimens‟ smear results out of total
5713 specimens

Fig. 4.31: Correlation between spot and morning specimens‟ smear results (spot
smear results taken as reference)
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4.23: Correlation between spot and morning specimens’ smears grading results
On spot smears grading results were compared with morning specimens‟
smears grading results and the differences between grading results of both spot
specimens and morning smears results were compiled. Number of smears negative by
spot specimens and positive by morning specimens were 239, while number of smears
positive by spot specimens and negative by morning were 132. This discordance was
further analyzed by spot and morning specimens smears grading. Out of total spot
negative and morning positive cases 79 (2.1%) were scanty, 102 (2.7%) were 1+, 31
(0.8%) were 2+ and 27 (0.7%) were 3+ by morning specimens‟ microscopy. In case
of morning negative and spot positive 31 (0.9%) were scanty, 73 (2.01%) were 1+, 16
(0.4%) were 2+ and 12 (0.3%) were 3+ smears positive by spot specimens
microscopy.
Out of 1986 (34.8%) positive smears of spot specimens 161 (2.8%) were
scanty, 873 (15.3%) were 1+, 558 (9.8%) were 2+ and 394 (6.9%) were 3+ by spot
specimens microscopy

and among 2093 (36.6%) positive smears by morning

specimens microscopy 147 (2.6%) were scanty, 761 (13.3%) were 1+, 586 (10.3%)
were 2+ and 599 (10.5%) were 3+ (Fig. 4.32).
The grading results of spot specimens were compared with morning specimens
smears grading results. 161 spot specimens smears declared scanty appeared as
follows in morning specimens smears. Scanty were 39 (24.2%), 31 (19.3%) were
negative, 69 (42.9%) were 1+, 13 (8.1%) were 2+ and 9 (5.6%) were 3+. Out of 873
specimens which were 1+ by spot specimens smears 491 (56.1%) were 1+, 73 (8.4%)
were negative, 22 (2.5%) were scanty, 199 (22.8%) were 2+ and 88 (10/1%) were 3+
in microscopy of morning specimens. The number of spot specimens declared 2+ by
microscopy were 558. The morning specimens of these cases however demonstrated
the following results. Number 2+ specimens were 270 (48.8%), negative were 16
(2.9%), scanty were 5 (0.9%), 1+ were 76 (13.6%) and 3+ were 191 (34.2%). Spot
specimens declared 3 + by microscopy were 394. Out of which 284 (72.1%) were 3+,
12 (3%) were negative, 2 (0.5%) were scanty, 23 (5.8%) were 1+ and 73 (18.5%)
were 2+ when morning specimens were graded by microscopy for the same cases
(Fig. 4.32 and Table 4.17).
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Fig. 4.32: Correlation between spot and morning specimens‟ smears grading results
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4.24: Correlation between culture and morning specimens’ smears results
A total number of 5713 morning specimens were cultured after analysis by
microscopy. Microscopy results revealed that out of total, 3620 (63.4%) were
negative while 2093 (36.6%) were positive. Culture results however demonstrated
relatively higher sensitivity towards detecting positive specimens and the positive
cases were found to be 2398 (42%) while the rest of 3315 (58%) specimens were
negative.
Concordance present in 3218 (97.1%) specimens were negative and 1996
(83.2%) specimens were positive by both microscopy and culture however 97 (2.9%)
positive smears were negative in culture and 402 (16.7%) negative specimens by
microscopy were positive in culture (Fig. 4.33, 4.34 and Table 4.18).
When culture was used as reference, morning smears sensitivity was 83.2%
and specificity was 97.1 %. A PPV was 95.4% and a NPV was 88.9% (Fig. 4.34 and
table 4.18).
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Fig. 4.33: Correlation between culture and morning specimens‟ smears results

Fig. 4.34: Correlation between culture and morning specimens‟ smears results
(culture results taken as reference)
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4.25: Correlation between culture grading and morning specimens’ smears
grading results
Out of total 5713 specimens, 3620 (63.4%) were negative and 2093 (36.6%)
were positive by microscopy in morning specimens. Among 3620 smear negative
specimens 3218 (88.9%) cases were negative by cultures also, discordance however
were seen in 402 (11.1%) cases negative by microscopy but positive by culture. Of
these negative smears specimens were further analyzed for grading by culture, 145
(4%) were scanty, 149 (4.1%) were 1+, 76 (2.1%) were 2+ and only 32 (0.9%) were
3+, showing that a large proportion of the negative smears were either scanty or 1+
with low presence of 2+ and 3+ specimens by culture.
Out of 2398 (42%) positive culture specimens 205 (3.6%) were scanty, 613
(10.7%) were 1+, 771 (13.5%) were 2+ and 809 (14.2%) were 3+ and among 2093
(36.6%) positive smears by morning specimens microscopy 147 (2.6%) were scanty,
761 (13.3%) were 1+, 586 (10.3%) were 2+ and 599 (10.5%) were 3+.
Grading results of positive smears of morning specimens were compared with
that of culture. Among 147 scanty smears, 31 (21.1%) cases were scanty by culture as
well. Discordance was observed in 116 cases, 26 (17.7%) were negative, 62 (42.1%)
were 1+, 25 (17%) were 2+ and only 3 (2%) cases were 3+ in positive culture. Out of
total 761 (1+) smears, the concordance were seen in 351 (46.1%) i.e. 1+ by both
microscopy and culture. 45 (5.9%) were negative, only 13 (1.7%) were scanty, 244
(32.1%) were 2+ and 108 (14.2%) cases were 3+ by culture. Of 586 (2+) smears
positive, 306 (52.2%) cases were graded 2+ by culture also, 22 (3.8%) were negative,
11 (1.9%) were scanty, 28 (4.8%) were 1+ and 219 (37.4%) were 3+ culture. Among
599 (3+), in 447 (74.6%) were 3+ by both microscopy and culture. Only 4 (0.7%)
were negative and 5 (0.8) were scanty, 23 (3.8%) were 1+ and 120 (20%) were 2+ by
culture (Fig. 4.35, table 4.19).
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Fig. 4.35: Correlation between culture grading and morning specimens‟ smears
grading results
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4.26: Correlation between PCR and culture results
All 5713 specimens were analyzed on both PCR and culture test and their
results were compared. Among 5713 specimens, PCR detected MTB in 2314 (40.5%)
specimens while 2398 (42%) were positive on basis of culture; however 3399 (59.5%)
specimens of MTB could not be detected by PCR and 3315 (58%) were culture
negative. Of 3315 negative culture, 3250 (98%) specimens were negative by PCR as
well. However 65 (2%) specimens which were negative in culture were detected as
MTB positive by PCR. Out of 2398 culture positive specimens, 2249 (93.8%)
specimens were confirmed by PCR and discordance was observed in 149 (6.2%)
specimens which were positive in culture but could not be detected by PCR (Fig.
4.36, 4.49 and table 4.20).
In these results, the sensitivity and specificity of the direct PCR technique in
clinical specimens to culture as “Gold standard” were calculated of the 5713
specimens. For that reason, the PCR technique in these results has a fine sensitivity
(93.8%) and excellent specificity (98%). The results showed the PPV was 97.2% and
NPV was 95.6% of PCR (Fig. 4.37 and table 4.20).
4.27: Correlation between PCR results with culture grading wise
Culture test revealed that out of 5713 specimens, 3315 (58%) were negative
while 2398 (42%) were positive. Grading results obtained from culture test were
compared with those of PCR. A total of 2249 specimens positive by culture and PCR,
149 culture positive and PCR negative were further analyzed for grading by culture
and PCR. In 205 scanty cultures, PCR detected 151 (73.7%) and failed to detect 54
(26.3%). Among 613 (1+) culture positive PCR detected 573 (93.5%) but could not
detected 40 (6.5%). Of 771 culture positive specimens graded as 2+, 731 (94.8%)
could be amplified by PCR but cases 40 (5.2%) specimens could not be amplified.
PCR successfully detected 794 (98.1%) out of 809 (3+) culture positive specimens,
but failed to detect 15 (1.9%) (Fig. 4.38 and table 4.21).
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Fig. 4.36: Correlation between PCR and culture results among 5713 specimens

Fig. 4.37: Correlation between PCR and culture results (Culture taken as reference)
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Fig. 4.38: Correlation between PCR results with culture grading wise

Fig. 4.39: Correlation between PCR results with morning smears results
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4.28: Correlation between PCR and morning specimens’ smears results
Of 5713 specimens, 3620 (63.4%) were negative and 2093 (36.6%) were
positive in morning specimens by microscopy. These positive and negative smears
were further analyzed for comparison with PCR. Out of 3620 smear negative
specimens, 3273 (90.4%) specimens were negative by microscopy as well as PCR but
discordance were observed in 347 (9.6%) cases, positive by PCR and microscopy
failed to detect. In 2093 morning smears positive, same results were obtained by both
PCR and microscopy in 1967 (93.8%) specimens. Discordances were present in 126
(6.2%) specimens which were positive by microscopy but could not be detected by
PCR (Fig. 4.39, 4.46 and 4.49).
Amplification was done on all 5713 specimens and results were cross checked
with morning smears. PCR detected MTB in 2314 (40.5%) and could not detect in
3399 (59.5%) specimens. The PCR technique in these results has a sensitivity (94%)
and specificity (90.4%) with morning specimens smear as reference. The results
showed the PPV was 85%, NPV was 96.3% of PCR (Fig. 4.39 and table 4.22).
4.29: Correlation between PCR and morning specimens’ smears grading results
The positive and negative smears were analyzed with PCR. Among 3620
negative smears, 3273 (93.9%) were negative by PCR as well but discordance was
present in 347 (6.1%) specimens were negative by smears but positive by PCR. PCR
could detect 120 (81.6%) scanty smears but failed to detect 27 (18.4%). Out of 761
(1+) smears, 705 (92.6%) were detected by PCR while 56 (7.4%) were not. Among
2+ smears 556 (94.9%) were detected and 30 (5.1%) could not be detected, among
599 (3+) smears positive 586 (97.8%) were detected and 13 (2.2%) were not detected.
In this data most of the positive smears were detected especially in 1+, 2+ and 3+
where the detection rate were more than 90% (Fig. 4.40 table 4.23).
4.30: Correlation between PCR, culture and morning specimens’ smears results
When the results of these three techniques were compared, among 5713
specimens, negative results in 3174 (93.4%) specimens and positive results were
obtained in by all these three techniques 1946 (84.1%). 99 (2.9%) positive in culture,
negative in microscopy and were not detected by PCR while 21 (0.9%) specimens
negative in culture were positive by microscopy and were detected by PCR. Seventy
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six (2.2%) positive smears were not detected by PCR and were not positive in culture
while 303 (13.1%) negative smears were detected by PCR and were positive in
cultures. Forty four (1.9%) negative smears and negative culture were detected by
PCR whereas 50 (1.5%) positive smears and positive culture were not detected by
PCR (Fig. 4.41, 4.47 and table 4.24).
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Number of cases

Fig. 4.40: Correlation between PCR and morning specimens‟ smears grading results

Fig. 4.41: Correlation between PCR, culture and morning specimens‟ smears results
out of total 5713 speccimens
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4.31: Drug Sensitivity Analysis
First line anti-TB drugs including Rifampicin, Isoniazid, Streptomycin,
Ethambutol and Pyrazinamide were used to isolate mono-, di-, poly- and multidrug
resistant (MDR) mycobacterium from 2367 culture positive specimens. Those
specimens were determined as mono drug resistant showing resistant to at least one
anti-TB drug. Di drug resistant specimens were those showed resistant to two drugs
but not resistant to rifampicin and isoniazid at time. Poly drug resistant specimens
showed resistant to more than two anti-TB drugs and MDR specimens were
considered those resistant to at least rifampicin and isoniazid. Among drug resistant
TB patients, 221 (81%) were multi-drug resistant (Table 4.5 and Fig. 4.16), 41 (15%)
were mono-resistant, while the remaining 11 (4%) were poly drug resistant TB
patients (Table 4.4 Fig. 4.15).
4.32: Multiplex allele-specific PCR (MAS-PCR) of drug resistant specimens
MAS-PCR primers were designed to amplify mutation hotspots of four genes
including rpoB, katG, mabA-15 and embB involved in causing drug resistance when
mutated. Primer annealing temperature and PCR condition are mentioned in chapter
3; Material and Methods. Among sensitive specimens, randomly selected 37
specimens and among 273 drug resistant specimens‟, randomly selected 123
specimens for rifampicin and isoniazid and 64 for Ethambutol were subjected to
MAS-PCR.
4.32.1: Correlation between DST and MAS-PCR results of Rifampicin
It has been shown that rpoB gene has three codons 516, 526 and 531 encoding
sequence which frequently mutate in TB specimens resistant to rifampicin. MAS-PCR
of 123 specimens resistant to atleast rifampicin by DST method showed mutation
D516Y (Glu516Tyr) in 12 (9.8%) cases (Fig. 4.50), H526Y (His526Tyr) in 7 (5.7%)
cases (Fig. 4.51), S531L (Ser531Leu) in 62 (50.4%) cases and S531W (Ser531Try) in
9 (7.3%) cases (Fig. 4.52). MAS- PCR failed to detect known mutations in 33
(26.8%) cases (Table 4.25).
In this study MAS- PCR has sensitivity of 91.8% and specificity of 100%
based on DST as reference. A PPV was 100% and NPV was 82.2% (Table 4.26).
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Number of cases
Fig. 4.42: Correlation between DST and MAS-PCR results of katG gene of isoniazid
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4.32.2: Correlation between DST and MAS-PCR results of katG gene of isoniazid
It has been shown that katG gene has codon number 315 encoding sequence
which frequently mutate in TB specimens resistant to isoniazid. MAS-PCR of 123
specimens resistant to at least isoniazid by DST method showed mutation S315T
(Ser315Tyr) in 99 (80.5%) cases and wild type 315 (WT315) in 9 (7.3%) cases.
MAS-PCR failed to detect known mutations in 15 (12.2%) cases (Fig. 4.53 and table
4.25). The sensitivity and specificity of MAS-PCR for katG gene of isoniazid was
80.5% and 100% respectively. A PPV was 71% and NPV was 80.4% (Fig. 4.42, table
4.27).
4.32.3: Correlation between DST and MAS-PCR results of mabA gene of
isoniazid
It has been shown that mabA gene has codon 15 encoding sequence which
frequently mutate in specimens resistant to isoniazid. MAS-PCR of 123 specimens
resistant to at least isoniazid by DST method showed mutations C15T (Cys15Tyr) in
7 (5.7%) cases and WT15C in 116 (94.3%) cases (Fig. 4.43, 4.54 and table 4.25). The
sensitivity was 5.7% and specificity was 100% 0f MAS- PCR for mabA gene of
isoniazid. A PPV and NPV was 100% and 24.2% respectively (Table 4.28).
4.32.4: Correlation between DST and MAS-PCR results of embB gene of
Ethambutol
It has been shown that embB gene has codon 306 encoding sequence which
frequently mutate in TB specimens resistant to Ethambutol. MAS-PCR of 64
specimens resistant to at least Ethambutol by DST method showed Met306Val in 28
(43.7%) cases, Met306Iso in 12 (18.7%) cases, WT 306 in 10 (15.6%) cases and
MAS-PCR failed to determine known mutations in 14 (22%) cases (Fig. 4.55, Table
4.25). The sensitivity was 72.7% and specificity was 100% 0f MAS- PCR for embB
gene of Ethambutol and PPV and NPV were 100% and 71.1% respectively (Table
4.31).
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Number of cases
Fig. 4.43: Correlation between DST and MAS- PCR results of mabA gene of

Number of cases

Isoniazid

Fig. 4.44: Correlation between DST and MAS- PCR results of Isoniazid (katG and
mabA gene)
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4.32.5: Correlation between DST and MAS-PCR results of Isoniazid (katG and
mabA gene)
Among 123 specimens resistant to at least isoniazid by DST method and were
analyzed by MAS-PCR. This result showed that mutation and wild type were detected
in both katG and mabA gene of isoniazid by MAS-PCR in 7 (5.7%) and 9 (7.3%)
cases respectively. Mutation was detected in 92 (74.8%) cases in katG gene while
these specimens were wild type in mabA gene. In 15 (12.2%) cases where MASPCR failed to detect any mutation in katG gene while these specimens were wild type
in mabA gene (Fig. 4.44, Table 4.29).

4.32.6: Correlation between DST and MAS-PCR results of isoniazid and
rifampicin
Among 123 specimens resistant to at least rifampicin and isoniazid by DST
method, showed mutation in 78 (63.4%) cases in both katG gene and rpoB gene by
MAS- PCR. In 12 cases mutation was detected in rpoB gene whereas among these 12
cases 6 (4.9%) were wild type and failed to detect in 6 (4.9%) cases in katG gene.
Among 33 cases where MAS- PCR failed to detect mutation in rpoB gene, same
result was observed in 9 (7.3%) cases in katG gene, however mutation was detected in
21 (17%) and wild type was in 3 (2.4%) cases in katG gene of these 33 failed cases in
rpoB gene (Table 4.30).

4.33: Sequencing in undetermined specimens
Sanger sequencing was performed in those specimens which were resistant to
one or more drugs using DST method but failed to give variant status for specific
codon by MAS-PCR method. Briefly, primers flanking to the gene of interest was
designed followed by PCR based amplification and product purification. Cycle
sequencing was carried out using dideoxy chain termination chemistry with the help
of single primer and labeled dNTPs.
4.33.1: Sanger sequencing in rpoB gene of rifampicin
rpoB gene is 3.5 kb long and it span from 759807 to 763325 bps on +ve
strand. It encodes beta chain of DNA directed RNA polymerase. Anti-TB drug
rifampicin binds to the beta subunit of DNA directed RNA polymerase and halt
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transcription of important genes and thus kill the organism. In the present study, 33
specimens resistant to rifampicin by DST method and failed to determine by MASPCR were bi directionally sequenced using ABI 310 capillary sequencer (Life
technologies, USA). In twelve (12) specimens, a rare mutation in worldwide and
novel mutation in Pakistan (to the best of our knowledge) at codon 515 (Met515Iso)
and a common variant at codon 516 (Met516Tyr) in each specimens was detected in
rpoB gene (Fig. 4.57). In 4 specimens, a rare mutation in worldwide and novel
mutation in Pakistan (to the best of our knowledge) at codon 513 (Gln513Pro) was
identified in rpoB gene (Fig. 4.58). Similarly, in additional 4 specimens, Met515Val
and His526Asn were identified in rpoB gene (Fig. 4.59). Moreover, a rare mutation in
worldwide and novel mutation in Pakistan (to the best of our knowledge) (Leu533Pro)
was found in 5 specimens in rpoB gene (Fig. 4.60). In 8 specimens undetermined by
MAS- PCR, no mutation was detected in rpoB gene.
Chromatograms of mutations in rpoB gene are given here. Due to space
limitation only sequence variants are described in other genes.
4.33.2: Sanger sequencing in katG gene of isoniazid
katG gene encompass 2.2 kb region on –ve strand and it span from 2153889 to
2156111 bps. KatG gene translates into catalase peroxidase enzyme. Anti-TB drug
isoniazid (INH) binds to functional subunit of catalase peroxidase and thus blocks the
activity of enzyme. The prevalent mutation resulting in amino acid substitution at
codon 315 (Ser315Thr) create steric hindrance to the binding of INH and make
mycobacterium resistant to INH.
In fifteen (15) specimens resistant to isoniazid by DST method and failed to
determine by MAS- PCR were bidirectional sequenced in this study. In these 15
specimens, a common mutation at codon 315 (Ser315Thr) was detected in each
specimens.
4.33.3: Sanger sequencing in embB gene of Ethambutol
embB

gene encoding for membrane indolylacetylinositol arabinosyl

transferase. Ethambutol have inhibitive role in biosynthesis of a cell wall component,
arabanin, in the arabinogalactan layer of the cell wall and prevents polymerization
steps of the biosynthesis of arabanin in both arabinogalactan (AG) and
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lipoarabinomannan (LAM) layers. Resistance to Ethambutol results from an amassing
of genetic mutations causing either over expression of the EmbB protein(s) or
structural mutation in EmbB protein, or both.
Fourteen (14) specimens resistant to at least Ethambutol by DST method and
failed to give result by MAS- PCR were sequenced bi directionally. In nine (9)
specimens, a common mutation at codon 306 (Met306Iso) was determined. In five (5)
specimens, sequence matched completely with wild type sequence.
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Fig. 4.45: Agarose gel electrophoresis of PCR technique for the confirmation of DNA
runs on 0.8 % Agarose Gel

135 bp

Fig. 4.46: Agarose gel electrophoresis of PCR technique for the confirmation of
IS6110 sequence. Positive smear specimens: 1, 2, 3, 8, 9, 10 and negative smear
specimens: 4, 5, 6, 7; 11, positive control; 12, negative control; Ladder at the both
side, 50 base- pair (bp).
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135 bp

Fig. 4.47: Agarose gel electrophoresis of PCR technique for the confirmation of
IS6110 sequence. 11, positive control; 12, 13, 16, 17, smear negative; 12-20, culture
positive specimens (135bp); 21, negative control; and 50 bp DNA ladder on both side
of Gel.

135 bp

Fig. 4.48: Agarose gel electrophoresis of PCR technique for the confirmation of
IS6110 sequence. Negative smears Specimens from left to right: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
10, 11, 12; negative control; 13, positive control; 1, and 50 bp DNA ladder on left side
of Gel.
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135 bp

Fig. 4.49: Agarose gel electrophoresis of PCR technique for the confirmation of
IS6110 sequence. Smear and culture positive specimens from left to right: L, 35, 36,
37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47 (+ve control)-NEG control-L (Ladder).

Fig. 4.50: Agarose gel electrophoresis pattern of PCR amplified product for MASPCR assay of rpoB codon 516 mutation analysis, Ladder on both side; Size standard
50 bps, Lane 1; H37Rv positive control, Lane 2, 4, 7, 8, 9, 11, 14, 16; strains with
rpoB codon 516 susceptible alleles, Lane 3, 5, 6, 10, 12, 13, 15, 17, 18; strains with
rpoB codon 516 mutant alleles.
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Fig. 4.51: Agarose gel electrophoresis pattern of PCR amplified product for MASPCR assay of rpoB codon 526 mutation analysis, Ladder on both side; Size standard
50 bps, Lane 1; H37Rv positive control, Lane 2, 5, 6, 8, 11, 12, 13, 16, 17; strains
with rpoB codon 526 susceptible alleles, Lane 3, 4, 7, 9, 10, 14, 15; strains with rpoB
codon 526 mutant alleles, Lane 1; H37Rv positive control

Fig. 4.52: Agarose gel electrophoresis pattern of PCR amplified product for MASPCR assay of rpoB codon 531 mutation analysis, Ladder on both side; Size standard
50 bps, Lane 1; H37Rv positive control, Lane 4, 5, 9, 10, 11, 12, 16, 17; strains with
rpoB codon 531 mutant alleles, Lane 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 13, 14, 15, 18; strains with rpoB
codon 531 susceptible alleles
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Fig. 4.53: Agarose gel electrophoresis pattern of PCR amplified product for MASPCR assay of katG codon 315 mutation analysis, Lane L; Size standard 100 bps,
Lane 1; H37Rv positive control, Lane 3, 4, 5, 10; 11, 12 strains with katG codon 315
mutant alleles, Lane 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 13, 14, 15; strains with katG codon 315 susceptible
alleles

Fig. 4.54: Agarose gel electrophoresis pattern of PCR amplified product for MASPCR assay of mabA promoter nucleotide -15 mutation analysis, Lane L; Size standard
100 bps, Lane 2-4, 7, 10-13 strains with mabA promoter nucleotide -15 susceptible
alleles, Lane 1, 5, 6, 8, 9; strains with mabA promoter nucleotide -15 mutant alleles,
Lane 14; H37Rv positive control
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Fig. 4.55: Agarose gel electrophoresis pattern of PCR amplified product for MASPCR assay of embB 306 mutations. Lane 1, positive control; lanes 3 and 4 are
Ethambutol-resistant isolates due to mutation in embB codon 306 mutation
ATG3ATH; (H represent A,C, or T); lanes 7, 8 and 13 are Ethambutol-resistant
isolates due to mutation in the embB306 ATG3BTG (B represent G,C or T). Lanes 2,
5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 14 are Ethambutol-susceptible isolates and Ladder on both side;
Size standard 100 bps

Fig. 4.56: Reference sequence of RRDR region of rpoB gene
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Fig. 4.57: Chromatograms of mutation identified in 12 specimens in the RRDR region
of rpoB gene at codon 515 and 516 (515ATG>GTG; Met515Ile) and
(516GAC>GGC; Met516Tyr). Arrow head indicate the point of mutation.

Fig. 4.58: Chromatograms of mutation identified in 4 specimens in the RRDR region
of apoB gene at codon 513 (513CAA>CCC; Gln513Pro). Arrow head indicate the
point of mutation.
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Fig. 4.59: Chromatograms of mutation identified in 4 specimens in the RRDR region
of rpoB gene at codon 515 and 526 (515ATG>GTG; Met515Val) and
(526CAC>AAC; His526Asn). Arrow head indicate the point of mutation.

Fig. 4.60: Chromatograms of mutation identified in 5 specimens in the RRDR region
of rpoB gene at codon 533 (533CTG>CCG; Leu533Pro). Arrow head indicate the
point of mutation
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
Tuberculosis (TB) has been an ancient disease which is corroborated from its
manifestation found in the preserved spines of Egyptian mummies (O'Brien et al.,
2009). In the year 1882, a German microbiologist Robert Koch for the first time
recognized the microbial causes of tuberculosis that was named as Mycobacterium
tuberculosis (Daniel et al., 2006). It is a transmissible infection that frequently
affects the lungs but can also suffer other organs such as kidneys and heart (Behera
et al., 2010). TB is a common disease that affects males and females of all ages
equally and it has been considered as a great cause of mortality and morbidity
worldwide. It is a curable disease that can be treated by proper diagnosis and
medication. The advent of vaccines and effective drug endowment minimized the
disease burden that led to the exuberance that tuberculosis (TB) would be eradicated
worldwide by the upcoming decade. However, in the mid-eighties, once again TB
cases began to rise worldwide in such a high rate that the World Health Organization
(WHO) declared TB as a global emergency in 1993 (WHO, 1993). In the modern
life, where science and technology are at their best and laid the basis to bring
revolutionary drugs from concept to reality antibiotics have been brought about to be
used to combat TB. Conversely, some strains have turned out to be resistant to drugs
due to the adaptation of the pathogen and thus TB disease still remains a public
health problem.
Tuberculosis (TB) is reported to be responsible for 95% of infections and 98%
of deaths in developing countries, and is included in leading fatal infectious disease
(Getahun et al., 2011). Worldwide MDR-TB was 3.5% and 21 % in new and
previously treated cases respectively in 2013. In Pakistan MDR-TB was 4.3% in new
patients and 19% in previously treated patients (WHO, 2014). WHO reports
elaborated that Pakistan carries 43% of the tuberculosis disease burden. The
appearance of multidrug resistance and co-infection rates of TB and HIV/AIDS are
raising concerns in the Pakistan. In Pakistan high-risk groups for TB infection include
people with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)/AIDS, people with diabetes or
cancer and the people having unhygienic accomodation and nutrition (Manzoor et al.,
2009). In Pakistan the TB prevalence is worsen with the addition of co-infection with
HIV and emergence of MDR-TB (Hasan et al., 2006; WHO, 2008).
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The diagnosis of susceptible TB and drug resistance TB is a big problem for
the developing countries such as Pakistan because conventional techniques are less
sensitive and time demanding and modern and sensitive techniques are much
expensive.
In the present study males to females ratio among TB suspects was found to be
1/1.1. However TB culture positive cases were more in male than females and male to
females‟ ratio was 1/0.96. Statistically significant weak positive association was
observed between male gender and culture positive results. These finding are in
accordance to published study (Iqbal et al., 2015). Begum et al. (2001) and Long
(2002) also described that males are more affected than females in developing
countries. Olivier and Lluis (2009) however reported that only 5% to 10% of cases
progresses to disease, and up to 70% of these are males.
Leone et al. (2012) stated that biological mechanisms, such as sex hormones
could in fact account for a significant part of this difference between females and
males susceptibility to TB. Testosterone suppressed the immune reactivity whereas
estrogens develop the host immune defense against mycobacterial infections. The
other probable reason for comparatively higher prevalence of TB in males than their
counterparts in developing countries is their greater exposure to TB positive patients
in community where females mostly reside in homes and do not usually go out.
Thomas et al. (2000) found that though the general prevalence of pulmonary TB is
higher in males than in females, but the development from infection to disease is
higher in females than males. This could be because of the multiple load of work in
home, childcare and employment, leaving very little time for taking care of herself.
Some studies of genders differences in TB have commonly come out from developing
countries. These studies propose differences in identification, treatment and societal
acuities of TB in females, generally to their hindrance, and reflecting their poorer
socio-economic position in many nations (Thomas and Diwan, 2001; Ashan et al.
2004).
Specific age groups of females are more resistant towards the TB infection as
compared to males which contradicts the concept of involvement of sex hormones in
the modulation of increased resistance to TB in females (Balabanova et al., 2006).
The imbalance of infection on gender basis may be due to some genes which increase
the susceptibility of men to the infection (Holmes et al., 1998; Bellamy et al., 2000).
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Certain group of patients was more likely to develop TB. In the present study,
male were more susceptible to suffer from TB which supports the previous finding in
this regard (Yang et al., 2012). Thus the gender issues should be considered in
promoting health care seeking behavior in patients and to reduce diagnostic delays.
Age category (10-25 years) has statistically significant moderate positive
association with culture positive results. In the current study, TB was more prevalent
in patients age group 10-25 years followed by patients aged 26-45 years. The working
age group that is 10- 45 are at higher risk of MTB infection and 74.7% pulmonary TB
cases were present in this age group in my study. The finding in my results
substantiated the results of WHO (1997) that 75% of pulmonary TB in developing
countries occurs in the 15-50 years age. Finding of this study also validates the data of
(Mathema et al., 2006) who reported that the TB cases occur mostly in the
economically most productive age group (15-49 years). Iqbal et al. (2015) observed
that the most TB cases occur in productive age i.e. 65 % cases in age 10-40 years. The
present study showed that the TB is almost equally distributed in gender age wise
except in age 26-45 years where the males were more affected than females. The most
probable reason for higher prevalence of TB in males in this age group seems to be
hormonal difference. It has been reported that female sex hormones have positive
effect on human immunity, while male hormones have opposite effect to that of
females (Leone et al., 2012). Another probable reason for higher prevalence of the
infection in males may be the differentially defined gender roles in Pakistan where
males interact with the society for earning while females take care of house hold
chores.
Previous TB treatment has statistically significant moderate positive
association with culture positive results. In the current study, data showed that among
TB suspects the new patients were more in number than the previously TB treated,
however, the affected patients of TB were more in previously treated patients as
compared to newly diagnosed patients. This finding validated Denboon et al. (2007)
and this may be due to low treatment success rate.
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Delays in diagnosis, care-pursuing activities are factors that may contribute
TB transmission. This data suspects that considerable number of incompletely cured
patients or previously treated contributes in transmission of TB to other peoples.
The clinical obstacle such as extensive cavitation and emphysema badge a
large population to change in a partition into which drugs could not penetrate. This
huge bacterial pool surges the population for mutation, and with poor penetration
there is an increased probability of resistance developing. A related situation may
develop in patients with extensive disease or poor immunity (Gillespie, 2002).
Increase in drug resistance of TB and few available drugs effective against MTB
cause significant threat to TB control (Bengisun et al., 2000). Isoniazid and rifampicin
resistance is very high that is one fourth of patients had resistance to these drugs,
followed by resistance to Ethambutol designating the repeated use of this drug.
Resistance to pyrazinamide and streptomycin is relatively low in the current study.
The relationship between drug resistance and length of treatment may reflect longer
treatment as a result of treatment failure and it may also reflect irregular previous
treatment for TB, leading to drug resistance in patients (Espinal et al., 2001). Finding
in the current study was that rifampicin resistance was 4.7% in newly diagnosed and
20.8% in previously treated patients validated the result of various studies carried out
earlier (Hussain et al., 1996; Cohn et al., 1997; Miah et al., 2000; Muralidhar and
Srivastava, 2004; Ayaz et al., 2012). In the current study 10.2% of overall cases were
rifampicin resistance which is less than the previous studies (Herendra and Shah,
1998; WHO/IUALTD, 2000; Nazir et al., 2009). The probable reason of this
difference may be living standard, socio economics and health facility and over all
hygienic condition.
In the current study, isoniazid resistance is 4.3% in newly diagnosed and
20.8% in previously treated patients verify the previous findings (Cohn et al., 1997;
Canada Communicable Disease Report, 2004; WHO, 2014). Moreover, this study
found that 9.8% of overall cases are isoniazid resistance less than the previously
published reports (Herendra and Shah, 1998; Miah et al., 2000; Muralidhar and
Srivastava, 2004; WHO/IUALTD, 2000; Nazir et al., 2009). The possible reason of
difference obtained in the results may lie in the fact of huge difference in living
standard, health facility and socio-economic factor.
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The present study shows Ethambutol resistance is 0.8% in newly diagnosed
and 6.5% in previously treated patients. This validates the earliers results (Cohn et al.,
1997; Muralidhar and Srivastava, 2004; Bitar et al., 2001; WHO/IUALTD, 2000;
Khan et al., 2001; Nazir et al., 2009).
This desertation describes streptomycin resistance as 1.9% in newly diagnosed
and 5% in previously treated patients and confirms the results of Cohn et al. (1997).
The present study shows that pyrazinamide resistance is 1% in newly diagnosed and
3% in previously treated patients corroborate the results of Cohn et al. (1997). In this
study, overall 1.8% cases are resistant to pyrazinamide. Previous finding support this
data (Cohn et al., (1997), however, some studies (Khan et al., 2001; Bitar et al., 2001;
Nazir et al., 2009; WHO, 2014) stated higher number of pyrazinamide cases as well.
In the current study, 9.3% of overall cases are MDR, and validates the result
of Hussain et al. (1996). Among these resistant, the prevalence of MDR in newly
diagnosed and previously treated patients were 4% and 19.7% respectively. This
result verifies the finding of Cohn et al. (1997). Findings in this study validate the
work of Yang et al. (2014). This data has also in resemblance to that of Ejaz et al.
(2010) who reported that MDR-TB in newly diagnosed and previously treated
patients are 2.3% and 17.9% in Pakistan. Finding in this work of MDR supports
results of Yasmin et al. (2014) and Karamat et al. (1999) where they reported similar
finding of MDR in Punjab Provence of Pakistan. Moreover, results of this work are in
consistence with most of international studies (WHO, 2014).
The prevalence of MDR-TB in newly diagnosed and in previously treated
patients is different in different geographical area. Like for example in Japan, the
prevalence of MDR in new and previously treated cases is 0.7% and 9.8%
respectively (Chacón et al., 2009). In china the new cases of MDR-TB is 2.8 -14.7%
and 9.7 -34.3% in previously treated cases (Zhao et al., 2012; Li et al., 2012). The
prevalence rate of MDR in Yemen is 3% and 9.4% in new and previously treated
cases respectively (Dye, 2009). In Madagascar the MDR-TB in new cases is 0.2%
and 3.4% in previously treated cases (Wright et al., 2009). There is not a single
MDR-TB reported in new cases while in previously treated cases the percentage
reported is 3.1% in Cambodia (Caminero, 2008). In Korea, the resistance in new
cases to at least one first-line drug is 11.7% and of 41.6% in previously treated cases.
The detection of MDR-TB is 3.9% and 27.2% in new cases and previously treated
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cases respectively (Choi et al., 2007). Micheletti et al., (2014) reported the overall
MDR-TB is 4.7%, in newly diagnosed is 2.2% and in previously diagnosed patients
was 12% in Brazil. This difference may be due to the fact of health facility, living
standard, research methodology adopted, research objective, proposed protocol to
conduct the project, overall sanitary situation and socio- economic factor influence of
Pakistan and other countries.
In the current study, females are more affected than males by MDR-TB and
the most affected were those people aged 10-45 years. This work support the
previously studies (Lomtadze et al., 2009 and Ijaz et al., 2010). The drug resistance
levels could be different in male or female TB patients because of the access
disparity to health-care services or other risk factors exposure (WHO, 2010). The
logic behind the correlation of female gender to MDR-TB is not well known but is
hypothesized that this association may be due to the fact that women spend a long
period of time in houses and they face problems in accessing health care services.
Delayed TB diagnosis and DST in female patients, makes the treatment more
complex because of improper chemotherapeutic regimens (Chiang et al., 2005; Long
et al., 1999). It can be reasoned that female‟s patients are referred to hospital less
frequently in comparison to males (Jeon et al., 2008). Mor et al. (2014) stated in his
study that risk factor for MDR was male. The gender disparities discovery in MDRTB association could make one close for the development of targeted measures and
improve access to health care centers to reduce the risk of acquiring drug-resistance.
Five times greater resistance is present in previously treated TB patients than
newly diagnosed were found during this work supports the previous reports of Ruddy
et al. (2005) and Gomes et al. (2014). The resistance in treated cases is the indicators
of lack of treatment follow-up. The drug resistance in new cases is due to the
transmission of disease with resistant bacilli (Chonde et al., 2010). This work
describes the frequency of drug resistance in previously TB treated is higher than
those of newly diagnosed patients for a single drug alone as well as for all first line
anti-TB drugs, as stated earlier in other studies. It indicates that retreatment is
threatened and a continued threat for transmission.
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The age is also found as an important factor in the drug resistance
development. Among resistance TB in the current study more than 70% resistance
cases were present in those patients aged 10-45 years in this study. Similar findings
were observed while reviewing the previously published reports (Yang et al., 2014;
Rifat et al., 2014). Flora et al. (2013) also described that the people aged under 40 are
at risk of MDR. Law et al. 2008 reported that younger people was more prone to
MDR in Hong Kong. This may be due to the extent of activity in youth, which
increases the chance of contact with MDR patients as compared to older people (Law
et al., 2008). Another justification for higher prevalence of MDR in younger people
may be that the busy routine might make it difficult for youth to systematically
manage their medicine (Law et al., 2008). Current study reveals association between
MDR and patients aged < 65 as already published by Faustini et al., (2006), and most
important determinant is previously TB treated. The resistance to any drug and MDR
is highest in the age group of 28–54 years. In the literature there is no well-established
association between age and the risk of MDR-TB because different studies used
different age group cut-off points. But, it is also described that MDR patient‟s age is
probably younger than 65 years (Faustini et al., 2006; Law et al., 2008). This work
supposed that age related difference in treatment observance may be a possible
reason, as those patients aged 10-45 years old are often busy in activities like study,
work or other activities on a daily basis, in comparison to more inactive lifestyle of
aged patients (Law et al., 2008). For DR-TB patients with previous TB treatment
history, female gender and those aged 10-45 years are risk factors. Prevention and
control of DR-TB must be highlighted by the revised DOTS program through quick
case detection as well as outline and quality-assured DST. For the assessment of
performance of National TB Control Programm information on anti-tuberculosis drug
resistance levels is a vital managing tool.
Some studies reported that the case detection rate of TB increases by the
volume, quality and time of specimens collection of both microscopy and culture
particularly in the TB prevalent countries (Warren et al., 2000; Sakundarno et al.,
2009 and Crampin et al., 2001). Mycroscopy results of spot specimens when
compared with those of morning specimens slightly difference was observed, grading
of slides of spot specimens however were very different from those of morning
specimens. The difference in detection by spot and morning specimens as observed in
current study is similar to the difference reported by Hirao et al., (2007). The
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sensitivity of microscopy depends mostly on the presence of AFB in the specimens
and method applied. One probable reason may be that in this study the scanty smears
of spot specimens were very low 3% as compared to 1+ (15.9%), 2+ (9.9%) and 3+
(6.8%). This study showed that morning smears has high sensitivity, specificity, PPV
and NPV as compared to spot specimens‟ microscopy. It is well known that larger
number of AFB present in morning specimens as compared to spot specimens
(Andrews and Radhakrishna 1959; van Deun et al. 2002). As specimens collected in
the morning typically have more bacilli, one would believe that the morning smears
yield may be more probable to be graded positive than specimens collected at other
times.
The diagnosis of Tuberculosis (TB) is a big problem for the developing
countries because conventional techniques are less sensitive and time demanding and
modern and sensitive techniques are very much expensive. Definitive diagnosis of
tuberculosis depends on isolation and identification of the causative agent. Growing
MTB in culture is a slow process, so rapid detection is necessary for better treatment.
It is necessary to find new method for early and rapid detection of MTB. Microscopy
is fast and rapid method for diagnosis, but it is suitable only for the preliminary
diagnosis due to low sensitivity and specificity. The detection capacity of microscopy
in culture positive specimens is 60-70% (Law et al., 2008; Barroso et al., 2003).
Although microscopy is less sensitive, its fastness and simplicity make it widely
accepted diagnostic test for many laboratories (Irfan et al., 2014, present study). It can
be used to assess the infectivity of a patient with pulmonary tuberculosis. Patients
who generate smear positive specimens are the most infectious and quick treatment
can be given before the culture result obtained. Microscopy cannot distinguish
between non tuberculosis and tuberculosis. Additionally microscopy can detect AFB,
if more than 10,000 organisms per ml are present in sample (Shao et al., 2011).
Culturing is still considered a good method for diagnosis of TB in spite of its inherent
limitations such as the requirement of longer duration and specialized facility.
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Culture required 6 to 8 weeks for final results for TB diagnosis, appropriate
treatments of individuals infected by MTB are often delayed. Although MTB culture
is time consuming technique but its high sensitivity is reported in the current study in
comparison with microscopy of morning specimens. These results are in agreement
with the worldwide use of MTB culture as a “gold standard” technique (Gandhi et al.,
2006). In some previous studies false positive culture has been reported due to cross
contamination in laboratories and the mean false positive rate has been 3.1% (Amor et
al., 2008). The sensitivity of smear microscopy can be affected by many factors,
counting sputum quality, smearing ground, staining procedures, assessment time and
the amount of training received in correct smear examination. The sensitivity of
microscopy increases due to concentration of sputum specimens, e.g. by
centrifugation (Steingart et al., 2006). In the current study, concentration method was
used for the morning specimens microscopy and special care was done during
microscopy for improvement of the sensitivity. This work revealed good sensitivity
for morning smear microscopy, however, missed 402 (16.8%) culture positive cases.
This recommends that a culture should be performed for each suspected TB case in
routine, but culture is time demanding, required 2 to 8 weeks for final results leads to
late treatment limit its routine use. This study also supported the work of Rahman et
al., (2011), who compared different microscopy method with conventional TB culture
and find good sensitivity, specificity PPV and NPV of microscopy.
DNA extracted directly from clinical specimens used for PCR could be a
good alternative for diagnosis of TB by culture method. In the present study 402
specimens negative demonstrated positive results by culture, however in 97 (2.9%)
specimens, where positive by microscopy, failed to show growth in culture. The
statistical analysis showed morning smears had a good sensitivity and specificity
when culture was used as reference. The most probable reason for high sensitivity and
specificity of microscopy in the present study is high susceptible state of the patients
for TB, notable proportion of previously treated cases and high sputum grading.
Molecular techniques has becomes trends in rapid diagnosis of tuberculosis.
WHO has been approving the advance, new, simpler and more sensitive technique for
TB diagnosis as system to stop the spread of TB (WHO, 2010). Investigators from the
whole world have focused on developing advance, fast, sensitive and low-cost tests
that can be used in the developing countries with limited possessions, with the aim of
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reducing the waiting time for the diagnosis of TB. Some of the studies reported lower
efficiency of PCR in detection of MTB by amplification of 16S rDNA and hsp65
genes, and IS6110. Although using 16S rDNA gene is the common practice (Kim et
al., 2007) but it requires subsequent sequencing and can't differentiate between
closely laying species of mycobacteria (Kim et al., 2007), therefore it is not a very
good choice. Same is the case with hsp65; it also requires sequencing for proper
differentiation between the non-tuberculosis mycobacterial strains and complex MTB
(Banerjee et al., 2008; Shen et al., 2009). Negi et al., (2007) compared different target
of MTB gene sequences by PCR in India, IS6110 sequence was found to have better
positivity results as compared to other targets such as 65 kDA, 85B protein and 38
kDa. Among the negative specimens‟ results by conventional techniques, PCR
targeting IS6110 sequence showed more positive results as compared to other targets.
Therefore the marker sequence like “IS6110” is the best choice, which exists only in
MTB complex members and is the mainly used target for MTB DNA amplification
(Yoshikawa et al., 2009). The insertion sequence “IS6110” can also be used for
distinguishing of the members of MTB complex from other mycobacteria in routine
tests (Choi et al., 2007). IS1081 has been used for the finding of MTB complex in the
paucibacillary specimens (WHO, 2006). The PCR target was conserved sequence
IS6110 which differentiates between MTB and MOTT. The conserved sequence is
specific to the MTBC (vanembden et al., 1993). It has been reported in previous
studies that PCR targeting IS6110 sequence was simple and good choice for TB
diagnosis (Michelon et al., 2011; Flores et al., 2005). Early diagnosis of tuberculosis
is essential for clinical management and public health control measures. PCR
amplification of IS6110 sequence resulted in a better and rapid detection of MTB with
reducing waiting time in present study as compared to conventional techniques. A
significant part of this study was devoted to the development and evaluation of rapid
diagnostic protocols for MTB. The present study was conducted to assess the
usefulness of modern molecular technique such as PCR to confirm the presence of
MTB DNA directly in the clinical specimen for the first time in Pakistan (Irfan et el.,
2014, present study).
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The PCR technique in these results has a good sensitivity (94%) and
specificity (90.4%) with morning specimens smear as reference. The results showed
the PPV was 85%, NPV was 96.3% of PCR. Concordance was seen in 90.4% cases
which were negative by microscopy as well as PCR but discordance was observed in
9.6% cases, positive by PCR and negative by microscopy. In morning smears
positive, same results were obtained by both PCR and microscopy in 93.8%
specimens. Discordances were present in 6.2% specimens which were positive by
microscopy but could not be detected by PCR. In the current study 2% specimens
which were negative in culture were detected as MTB positive by PCR and 6.2%
specimens which were positive in culture but could not be detected by PCR. In this
result, the sensitivity and specificity of the direct PCR technique in clinical specimens
to culture as “Gold standard” has a fine sensitivity (93.8%) and excellent specificity
(98%). The results showed the PPV was 97.2% and NPV was 95.6% of PCR. PCR in
this study showed negative results in all 47 MOTT isolates, which indicates good
specificity of the primers used in this study. In clinical diagnosis of mycobacterial
infections PCR has a great potential. My study supported the previous work (Van et
al., 2005; Carniel et al., 2014). Finding in this study suggests that PCR has strategic
potential in the fight against TB. The results validated that PCR could be an
alternative to diagnose TB in developing countries like Pakistan. PCR showed good
sensitivity, specificity, PPV and NPV which means that waiting time for TB diagnosis
can be reduced from weeks to days (Irfan et al., 2014, present study).
In at least 95% of isolates, mutations in the 81-bp core region of the rpoB gene
is described to be responsible for resistance (Sekiguchi et al., 2007). This region is
found between codons 507 and 533, with the most frequent changes occur in codons
His526Tyr, Ser531Leu and Asp516Val (Gonz´alez et al., 1999). Previous studies
described that over 90% of the rifampicin resistant MTB clinical isolates harbored
mutations in the 81-bp core region of the rpoB526, rpoB531and rpoB516 (Bartfai et
al., 2001; Mokrousov et al., 2003).
In the present study MAS-PCR sensitivity was 91.8%, specificity was 100%,
PPV was 100% and NPV was 82.2%. This work supports the previous study (Tho et
al., 2008; Young et al., 2005; Allegui et al., 2012; Gupta et al., 2013).
The most common mutation found was at codon rpoB531 (57.7%). Similar
rates of mutation at the above mentioned codon have been reported previously
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(Suresh et al., 2006; Prammananan et al., 2008; Patra et al., 2010). Barnard et al.
(2008) however found higher proportion i.e. 70.5% of mutation at codon 531 in South
Africa. In the present study the rate of mutation at codon 516 is 9.8% which is less
than those reports by Tracevska et al., 2002 from Latvia and Qian et al., (2002) from
East Asia, where mutation rate at codon 516 from 15- 32%. The rate of mutation at
codon 526 is found to be lesser than that reported by Patra et al., (2010) previously in
India and by Tracevska et al., 2002 in Latvia and four East Asian countries (Qian et
al., 2002).
In the present study, 33 specimens were resistant to rifampicin by DST
method MAS-PCR failed to detect, were sequenced and resulted in detection of a
mutation in 12 specimens which is rare globally and novel in Pakistan at codon 515
(Met515Iso) and a common variant at codon 516 (Met516Tyr). In 4 specimens,
another rare mutation worldwide and novel mutation in Pakistan at codon 513
(Gln513Pro) was also identified. Similarly, in additional 4 specimens, M515V and
H526W were identified. Similarly a third mutation (Leu533Pro) was also detected in
5 specimens for the first time in Pakistan. In 8 specimens undetermined by MASPCR, no mutation was detected. This may be because the mutation in a gene other
than rpoB might be responsible for rifampicin resistance. Other possible reason may
be mutation in upstream regulator region of the rpoB gene could be the cause of
resistance to rifampicin region in these 8 specimens. The detection of one isolate
which was rifampicin resistant by DST but wild type by MAS-PCR might be
elucidated by the fact that 10–13% isolates of MTB harbor mutations in the rpoB
gene outside the 81-bp core region or might have other molecular mechanisms of
resistance (Siddiqi et al., 1998). Similar observations have been recorded by others
proposing mutations beyond the 81-bp core region of the rpoB gene in codons 176,
553 and 541 or the presence of at least one further molecular mechanism e.g. a
permeability barrier that might be tangled in the rifampicin resistance (Schilke et al.,
1999; Xiao et al., 2003). In this perspective, resistance to rifampicin can be expected
to be a substitute marker for MDR-TB (Somoskovi et al., 2001; Mokrousov et al.,
2003). The new isolates resistant to drug detected in the recent study compared with
the DST method might be elucidated by the specificity of the primers used in the
technique of PCR, and the possibility of unsuitable preparation of the inoculum size
used in the method of DST (Mitchison, 2005). In addition, a single mutation might
produce a different resistant phenotype. The mutations present within the rpoB locus
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that are not related with resistance might affect the annealing primers properties.
Therefore, a considerable number of strains can be categorized as sensitive on
phenotypic testing and as resistant on genetic analysis (Hristea et al., 2010). Specific
mutations in rpoB might be related with low level rifampicin resistance that is not
demonstrable by a routine susceptibility test done on LJ medium with a 40 mg mL–1
rifampicin concentration (Miotto et al., 2006). Such variation in different percentage
may be due the geographical region, because strains were isolated in different area
and time periods.
The present study revealed that sensitivity and specificity of MAS-PCR for
katG gene of isoniazid is 80.5% and 100% respectively. A PPV is 71% and NPV was
80.4%. The prevalence of katG315 mutation was 80.5%. Similar results were found
by earlier investigators (Gupta et al., 2013; Young et al., 2005; Allegui et al., 2012).
Mutation was present in the most prevalent codon 315 is 63.6% of specimens. In
fifteen (15) specimens resistant to isoniazid by DST method where MAS-PCR failed
to determine, were sequenced and a common mutation at codon 315 (S315T) was
detected in each specimen. The mutation in the mabA gene of isoniazid is 5.7% and
the sensitivity is 5.7%, specificity is 100%, A PPV and NPV is 100% and 24.2%
respectively of MAS-PCR for mabA gene of isoniazid. Isolates resistsnce to isoniazid
by DST and decleared wild type by MAS-PCR for katG gene could be due to
mutation in inhA, kasA or ahpC genes (Ramaswamy et al., 2000). One specific
substitution in katG315 (Ser to Thr) was described to be the most common mutation
(Mokrousov et al., 2002a, 2009). The prevalence of katG315 mutation differs
depending on the geographical region studied, from infrequent occurrence in Finland
and Scotland to 91.9% in Russia, 35% in Beirut and 64% in Dubai (Mokrousov et al.
2009). Nusrath-Unissa et al. (2008) reported 64% mutation at codon katG315 in
India, Ramaswamy et al. (2004) reported 67% from North of Mexico and Torres et al.
(2002) reported 62% from Spain. Results obtained in this study are in line with earlier
studies representing that katG315 gene mutations had association rate of 70-85% with
isoniazid resistance and reveal a global pattern (Tracevska et al., 2002; Mokrousov et
al., 2002; Hazbón et al., 2006).
Based on the described embB306 mutations distribution (Sreevatsan et al.
1997; Victor et al., 1999; Ramaswamy et al., 2000), the mutations in the first base of
codon 306 are most probable to be CTG (Leu) or GTG (Val) from ATG which was
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43.9 % and the mutations in the third base of codon 306 are most probable to be ATA
(Ile), which was identified in 18.7% Ethambutol resistant isolates due to mutations in
embB gene in the present study. The sensitivity was 72.7% and specificity was 100%
of MAS- PCR for embB gene of Ethambutol. A PPV and NPV were 100% and 71.1%
respectively. The present study supports the study of Plinke et al. (2006), who found
68% mutation at codon 306 of embB gene. Findings in this study support previous
studies establishing correlation between Ethambutol resistance and mutation in the
embB gene (Sreevatsan et al., 1997; Ramaswamy et al., 2000). Moreover, Starks et al.
2009 stated in his work that single point mutation was occurring in 66% isolates in
embB gene, with 55% of these taking place at codon embB306. Fourteen specimens
resistant to at least Ethambutol by DST method and MAS-PCR failed to detect were
sequenced. In nine specimens, a common mutation at codon 306 (Met306Iso) was
determined. In five specimens, sequence matched completely with wild type
sequence. My data confirm that embB mutation can cause Ethambutol resistance and
are a significant sign of Ethambutol resistance. So the recognition of this mutation
should be deliberated in the improvement of prompt molecular test. The occurrence of
this mutation is assenting and would be useful for finding of Ethambutol resistance in
60- 70% of clinical isolates.
In this study the differences between the MAS-PCR and phenotypic drug
resistance have been stated by others previously (Chan et al., 2007; Plinke et al.,
2009). These differences are most probably caused by a single base substitution of a
silent point mutation or by problems with predictable susceptibility testing (Plinke et
al., 2009). An additional possibility is the occurrence of heterogeneous isolates or
mixed populations of susceptible and resistant MTB bacilli in the initial sputum
specimens with mutant genotypes being documented by the molecular assay and so
directing or concealing the susceptible genotypes. Hetero resistance is more probable
to take place in high tuberculosis incidence areas and in cultures isolated from chronic
patients, as they have more chance to become infected with mycobacteria populations
(Baldeviano-Vidalon et al., 2005; Nikolayevskyy et al., 2009).
Therefore the MAS-PCR cannot completely replace the DST method but may
be magnificently complement them. The describe MAS-PCR can be used to identify
the significant proportion of rifampicin, isoniazid and EMBambultol resistant MTB
isolates in Pakistan and other developing countries that correspond the high
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prevalence area of drug resistant TB especially MDR-TB. MAS-PCR is fast, easy to
perform, inexpensive, required only standard PCR and gel electrophoresis apparatus.
Its application would be useful for timely provision of adequate anti- TB therapy.
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CONCLUSIONS
1. Male are more affected by tuberculosis as compared to females, Morevore,
age group (10-45 years) are the most affected group both in male and in
female with respect to suceptable and MDR-TB.
2. Previous TB treatment was found to be the major risk factor for susceptible
TB and drug resistance TB.
3. Prevalence of rifampicin and isoniazid drug resistance in the studied patients
is higer as compared to other first line drugs.
4. MDR-TB is present five times greater in Previously TB treated patients as
compared to newly diagnosed and prevalence was higer in females than males
5. This study showes that morning smear microscopy were more sensitive than
spot smear microscopy
6. Comparitively PCR showed high sensitivity (94%), specificity (90.4%), PPV
(85%) and NPV (96.3%) than microscopy when culture used as reference.
7. The sensitivity and specificity of MAS-PCR for rpoB gene was 91.8% and
100% respectively. A PPV was 100 and NPV was 82.2%.
8. MAS-PCR detected most prevalent mutated codon was rpoB531 (57.7%),
rpoB 516 (9.8%) and rpoB526 (5.7%) in this study.
9.

Sequencing results in 12 (36.4%) specimens showes, rare mutation in
worldwide and novel mutation in Pakistan (to the best of our knowledge) were
present at codon 515 (Met515Iso) and a common variant at codon 516
(Met516Tyr) in each specimens was detected in rpoB gene.

10. In 4 (12.1%) specimens, a rare mutation in worldwide and novel mutation in
Pakistan at codon 513 (Q513P) was identified by sequencing in rpoB gene
11. Similarly, in additional 4 (12.1%) specimens, M515V and H526W were
identified by sequencing in rpoB gene
12. Moreover, a rare mutation in worldwide and novel mutation in Pakistan at
codon (L533P) was found in 5 (15.2%) specimens in this result by sequencing
in rpoB gene
13. In 8 (24.2%) specimens undetermined by MAS-PCR, no mutation was
detected by sequencing in rpoB gene
14. The sensitivity and specificity of MAS-PCR for katG gene of isoniazid was
80.5% and 100% respectively. A PPV was 71% and NPV was 80.4%
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15. MAS-PCR showed mutation in 80.5% cases at the most prevalent codon
katG315 (Ser315Tyr) and showed mutations at codon C15T (Cys15Tyr) in
5.7% cases in this study.
16. In fifteen (15) specimens resistant to isoniazid by DST method and failed to
determine by MAS-PCR were sequenced in this study and found a common
mutation at codon 315 (S315T) in each specimens.
17. MAS-PCR of specimens resistant to at least Ethambutol by DST method
showed M306V in 43.9% cases, M306I in 18.7% cases, WT 306 in 19 15.4%
cases and MAS-PCR failed to determine known mutations in 22% cases.
18. The sensitivity was 72.7% and specificity was 100% 0f MAS-PCR for embB
gene of Ethambutol and PPV and NPV were 100% and 71.1% respectively
19. Fourteen (14) specimens resistant to at least Ethambutol by DST method and
failed to give result by MAS-PCR were sequenced. In nine (9) specimens, a
common mutation at codon 306 (Met306Iso) was determined. In five (5)
specimens, sequence matched completely with wild type sequence.
20. Data in this dissertation propose that embB mutations only are not enough for
the development of complete resistance to Ethambutol in MTB and mutations
other than embB are also required.
21. A fast and simultaneous finding of isoniazid, rifampicin and Ethambutol
resistance caused by mutation of katG, mabA, rpoB and embB genes in MTB
isolates could be achieved by MAS-PCR.
Results of this emphasize the significance of firming up classical case
finding and treatment of smear and culture positive patients according to the
Directly Observed Therapy-Short course (DOTS) program. The introduction
of the molecular techniques which is rapid, specific, and technically
inexpensive can be used and interpreted in conjunction with conventional
methods to identify more active cases of MDR-TB. The MAS-PCR seems to
be a simple and precise method that permits genotyping to be prepared more
rapidly and in a less costly manner.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Under no circumstances PCR can replace conventional culture techniques
since rare isolates with no IS6110 insertion sequence will be missed. To
implement proper public health control measures, mycobacterial culture is also
essential for surveillance of epidemiology and drug resistant MTB in the
community. We proposed that great care should be taken in designing primer
pairs for the insertion sequence IS6110 to avoid false negative or false positive
results. For diagnostic PCRs, multiple targeting regions such as IS6110 and
hsp65 or IS6110 and TRC4 could be fine policy to enhance correctness of
MTB detection in clinical specimens.
2. Present data recommend that Pakistan can soon face a quick rise in new cases
of drug-resistant tuberculosis, and hence the application of a simple method of
MAS- PCR for easy finding of drug resistance in such a resource limited
country for consistent monitoring patterns in drug resistance is important.
3. Prevention and control of drug resistant TB should be emphasized by the
revised DOTS program through prompt case detection, routine and quality
assured DST for those patients at high risk of resistance, programmatic
treatment with both first and second line medicines, and systematic treatment
observation, with priority for high MDR-TB settings.
FUTURE PROSPECTS
1. This study analyzed samples from Punjab province of Pakistan. The scope of
the study can be extended to other provinces of the country to develop more
holistic understanding of the disease.
2. Monitoring of drug resistance TB can be enhanced by periodic surveys to
assess trends and take correct actions when necessary
3. Selective genes like rpoB, KatG, mabA and embB conferring resistance
against rifampicin, isoniazid and Ethambutol respectively have been analyzed
for mutations through MAS-PCR and sequencing. Other genes like rpoA,
rpoC, rpoD, inhA, ndh, ahpc, kasA, rrs, rpsl and pncA can be brought into the
fold of this study to understand their role in resistance to anti-tubercular
medicines.
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Table 4.1: Demographics of enrolled suspects

Variables

No. (%)

Means + SD

Gender
Male

3196 (53)

Female

2810 (47)

Age (years)
10-25

1787 (29.8)

26-45

2124 (35.4)

46-65

1530 (25.5)

>65

565

39.7+ 18.5

(9.4)

TB history
New patients

4648 (77.4)

Previously treated patients

1358 (22.6)
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Table 4.2: Spot smear, morning smear and Culture results of TB suspects
Spot smear results

Morning smear

Culture results

(%)

results (%)

(%)

3870

3723

3341

(64.4)

(62)

(55.6)

2136

2219

2445

(35.6)

(36.9)

(40.7)

180

158

207

(3.0)

(2.6)

(3.4)

955

822

633

(15.9)

(13.7)

(10.5)

594

619

780

(9.9)

(10.3)

(13.0)

407

620

825

(6.8)

(10.3)

(13.7)

-

-

201

Negative

Positive

Scanty

1+

2+

3+

Culture
Contaminated
not done

Total

(3.3)
-

6006

64

19

(1.1)

(0.3)

6006

6006

Table 4.3: PCR results of TB suspects
PCR results

Frequency

Percentage

MTB not detected

3586

59.7

MTB detected

2420

40.3

Total

6006

100.0
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Table 4.4: Drug Sensitivity Test (DST) results of TB patients
DST

Frequency

Percentage

Sensitive

2094

88.5

Resistant

273

11.5

Isoniazid (I) resistant

3

0.1

rifampicin (R) resistant

8

0.3

Streptomycin (S) resistant

14

0.6

Ethambutol (E) resistant

5

0.2

Pyrazinamide (Z) resistant

11

0.5

IR

133

5.6

IS

1

0.04

RE

5

0.2

IRS

26

1.1

IRE

25

1.1

IRP

13

0.5

IRSE

14

0.6

IREZ

3

0.1

IRSEZ

12

0.5

Resistant pattern

Table 4.5: Prevalence of MDR in studied TB patients
MDR

No.

Percent (%)

Not Found

2146

90.7

MDR found

221

9.3

Total

2367

100.0
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Table 4.6: Association between patients‟ demographics and culture results

Culture Results
Variables

Positive

Negative

Contaminated

Not done

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

1280

1862

45

9

(40.1)

(58.3)

(1.4)

(0.3)

1165

1479

156

10

(41.5)

(52.6)

(5.6)

(0.4)

1014

728

42

3

(56.7)

(40.7)

(2.4)

(0.2)

810

1223

86

5

(38.1)

(57.6)

(4)

(0.2)

470

1000

53

7

(30.7)

(65.4)

(3.5)

(0.5)

151

390

20

4

(26.7)

(69)

(3.5)

(0.7)

New

1634

2860

139

15

patients

(35.2)

(61.5)

(3)

(0.3)

treated

811

481

62

4

patients

(59.7)

(35.4)

(4.6)

(0.3)

p-

Phi

value

value

<0.001

0.128

<0.001

0.228

<0.001

0.221

Gender
Female

Male

Age
(years)

10-25

26-45

46-65

>65

TB
treatment
History

Previously
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Table 4.7: Association between age wise distributed genders and culture results

Culture Results of specimens

Phi

Genders

value
Not
Negative Positive Contamina

Female

Age

10-25

Categories
(in years)

26-45

46-65

>65

Total

Male

Age

10-25

Categories
(in years)

26-45

46-65

>65

Total

Done

Pvalue

(%)

(%)

ted (%)

(%)

464

613

13

2

(42.5)

(56.1)

(1.2)

(0.2)

725

373

20

2

(64.7)

(33.3)

(1.8)

(0.2)

517

238

11

4

(67.1)

(30.9)

(1.4)

(0.5)

156

56

1

1

(72.9)

(26.2)

(0.5)

(0.5)

1862

1280

45

9

(58.3)

(40.1)

(1.4)

(0.3)

264

401

29

1

(38)

(57.7)

(4.2)

(0.1)

498

437

66

3

(49.6)

(43.5)

(6.6)

(0.3)

483

232

42

3

(63.6)

(30.5)

(5.5)

(0.4)

234

95

19

3

(66.7)

(27.1)

(5.4)

(0.9)

1479

1165

156

10

(52.6)

(41.5)

(5.6)

(0.4)

<0.001

0.24

<0.001

0.23
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Table 4.8: Association between patients‟ demographics and DST results
Drug resistance pattern

Variables

Rifampicin

Isoniazid

Streptomycin

Ethambutol

Pyrazinamide

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

R

S

R

S

R

S

R

S

R

S

Gender
127

1111

123

1115

35

1203

27

1211

19

1219

Female

(10.3)

(89.7)

(9.9)

(90.1)

(2.8)

(97.2)

(2.2)

(97.8)

(1.5)

(98.5)

114

1015

110

1019

35

1094

38

1091

20

1109

Male

(10.1)

(89.9)

(9.7)

(90.3)

(3.1)

(96.9)

(3.4)

(96.6)

(1.8)

(98.2)

P-value

0.47

0.57

0.71

0.04

0.52

Phi value

-

-

-

0.05

-

Age (years)

10-25

26-45

46-65

>65

110

875

114

871

32

953

19

966

13

972

(11.2)

(88.8)

(11.6)

(88.4)

(3.2)

(96.8)

(1.9)

(98.1)

(1.3)

(98.7)

(84)

705

76

712

20

769

28

761

16

773

(10.6)

(89.4)

(9.7)

(90.3)

(2.5)

(97.5)

(3.5)

(96.5)

(2)

(98)

39

409

37

411

13

435

13

435

9

439

(8.7)

(91.3)

(8.3)

(91.7)

(2.9)

(97.1)

(2.9)

(97.1)

(2)

(98)

8

137

6

139

5

140

5

140

1

144

(5.5)

(94.5)

(4.1)

(95.9)

(3.4)

(96.6)

(3.4)

(96.6)

(0.7)

(99.3)

p-value

0.12

0.06

0.83

0.37

0.68

Phi value

-

-

-

-

-

TB treatment
History
New patients

Previously

74

1492

68

1498

30

1536

13

1553

15

1551

(4.7)

(95.3)

(4.3)

(95.7)

(1.9)

(98.1)

(0.8)

(99.2)

(1)

(99)

167

634

165

636

40

761

52

749

24

777

(20.8)

(79.2)

(20.6)

(79.4)

(5)

(95)

(6.5)

(93.5)

(3)

(97)

treated
patients
p-value

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

Phi value

0.25

0.26

0.08

0.16

0.07
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Table 4.9: Age wise prevalence of MDR in studied TB patients

MDR
Phi
value

MDR

10-25

26-45
Age
Categories

46-65

(in years)
>65

Total

Not Found

found

(%)

(%)

877

108

(89.0)

(11.0)

715

74

(90.6)

(9.4)

413

35

(92.2)

(7.8)

141

4

(97.2)

(2.8)

2146

221

(90.7)

(9.3)

P- value

0.008

0.07

Table 4.10: Prevalence of MDR cases in male and in female patients
MDR

Gender

Female

Male
Total

Not Found

MDR found

(%)

(%)

1121

117

(90.5)

(9.5)

1025

104

(90.8)

(9.2)

2146

221

(90.7)

(9.3)

P- value

0.84
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Table 4.11: Prevalence of MDR between newly and previously treated patients
MDR
Phi

Not Found MDR found

TB

New Patient

History
Previously treated

Total

(%)

(%)

1503

63

(96.0)

(4.0)

643

158

(80.3)

(19.7)

2146

221

(90.7)

(9.3)

P- value

value

<0.001

0.255
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Table 4.12: Age wise prevalence of MDR cases in genders
MDR
Gender

MDR

10-25

26-45
Age
Categories
Female

46-65

(years)
>65

Total

10-25

26-45
Age
Male

Categories

46-65

(years)
>65

Total

Not Found

found

(%)

(%)

525

66

(88.8)

(11.2)

332

34

(90.7)

(9.3)

211

16

(93.0)

(7.0)

53

1

(98.1)

(1.9)

1121

117

(90.5)

(9.5)

352

42

(89.3)

(10.7)

383

40

(90.5)

(9.5)

202

19

(91.4)

(8.6)

88

3

(96.7)

(3.3)

1025

104

(90.8)

(9.2)

P- value

0.06

0.17
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Table 4.13: Prevalence of MDR cases between genders in newly diagnosed and
previously treated patients
MDR

Gender

Not Found MDR found
(%)

(%)

786

29

(96.4)

(3.6)

Previously

335

88

treated

(79.2)

(20.8)

1121

117

(90.5)

(9.5)

717

34

(95.5)

(4.5)

Previously

308

70

treated

(81.5)

(18.5)

1025

104

(90.8)

(9.2)

New Patient
TB
Female

History

Total

New Patient
TB
Male

History

Total

P-

Phi

value

value

<0.001

0.28

<0.001

0.28
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Table 4.14: Age wise prevalence of MDR cases between newly diagnosed and
previously treated patients
MDR
Age Categories (years)

(%)

(%)

640

26

(96.1)

(3.9)

Previously

237

82

treated

(74.3)

25.7

877

108

(89)

(11)

484

20

(96)

(4)

Previously

231

54

treated

(81.1)

(18.9)

715

74

(90.6)

(9.4)

276

15

(94.8)

(5.2)

Previously

137

20

treated

(87.3)

(12.7)

413

35

(92.2)

(7.8)

103

2

(98.1)

(1.9)

Previously

38

2

treated

(95)

(5)

141

4

(97.2)

(2.8)

New Patient
TB
10-25

History

Total

New Patient
TB
26-45

History

Total

New Patient
TB
46-65

History

Total

New Patient
TB
>65

History

Not Found MDR Found

Total

P-

Phi

value

value

<0.001

0.32

<0.001

0.24

0.005

0.13

0.3

-
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Table 4.15: Correlation between results of spot and morning specimens‟ microscopy, culture and PCR
Total

Spot specimens

Morning specimens

specimens

smears results

smears results

Culture technique

Nested PCR

Positive

Negative

Positive

Negative

Positive

Negative

Positive

Negative

1986

3727

2093

3620

2398

3315

2314

3399

Total
specimens

5713
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Table 4.16: Correlation between spot and morning specimens‟ smear results

Morning smear results

Spot
Smear
results

Negative

Positive

Total

Sensitivity
(%)

Specificity
(%)

PPV
(%)

NPV
(%)

Negative

3488

239

3727

93.4

93.6

88.6

96.4

Positive

132

1854

1986

3620

2093

5713

Total
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Table 4.17: Correlation between spot and morning specimens‟ smear grading results
Morning smear grading

Negative Scanty

Negative

Scanty
Spot
Smear

1+

Grading
2+

3+

Total

1+

2+

3+

Total

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

3488

79

102

31

27

3727

(93.6)

(2.1)

(2.7)

(0.8)

(0.7)

(100)

31

39

69

13

9

161

(19.3)

(24.2)

(42.9)

(8.1)

(5.6)

(100)

73

22

491

199

88

873

(8.4)

(2.5)

(56.2)

(22.8)

(10.1)

(100)

16

5

76

270

191

558

(2.9)

(0.9)

(13.6)

(48.4)

(34.2)

(100)

12

2

23

73

284

394

(3.0)

(0.5)

(5.8)

(18.5)

(72.1)

(100)

3620

147

761

586

599

5713

(63.4)

(2.6)

(13.3)

(10.3)

(10.5)

(100)
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Table 4.18: Correlation between culture and morning specimens‟ smears results

Morning smear results
Sensitivity Specificity
Total
(%)
(%)

Negative

Positive

Negative

3218

97

3315

Positive

402

1996

2398

3620

2093

5713

Culture
Results

Total

83.2
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PPV
(%)

NPV
(%)

95.4

88.9
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Table 4.19: Correlation between culture and morning specimens‟ smears grading results
Culture Grading

Negative Scanty

Negative

Scanty
Morning
smear

1+

grading
2+

3+

Total

1+

2+

3+

Total

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

3218

145

149

76

32

3620

(88.9)

(4)

(4.1)

(2.1)

(0.9)

(100)

26

31

62

25

3

147

(17.7)

(21.1)

(42.2)

(17)

(2.0)

(100)

45

13

351

244

108

761

(5.9)

(1.7)

(46.1)

(32.1)

(14.2)

(100)

22

11

28

306

219

586

(3.8)

(1.9)

(4.8)

(52.2)

(37.4)

(100)

4

5

23

120

447

599

(0.7)

(0.8)

(3.8)

(20.0)

(74.6)

(100)

3315

205

613

771

809

5713

(58)

(3.6)

(10.7)

(13.5)

(14.2)

(100)
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Table 4.20: Correlation between culture specimens and PCR results

Culture
Results

Morning smear results
Sensitivity Specificity
Total
(%)
(%)

Negative

Positive

Negative

3218

97

3315

Positive

402

1996

2398

3620

2093

5713

Total

83.2
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PPV
(%)

NPV
(%)

95.4

88.9
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Table 4.21: Correlation between PCR and culture specimens‟ grading results

PCR

MTB not

Negative

Scanty
Culture
Grading

1+

2+

3+

Total

detected

MTB detected

Total

(%)

(%)

(%)

3250

65

3315

(98)

(2)

(100)

54

151

205

(26.3)

(73.7)

(100)

40

573

613

(6.5)

(93.5)

(100)

40

731

771

(5.2)

(94)

(100)

15

794

809

(1.9)

(98.1)

(100)

3399

2314

5713

(59.5)

(40.5)

(100)
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Table 4.22: Correlation between PCR and morning specimens‟ smears results

PCR

Morning
smear
Results

Negative
Positive

Total

MTB not
detected

MTB
detected

Total

3273

347

3620

126

1967

2093

3399

2314

5713

Sensitivity
(%)

Specificity
(%)

PPV
(%)

NPV
(%)

94

90.4

85

96.3
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Table 4.23: Correlation between PCR and morning specimens‟ smears grading results

PCR

Negative

Scanty

Morning

1+

smears
grading

2+

results
3+

Total

MTB not

MTB

Total

detected (%)

detected (%)

(%)

3273

347

3620

(93.9)

(6.1)

(100)

27

120

147

(18.4)

(81.6)

(100)

56

705

761

(7.4)

(92.6)

(100)

30

556

586

(5.1)

(94.9)

(100)

13

586

599

(2.2)

(97.8)

(100)

3399

2314

5713

(59.5)

(40.5)

(100)
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Table 4.24: Correlation between PCR, culture and morning specimens‟ smears results

Culture Results
PCR

MTB not

Negative

Positive

Total

(%)

(%)

(%)

3174

99

3273

Morning

Negative

(93.4)

(2.9)

(96.3)

smear result

Positive

76

50

126

(2.2)

(1.5)

(3.7)

3250

149

3399

(95.6)

(4.4)

(100)

44

303

347

(1.9)

(13.1)

(15)

21

1946

1967

(0.9)

(84.1)

(85)

65

2249

2314

(2.8)

(97.2)

(100)

detected

Total

Morning

Negative

smear results
MTB

Positive

detected
Total
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Table 4.25: Showed types of mutations in Codon and Amino acid conversion by MASPCR
Gene

codon

Primer

Reference

Codon

Amino acid

Total Sample

name

no.

Name

codon

Found

conversion

No.

GAC

TAC

Glu˃Tyr

12/123=10%

CAC

TAC

His˃Tyr

7/123=5.7%

TTG

Ser˃Leu

62/123=50.4%

TCG

TGG

Ser˃Trp

9/123=7.3%

-

-

katG-F1

AGC

ACC

Ser˃Thr

99/123=80%

katG-R1

-

-

(WT315)

9/123=

katG-R2

-

-

mabA-F

TGC

TAC

rpoB-F2
516
rpoB-R
rpoB-F3
526
rpoB-R
rpoB

katG

mabA

531

rpoB-F4

531

rpoB-R

315

TCG

Failed to

33/123=

detect

Failed to

15/123=

detect
Cys>Tyr

7/123=5.7%

(WT15)

116/123= 94.3

Met>Ileu

12/64= 18.7%

Met>Val

28/64=43.7%

(WT306)

10/64= 15.6%

15
mabA-R1
embB-F3
embB-R3

ATH (H
ATG

represent
A,C, T)
BTG

embB-F2
embB

306

embB-R2

ATG

(B
represent
G, C, T)

Failed to
detect

14/64=22 %
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Table 4.26: Correlation between DST and MAS- PCR results of Rifampicin

MAS- PCR for rpoB gene

Sensitive
by DST

Rifampicin
by DST
Resistance
by DST
Total

Mutation
detected

Wild type
by MASPCR

Sensitive
by MASPCR

0

0

37

90

8

0

90

8

37

Sensitivity
(%)

Specificity
(%)

PPV
(%)

NPV
(%)

91.8

100

100

82.2
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Table 4.27: Correlation between DST and MAS- PCR results of katG gene of Isoniazid

MAS-PCR for rpoB gene

Sensitive
by DST

Rifampicin
by DST
Resistance
by DST
Total

Mutation
detected

Wild type
by MASPCR

Sensitive
by MASPCR

0

0

37

90

8

0

90

8

37

Sensitivity
(%)

Specificity
(%)

PPV
(%)

NPV
(%)

91.8

100

100

82.2
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Table 4.28: Correlation between DST and MAS-PCR results of mabA gene of Isoniazid

Isoniazid
by DST

mabA gene of Isoniazid
Sensitive Sensitivity Specificity
by MAS(%)
(%)
PCR

Mutation
detected

Wild type
by MASPCR

Sensitive
by DST

0

0

37

Resistance
by DST

7

116

0

7

116

37

Total

5.7
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100

PPV

NPV

(%)

(%)

100

24.2
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Table 4.29: Correlation between DST and MAS- PCR results of Isoniazid (katG and
mabA gene)
Isoniazid by DST
katG gene of Isoniazid

Sensitive by Resistance by
DST (%)

Mutation
detected

mabA gene
of
Isoniazid

Wild type

mabA gene

by MAS-

of

PCR

Isoniazid

Failed to
detected

Sensitive by
MAS- PCR

mabA gene
of
Isoniazid
mabA gene
of
Isoniazid

Mutation detected
Wild type by MASPCR
Wild type by MASPCR

Wild type by MASPCR

-

-

DST (%)
7
(5.7)
92
(74.8)
9

-

(7.3)

15
-

Sensitive by MAS-

37

PCR

(100)

(12.2)

-
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Table 4.30: Correlation between DST and MAS-PCR results of isoniazid and rifampicin

DST results
MAS- PCR for rpoB gene

Sensitive

Mutation detected
Mutation

katG gene of

detected by

Isoniazid

MAS- PCR

by DST

Resistance

(%)

by DST (%)

-

(63.4)
6

Wild type by MAS-

-

(4.9)

PCR

Failed to detected

Mutation detected

-

-

katG gene of
Failed to

78

Isoniazid

detected

6
(4.9)
21
(17)
3

Wild type by MAS-

-

(2.4)

PCR

Failed to detected
Sensitive by

katG gene of

MAS- PCR

Isoniazid

-

9
(7.3)

37
Sensitive by MAS-

(100)

-

PCR
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Table 4.31: Correlation between DST and MAS-PCR results of Ethambutol

embB gene of Ethambutol

Ethambutol

Sensitive
by DST
Resistance
by DST

Total

Mutation
detected

Wild type
by MASPCR

Sensitive
by MASPCR

0

0

37

40

10

0

40

10

37

Sensitivity
(%)

Specificity
(%)

PPV
(%)

NPV
(%)

72.7

100

100

71.1
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